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nfTRODUCTION. 

The following studies in VedanMsm . are not so much. exposi
tions of the traditional Vedanta ,as p,roJ?l~matic ... conetructions on 
Vedantic lines intended to bring out the relations of .the .system 
to modern philosophical systems. Th~. }fQrJr gf qgp,§~r1J9~~Qn h~ll., 
hP.wever, l:>e~n ~?u.1Jg,rdinated to .the. :worko£inter;pr£Jt!lltion, A, 
wide latitude of interpretation has been claimed throughout. 

The studies follow the traditionalauthorities, the Upanishads, 
the Brahma-sutras, and Bho/.}avad-gita, and confine themselves 
to the monistic interpretations of Sankara. They draw on 
treatises like. Panchadafi, Vedanta-siddhanta-m~ktavali, etc., 
propounding what may be called the later Vedanta, .for .such defi
nite views as may be regarded to he legitimate systematisations 
of the earlier but looser Vedanta. No attempt has been made 
here to trace the historical evolution of the Vedantic school. 

The historical study of a school of"thought must have methods 
and aims different from those of a philosophical study, though 
the studies are mutually supplementary. The philosophical 
study should come :first in the order of .time ; the· historical 
study of an ancient system of philosophy, to be of any use at 
all, must be preceded by an earnest study of the philosophy, 
in the expositions traditionaUy accepted as authoritative. The 
correctness of these expositions-at any rate, the perspective 
-may be iinp11gned afterwards by historic research. But the 
historian here cannot begin his work at all. unless he can live 
in sympathy into the. details of .. an apparently outworn creed 
and recognise . the truth in the first imperfect adumbrations of 
it. The . .attitude of the mere narrator has, in th~ case of the 
hist()rian of philosophy, .to be exchanged, as far as possible, .for 
that • of the sympathetic interpreter. There is the danger, no 
doubt, of too easily reading one's philosophic creed into· the 
history, but the opposite danger is more serious still. It is the 
danger of taking the · philosophic type studied as a historic 
curiosity rather than a recipe for the human soul, a11d of seeking 
to .. explai11 the curiosity by natural causes instead o£. seriously 
examining its merits as philosophy. This unfortunately is 
sometimes the defect of Western expositions of Eastern philoso
phy and religion. It springs from a .tacit conviction, which, to 
say the least, bespeaks a lack of historic s.ense, that the common• 
sense evolved at the present day is absolutely infallible ; though 
if the history of philosophy were rightly studied, it would show 
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that many of the modern speculative discoveries are but re~ffir
mations of old truths, and that the present-day, common sense 
itself is a complex structure in which are imbedded types·· of 
thought which are ordinarily t~;~,ken to· be completely outworn 
and superseded. We have heard of India11. pessimism andfata1ism 
disposed of by a sapient reference to the climatic and political 
conditions of the country ; and the very name.of philosophy has 
sometimes been denied to. Indian speculation on the. grounq; . 
apparently established h.,istorically, that the Oriental. intellect. 
is not sufficie'htly dry and has not masculine virility. enough to 

'rise to anything higher than grotesque imaginative cosmogonies. 
When history thus sits in judgment on philosophy, an Indian 
student of Vedanta may well be excused if to him a reproduction 
of the philosophy, such as may bring it into · cont11,ct with 
modern problems, appears far more important .than any mere 
historical dissertation. 

A fair instance of how principles of 'historic research are some
time::> allowed to prejudice a right appreciation of philosophy is 
afforded by Dr. Thibaut's otherwise valuable introduction to 
his translation of the Vediinta-sutras, with Sankara' s commentary 
(Sacred Books of the East', vol. xxxiv). Referring to the 
attempts of Sankara and other scholiasts to evolve a complete 
philosophic system from the Upanishads, he says: " On later 
generations, to which the whole body of texts came down as 
revealed truth, there devolved the inevitable task of establishing 
systems on which no exception could be taken to any of the 
texts; but that the task was, strictly speaking, an impossible 
one, i.e., one which it was impossible to accomplish fairly and 
honestly, there really is no reason to deny " (p. cvi). The texts 
'' do not allow themselves to be systematised because they 
were never meant to form .a system" (p. exiv). '' .... But 
the>ta,sk ofsystematieing once given, we are quite ready to admit 
that.#m?,!ca,ra-'s system .is. the best that can be devised '' ~P· cxxii). 
The contention here apparently is that the task is not given, 
except to one who believes the texts to embody revealed trnth. 

Now,. what precisely. is the task to which Sankara has ad
dressed himself 1 It is not that of the critical historian, it is 
the task of piecing together the sever·al texts into a philosophical 
system, of developing .~ hypothesis on a necessa,ry basis which 
will cover all the texts. But it may be asked, why should it be 
a~:~sumed that all the te.x:ts should find place in a necessary system'! 
May not :some of. them embody false speculations altogether ? 
~ere, then, we .have to consider the special nature of the Upani
s1~ad texts~ They 1llay or may .not . have been revealed; b~t 
as they are, they are presented not as mere guef!ses from the 
outsidl'!. to explain the .facts .. of . the Universe, nor even as 

• 
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leisurely philosophisings conducted on a necessary basis, but as 
,embodying mystic intuitions, often the products of what has 
been called the mythologic imaginatio1t which sees philosophy in 
poetic symbols. There are sometimes attempts at reasoning, too, 
but then . by themselv~s they are hardly logically convincing, 
l)aving not unoften an almost infantine naivete about them. 
Now, the question here is, what sl,wnld be our attitude towards 
these. texts which, apparently at a1:wrate,. embod:y intuitions~ 
So long as no obvious mark of spurio~sness is discover~d, they 
are to be regarded as genuine, t~gp,g:b._,,~ir.f9 .··· ~· . .g~p,Jj~necintui:tion 
.lJI..Il,Y.ePE:l.ta,l.§.f:l ig. it§..£.QP.t~:!AP. The falsity,. however, is not to be " 
judged apriori but only after a strenuous endeavour to reproduce, 
if possible, the intuitions through such means as may have been 
laid down in the Histras, or, what we understand better, after 
an . attempt to systematise all the texts. into a well-rounded 
philosophy. The latter is the task which Sankara and other 
commentators have set themselves to accomplish. Hence ad
mitting that the texts were never meant to be strung together 
into a system, it can still be held that the task of systematising 
is inevitably given to every student of the Upanishads. 

Dr. Thibaut does not appear to h~ve sufficiently distinguished 
the role of the philosophic systematiser. from that of the critical 
or historical scholar when he lays down the caution that ' ' we 
must refrain from using unhesitatingly and without careful 
consideration of the :rnerits of each individual cl).se. the teach
ings, direct or inferred, of any one passage to 'the end of 
determining the drift of • the teaching of other passages.'' A 
commentatol' is certainly open to severe ,censure when he asserts 
that a text bears a certain meaning which it cannot bear in a 
pa:t;ticular context. But when he simply means that the truth 
embodied in a particular text is inadequately expressed and 
should be developed or rendered more explicit in the light of 
other texJs, or when he interprets a mythologic metaphor differ
ently. in different passages under the conviction that it is ana.tural 
symbol of maAy correspondent truths of different pot~ncies or 
gra,des, he is to be deemed as perfectly within h,is rights as a 
philosophic interpreter and systematiser. A philosophic • com· 
mentator, especially on unsystematised texts embodying 
speculative truths, has a far wider latitude than a literary 
commentator. ~~!;lgt?~~,<;fNl interpretation here inevitably 
~hades off into philosophic construction ; and this need not 
mvolve any intellectual dishonesty. We may readily admit 
that '' what he (the commentator) from his advanced stand
point looks upon as an inferior kind of cognition " was not 
'' viewed in the same way by the authors of the Upanishads," 
but that may have been because the teacher of the. inferior 
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wisdom had not in view the antithesis between it and the supe
rior wisd?m· . S'andilya, tpe teacher of the S'andilya-vidya in the 
Ohhandogya Upanishad, may not have '' looked upon it as any
thing else but a. statement of the highest t~th accessible to man,'' 
but that is no reason why Sankara may not look upon it as 
the infer~or wisdotn. It would appear, too, as though the dis· 
tinction between the higher and the lower wisdom was taken 
by Dr. ,Thiba.J.lt and some others to be.,viderthanSankara himself 
intended; to.Sankara, the SaguYfa (determinate) Brahman and 
the Nirguna (indeterminate) Brahman were not so much distinct 

... gods as the contrasted aspects of the same reality. 
A misconception of the latitude allowed to philosophic 

systematisation may he traced in Dr. Thibaut's remarks on 
Sankara's doctrine of Maya. He tries to demonstrate that 
Sankara's doctrine of Maya is .nowhere to he found in the 
Upanishads except probably in an undeveloped form in a few 
doubtful passages, al)d contends that the doctrine should not, 
therefore, be read into other passages which are intelligible 
without it. Let it be granted for the present that the demon
stration is satisfactory. L11oter on he admits that the doctrine 
of '' the final absolute identification of the individual self 
with the universal self is indicated in terms of unmistakable 
plainness " (p. c:xxii) in the Upanishads. Now if the point 
were discussed as one of philosophy rather than of historical 
scholarship, it would not he difficult to perceive that the doctrine 
of Maya is a necessary corollary of this doctrine of the individual 
being Brahman in .Moksha (absolute liberation) : for it is only 
in this identification that he realises that individuality was an 
illusion and that the distinction of suhjeet, .. ohject .• etc., possible 
only through this individuality, was an illusion too. 

In a reproduction of Vedantism such as we have proposed, 
no attempt need be made t.o distinguish the points common to 
the Indian. systems from those which are specifically •Vedantic. 
Special care, however, should be taken to develop from first 
principles such Vedantic positions as being distinctively Indian 
present a marked . contrast to European habits of thought. 
There are sundry deep-seated differences between Eastern and 
Western speculation. To European common sense, certain forms 
of Indian speculation may appear absurd or puerile at the best; 
while now and then there are presented heights and depths of 
thought which take away and stifle one's breath, and which an 
all too comfortable rationalism designates hypersubtle and 
mystical. An attempt should be made to show that in some cases 
at least the COI).tradiction to European common sense or scien
tific tho11ght is only apparent, and that the Indian position, 
properly understood, whether true or false, is a. development of 
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thought in an unsuspected direction, though by n<> means incom
patible with Western thought; whilei~ certain other cases where 
there is real contradiction to European common senae,.an analysis 
of. this apparently absolute standard may, pera,dventure, yield 
dissolving views in which the Eastern thought is found to alter
nate with its Western counterpart with the nii:i'j.ete of fl. summer 
dream. As to what is vaguely called· the mysticism of Vedan,ta 
a clearing-up .should be attempted ifl a more thfill ordinarily 
strenuous ·spirit of rationalism. , Only it should .content. its~f 
with a problematic indication of the direction in which the 
dark truths lie without pretending to furnish omniscient ex- ' 
planations. 

The attitude to be borne towards the present subject should 
be neither that of the apologist nor that of the acf!,demic com
piler but that of the interpreter which involves, to a certain 
extent, that of the constructor, too. It is too late in the day to 
defend a system like the Vedanta with a theologian's Jmim!!§; 
it is hardly necessary, except probably to silence a class of 
persons whose ignorance of the system is matched oPly by their 
zeal in comba.ting it; and it is, to JJay the least, unwise, even 
for one who has implicit faith in the system, for to drag it into 
the theological arena is to effectually 'scare away all open-minded 
men from it and relegate it for good to the limbo of oblivion. 
The Vedantic propagandist cannot do better than appeal through 
a literature wholly expository; without a word of dogmatic 
lecturing in it, which will invite readers-it may be, a select class 
of them-to contemplate with something of an resthetic sympathy 
an ancient life-ideal animating an organised body of ancient 
thought, justto quicken, it may be for a moment, the conscious
ness, always very torpid, of the dominating ideal of the day 
being only one among many possibles; and then if Vedanta has 
any real vitality in it, it will set th~m thinking till it leads to a 
real divis~n of the spirit. A true philosophic system is not to be 
looked upon as a soulless jointing of hypotheses; it is a living 
fabric which, with all its endeavour to be objective, must have a 
well-marked individuality. Hence it is not to be regarded as 
the special property of academic philosophy-mongers, to be 
hacked up by them into technical :views, but is to be regarded 
~s .a form of life and is to be treated as a theme of literature 
of infinite interest to humanity. 
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Studie$ in Vedanti.sm. 

I.-An Approach through· Psychology. 

'!'b!=l :P<?Y9Q.Qlogy .. .. of. .. w&kiiJ.g, .. J.lr.~~m •... i~,P.¢l••·· <iX~:;tr;n.l!'l§~.~!<3<31? ... 99.D-
;at5.isut~ thf) ;pivot of the Vedap.tic . .sy<?tem and of certain other 
systems, like the Yoga, which may be regarded as ~IlG.illl!>r..Y to it .• 
It is to be regarded a,s. a clear addition to ordinary psychology, 
theimportance of which is not a whit exaggerated if it is claimed 
that it .. J:e9Pgni§ef:! .... :;t p.gw.,9,imen~iQ!1,8f. ... y:X,;i§tence-~tQ.g,e,t~x. Its 
importance will be appreciated by connecting it with kindred 
Western speculations on the one hand, and with Vedantic specu
lations in Metaphysics on the other. 

2. What wo1.1ld be the empirical account of a .dream ? Phy
siological speculation on the point has hardly anything to 
offer except.certain platitudes which do not touch the speciality 
of the phenomenon ; and so. the psy~hological explanation alone 
is worth referring to here. When a man goes to sleep, images 

· are roused in his mind, sometimes by sensory presentations, 
but most often with apparent spontaneity, although even 
in sugh cases the absence of ah ideal suggestion, continuous 
with a sensory presentation, cannot be absolutely proved. In 
waking perceptions, . illusions, and hallucinations, the idea
tional elements are generally copies of previous percepts (some• 
times involving new construction also) ; but these do not 
appear at random, being attracted into definite grooves of 
suggestion by ·the J?£e§eP.t(l,t1Ye- .!=\!e.ments and by ~~~-~~ti2~ as 
determined by practical interests. In dreams, too;·· we have 
copies of waking percepts, but ,J,m~g~.!l:~tiY.x ... P.on<?tmctiqn .... i§ ... here 
i~&r .... ir.t:J.e!',• there being' normally no restrictive and directive 
action of sen§ation on the one hand, and of connective atte.ntion 
on the ot~~:· Many events and combinations of events~W:hich 
would be_ at once deemed to be impossible in waking life would 
not be questioned at all in a dream. In waking life, ·many 
associations or constructions are ruled . out, prevented from 
even appearing in consciousness, by certain beliefs determined 
by our practical necessities. Even sensations and percepts are 
occasionally so ruled out. At the same time, in waking life, 
there. are different degrees of seriousness or concentration of 
attention on . what directly subseryes life ; there are stages of 
listlessness, play,. rosthetic and philosophic consciou:mess. So 
long, however, a,s the consciousness of a body is there, we cannot 
' become a living soul ' ; the body always demands a measure 
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of att§lntion, . while outer . stimuli are continually stirring .. it 
up and starting ever-renewed trains of association. In dreams, 
the distractions of this' hlavy' bo<;ly are reduced to a minimum, 
sometimes . disappearing •• altogether ; th~f. necessity of practical 
life is not so tyrannic, and hence there is unrestrained m;edulity. 
But why should there be ~ belief at all? O)Jjectification carries 
a ntiive belief withit, unless it is. definitely contradicted by sorn.e 
other belief. .The ·idea. of.the object is .not known to )?{J a .mere 
idea, unless cQntradicted by some perception or by a more 
vivid or coherent idea. 

• 3. ·we may conceive a stage of drearn proper-there-being 
transitional stages between waking and dreaming---where there 
are no sensations and. the consciousness of the body is at a 
minimum. gery Jb() .. 9~i()Sk9oilsyiQl.l§{l()st! .JWl§~•.•l>!:l pllr()I' .· thf!,p 
1n .... th!:) .. . ~!;J,k{ug: .fita.ge, i.e., f~:eer fr9n1. refer{){le() po )Jop.y; the 
self, too, is not mere idea o£ body but..is the seer of idea::; (cf. 
Dr-ishler Drashta . or seer of seeing). So in a ·dream, things 
appear to come in and go out without startling or surprising 
us-they ~re recognis!:)d as matters of course. Space and time 
tend to lose their reference to the body, and so violations of 
continuity occasion no surprise, at ' all. There is no tyra.nnic 
continuous memory, no rigid demand for uniformity, no com
punction for not being in a line with trutll--_l;k.glorious life ot 
~}lp1Jghtl~ss tho11ghtfulness. 

4. Does this account of a dream justify us. in taking it to 
belong to a new dimen8ion of psychical existence ? 'The con
tinuous gradations from waking consciousness to d~eam proper 
need not preclude us from admitting such <1 new dimension . 
.Dreams. rnay be qescribecl a,s,. perceptions wi~hout sensatio:rt .. 
Is there any difference in kind between perception with sens~ttion 
and 'perception without sensation ~. The question would i·oughly 
resolve. itself into the old question about the existence of n 
qualitative difference between ,, ~p:lpry~~i<?Jl ~u.cL i4ep,. The 
differentiro of. impression and idea that are ordinarily proposed 
·are not really satisfactory. As to the criterion ofy~yidr1ess, it is 
altogether aiJ;Y:J~J;t~1tious to knowledge as knowledge; besides 
ideas appea,r less vivid than sensations only when•they coexist, 
ancl that, too, not in all cases. The criterion of J'!f:~W~.a..:fi'ec~ed 
)?y.mQYellieP.t is unsatisfa?tory, for in dreams, where we have 
admittedly nothing but i<leas, objects a~~ affected by our dream
movements ; here, too, the test is useful only when impression 
and idea coexist. As to the other criterion, inner .. . SPll<\!'!"!12.e1 
it may be pointed out that the incoherence of a dream is not felt 
as such within the dream; besides, sensations as sensations ha,ve 
no coherence, and we may have incoherent perceptions riding 
rought?hod over a.U our expectations. There is nothing left but 
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the felt abruptness or given. ness (independence Qt self. would . be 
going too far, aa self.consciousness may not have .Mw developed) 
of the i!Upression, as distinct • from. tTw freedom!! the play like, 
easy, unquestioning mo1ement. of attention in ideas and _dreams. 
In framing to ourselves a difficult eombination of ideas, in 
introspection, in the effort to recollect, ·a resistance no doubt is 
,offered by percepts or habits of thought generated • by sense. 
e:xperience; but as the self prevails against it, the ideal.function· 
ing is felt to be free, the easiest to the self. 

5 .. This. shows that sensation aml .idea are not ~ 
in reality, and to overlook this is<a fundamental vice of Empirical • 
Psychology. The idea may unconsciously animate the sensation 
(perception is a ' E!~~~;?;~l\l'~.iy;.~;~;J?!\'?~l1U1~~L¥c~ · -' cognition) ; but 
this unconscious worKing is absolutely differentfrom its conscious 
e:xistence. The conscious idea, while recognising itself to have 
been operative in the perqept, absolutely disowns its. y.~P.QJ'l.§.({if;?HS 
sensuous character; e.g., when an illusion is corrected bycareful 
observation, the idea simulating a perc£;pt is known to be .a mere 
idea, but the Hlusory percept vanishes alt€Jgetherwithoutcaring 
to eourt a comparison with the true percept. Thus we have 
three distinct mental states throw!ng light on one another ; 
(l) perception. in which idea unconsciously works, (2) such 
perception coe:xisting with a conscious idea, where the idea 
is regarded as inferior in reality to the percept, and (3) the 
pure idea, hardly ever realised in waking consciousness (e:xcept 
probably in the fluid transparency of the poet's intuition, in 
spontaneous clairvoyance, or in the settled vision of the Yogin), 
to. which the wakiitg world would appear unsubstantial. .. The 
last state is one to which all have not access, and would be dis· 
believed altogether, were it not for the fact that we have a daily 
illustration •. of its possibility in our dreams. 1.:r.t,.,.9,.£~ .~.~B-§., .... R~.~ 
~~lY.?:~ .... .St<:> .. BPt ... !31->~~g~qp';;.~y •. S>W~WP~E .~ll~ Ggr;;rt)§B\?P~Hlg -.~§1;!>-~Ifg · 
E.~~s~E~§.A .-h~.x .. ft,r~T~~- ~n.?~ :g,<;;p~;e-~~1=· ·}'{. · 

6. Not that. ~tream is·- truer ·tHan wa!>-ing percept. Each 
is true within itself; but .while ' the former is daily sublated, 
tln) latter is sublated only under exceptional circumstances ' 
(Sankara). The truth .of this or that waking percept may some. 
times be denied in a dream as it may be denied in waking life 
itself; but d,teame, do not. deny the _truth of waking life as a 
whole, for they never doubt their own waking character. 
Waking, however, always denies the truth of dreams .. 

7. We have already, however, foun:d reason to beheve that 
the dream· world is wider in possibility than the waking world, 
The dependence -of • waking. perception on sensation shows its 
limitation. Sensation, far. from being the final standard of 
truth, is by itself the farthest from the truth; l;>elief is easiest 
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in self-consciousm'lss. . Internal perception is prior to external, 
logically if not. chronologically. The sensation is felt to give UH 

reality, only bec(tuse the•idea unconsciously animates it ...• The 
element •of representation in perception is the .• element of in
terpretation or lmmvledge. But< then• it must be borne in. 
mind that this unconscious working. of tJ1.qj<lea is known only 
when . we have come to ·be reflective or • self-conscious. .Even 
then the sense-conditioned consciousness .informed with .the 
idea is felt to be higher in point of truth than the m!:)re idea 
set over against it. But that is because practical attention 

• or the self is not. yet dissociated from the body; anything not 
directly ministering to the life of the body is taken to be unreal. 
With the development of the mind, the self and its interests come 
to be more and more dissociated from the body-we come to infer 
and deliberate and have abstract interests.; still, except in 
very rare cases, the imperious call of the body is not silenced, 
and the body-dissociated mental processes are still felt to be 
rational _only when ministering to the bodily life, though it may 
be indirectly. A solemn, but often ineffective, protestisrecorded 
by our nmral, msthetic, religious, and speculative aspirations, 
though they, too, sometirll.es appear to accept bribes of the 
emissaries of this body. 

8. Will is essentially a denial of the existing sense-order ; 
knowledge, too, by its very nature, is an emergence from the 
body, i.e., from sense-homogeneity. Yet both are ordinarily 
for the life of the body. But the moral will, on the one hand, 
and msthetic intuition on the other (not to speak of other forms 
of absolute consciousness), disown this slavery and affirm the 
independence of the idea. The body, however, does its • best to 
ignore their protest. They are felt to be only aspirations for pure 
knowledge, not knowledge; they tell ns only that the body 
ought not to be the truth, though it unhappily seems to be the 
truth. The ineffectiveness of their protest is explained from 
our present point of view by the contrast felt between•the sense
percept and the idea when they coexist, .it being erroneously 
supposed that our ideas always coexist with some sense-percept 
-wi!ih the presentation of the body at least, if no other presenta
tion is forthcoming. That with mere idea, we may have what 
may be called a ' feeling of knowledge, ' the consciousness of 
knowing as distinct from thinking or imagining, is brought out, 
however, in dreams. This explains the importance that is 
attached • in Indian Philosophy to this unique psychological 
phenomenon. There is no other phenomenon in our ordinary 
psychic life like it; ·even in hallucination, as has been recently 
pointed out, .there is some real sense-objective and some rea.] 
peripheral excjtation from within. 
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9. Dreams are, however, illusory. An idea is felt to be true 
so long as it is not contradicted ~y sense-perception. For 
though sensations do .. not produce knowledge, they signalise 
the occasions, cosmi.,ally determined, when breaches · are 
effected in the leaden walls of insensibility, when the ide:a, in 
fad, unconsciously follows the law of truth. The ideal of know
ledge_ is, however, attained when the idea freely or consciously 
follows law, without being drawn down to interpret a sensation. 
Dreams, no doubt, are illusory ; but then if. only we possessed 
ourselves in dreams, if only we could exercise the control of 
attention over the riotous dance of the images which there • 
comport themselves as percepts without sensations, if only, 
having cut away £rom the moorings of this oppressively constant 
presentation of this body, we could find secure anchorage in a 
freer, purer, more comprehensive self, we could assure ourselves 
of a far more complete vision of the truth than we could conceive 
ourselves to attain iP this waking life. We could then transcend 
this s;pace and time which have the body and the present n10ment 
as their points of reference, this space and time. which coop us 
up and cabin us in; we could, then,.not only intuitively perceive 
.the distant, the past, and the future, take in at a glance what 
we have now to explore piecemeal-dimly, slowly, laboriously~ 
we could aspire to know noumenon, life, self. 

10. All this may be entertained as a hypothesis, if not as a 
demonstrated fact. That, however, it may not be deemed 
inadmissible even as hypothesis, its ' objective possibility' 
luis to be exhibited by ti·acing its vera causa.. There are three 
suppositions: (l) perception without sensation; (&) the self
conscious knowledge of all space as one object, and of all time 
as one unfolded panorama; (3) the self swooning into the 
realisation of noumenon, life, self. The.ven:e causce respectively 
are (1) conscious dream, (2) self-conscious dream, and (3) dream
less sleere- That the conscious dream explains the possibi~ty 
of perception without sensation has already been explained. 
The other two require eluCidation. 

ll. Most of our dreams are self-conscious. Here the self's 
relation with the object. is peculiarly different from its relation 
in waking life. In waking life, as has already be:en indicated, 
the object reports itself by a sensational shock;· here, however, 
the object comes in and goes out unquestioned without 
startling us. Besides, her(:l the self is, or seems at least to be, 
free from the body; sometimes it even sees the body lying 
asleep; it is not located anywhl:lre and yet it looks at space. 
Violations of continuity do not surpriRe it at all (section 3), 
though the objects are still in space. This could be understood 
in the merely conscious dream, where each isolated im~tge, 
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as it floats up, turns into a percept; hut how ca.n there be 
self-conscious1cnowledge of such spatial objects • violating·· the 
laws of space-continuity~ unless we suppose. that the self. sees 
here with the whole of space as one fu~ction ~ Similarly with 
time. Besides here seeing is apparently creating (for here is 
no given abrupt sensation) ; the self seems to freely create its 
world, its space and time, its joys and sorrows. No doubt 
it only seems; really these creations are the images. of waking 
percepts now freely accepted and so apparently. created. 

12. But why should there be this or tJ1at specific .coxnbin-
• ation of images rather than any other '! That implies the func-· 

tioning of certain synthetic concepts from behind, i.e., concepts 
on thesamelevelas the self. We have here to admit, therefore, 
a new level or ' plane ' of consciousness. These synthetic 
concepts might have been generated by individual exrcrience 
or inherited as the capitalise.d value of ancestral experience-
anyway they ~tre now timeless psychic forces. ordering the 
distribution of the images. 

· 13. A similar question may be asked with regardto sense
experience also. The sensations have been described as the 
cosmically determined oce~sions on whieh Jmowledge is .permit
ted to manifest itself from within. But why should the 
right interpreting idea materialise itself ori the occasion of 
a sensation'? Th.ere must . be some correspondence between 
the life within that sup]llies the right idea and t}1e life without 
that supplies the sensation. It reminds one of the objection 
somet,imes taken to Kant's doctrine of the forms that it does not 
explain why the · manifold of intuition does not get into wrong 
forms. Dualism of subject and object has to be admitted, nt 
least so long as we conceive ourselves to be individmtls ; . only 
this correspondence between t,hem is mysterious. It wiJl not 
do to say that the object not only gives the f~ensation but also 
begets the association-traces which bring the right i~a to the 
interpretation of the sensation. For so long as we admit .that 
to know anything is to assimilate it, the primu.rn co17nitum 
cannot b.e explained by the causality of the object. We must 
admit an idea behind all presentation : a regress~~s in infinit~wn 
has to be accepted. So why a person should have certain sense-

. experiences rather than any other ean only be understood in the 
light of the principle that every man freely accepts, if not makes, 
his circumstances. Every man is born with the seed of all his 
future psycho-physical existence, with instincts for action a,nd 
original dispositions for eertain forms of eognition. How these 
themselves have been generated is an enquiry whiph will lead 
us away from our present topic. It will suffice here to indicate 
that the knowledge-seeds and .. the action-seeds are not absolutely 

• 
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distinct, ,and. that it is a community of these Karma-seeds, as 
they might be called, of different persons, that gets manifested 
into this common phenomenal world. • 

14. Can we rise in knowledge above these functioning 
concepts or Karma-s~eds ? . In self-conscious dream, there 
is time, though it is apparently created at every.moment. But 
the hidden springs of these creations cannot themselves be in 
time. They are in timeless unity with the self. How, then, 
can knowledge transcend them? This, however, is shown to be 
possible by dreamless sleep or sushupti as it is called. In this 
stage, the self, dissociated not only from the body but also. 
from the mind, rests in itself. It is .then immediately conscious 
of itself, not conscious of itself as returning to itself in reflection. 
It is thep identical with what Kant calls ' transcendental unity of 
apperception ' ; only it is then not the mere • ' fringe '•· of deter
minate empirical consciousness but is..in complety isolation. It is 
not a mere. thought, an.unreal abstraction, but a concreterea,lity. 

15. Here we meet with an objection from ordinary Psy
chology. Admitting the existence of the self as an entity be
hind the. mental states, one may hold that in dreamless sle{lp, 
the self is unconscious, not self-co~scious. Let us dwdl on the 
stock Vedantic argument on the point. When a man rises 
from, dreamless sleep, he becomes aware that he had a blissful 
sl{lep·during which he was conscious of nothing. This he knows 
directly from lli(?mory. Now memory is o:p.ly of a presentv,tion. 
Therefore the bliss an(!_ the consciousness of nothing must have 
been presented during the sleep. If it be objected that only the 
absence during s}eep of disquiet and knowledge is inferTed from a 
memory of the state before the sleep and the perception of the 
state after the sleep, it is asked in reply, can we infeT anything, 
the, like of which w~.s never presented ~ If reasoning is only a 
manipulation of rarefied images, the images can have. been 
derived only from percepts. But 'it may be urged that the 
negativ~ concept, at any tate, could not' have.had any percept 
corresponding to it, v,nd therefore one may justifiably hold 
t.he absence of knowledge and disquiet during sleep to have been 
inferred. . To this it is· replied that absence cannot be inferred, 
unless it be conceivable. The absence of knowledge cannot be 
referred to, unless the absence be the object of a direct conscious
ness of it during the absence. Like knowledge, the absence of 
knowledge cannot be known by external perception or any form 
of inference founded on it, but by' internal perception OJ' self
feeling. No inteTence can ever warrant us in attributing absence 
of consciousness to any object. If the paradox were allowed, 
a psychic thing or absence of a psychic thing, if conceived, 
is actual : its esse is its concipi-a peculiarity of hypothesis in 
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Psychology which deserves to. be noticed,. Not that the absence 
of determinate knowledge need be known explicitly _<luring 
the absence; one who is hl>rn.blind is noteonscious ofnot seeing. 
But if such a man • conies to see, ·like Cheselden' s patient, he will 
have an expl!cit perception of the pretious absence of seeing 
which will at the same time be a recognition of the absence as 
that implicitly cognised during the absence. 

16. If, then, the direct consciousness during the absence 
be granted, then the consciousness of the absence immediately 
after the absence, i.e., immediately on wak~ng, would be called .. 
memory rather than inference. Now what is the direct con-

• sciousness of the absence of knowledge and disquiet during 
deep sleep ? It can only be the ' undi:fferenced knowledge 
and bliss ' set over against negation. The mind or empirical 
consciousness lapses here altogether ; we have pure conscious. 
ness against a ' dark ground,' pure consciousness of a blank 
objectivity or 'object in general' (Kant). All sensation and 
all concrete ..• image then lapse into a blanl>: ho1nogeneity. 
Through a right understanding of this suslmpti state; we reach 
the conceptions of chaitanya, or the pure self, and of avidyCi, or 
the primal blank which is r(jndered definite by the [;lelf; so that 
to say that the pure self is immediately conscious of itself in 
deep sleep is only to state a ..verbal proposition. 

17. The nature of the self, as pure c:onsciousness, is often 
disputed, and the dispute turns on the way in which this s~(shupti 
is understood. It has been variously held against the foregoing 
view that in this state, the self is (I) ncln-existent, or .(2) un
conscious, or (3) botl1 conscious and unconscious. All these 
views find their parallel in the views which have been held about 
self-conseiousness. To know is to recog;nise ; wlum the self first 
c:omes to know itself, it recognises itself. But recognition 
means a previous moment of self-forgetfulness.. }'{ow when 
the :;Jelf forgot itself, was it non-existent or only non-intelligent '? 
(1) If the esse of the self is its percipi, the unknown .s~f would 
be the non-existent self. (2) But if the present self-consciousness 
be taken as a proof of the eternal existence of the self, then the 
self should be taken as sometimes unconseious, sometimes 
conscious-unconscious when dissociated .from the empirical mind, 
conscious when associated with it. (3) Or if self-consciousness 
means c:onsciousness of the self as having been operative, not 
merely existent, in the consciousness preceding it (and giving 
the whole.truth to it), then when the self forgot it self, it was 
both conscious and unconscious. Finally, ifthe self, .as it comef1 
back to itself, feels that its. self-alienated stage was utterly illu
sory, then it is not only eternally existent and consciously 
.operative,. but etel'nally self-conscious, too. 



18. The empiricist, of whom the dogmatic nihilist and 
the absolute sceptic are the logical descend{lnts, holds the 
self · before self.:consciousness to be i:rftmediate negation. The 
abstract conceptualist holds it to be immediate position, and 
that. essentially, even du'hng self-consciousness, as to him ' being 
cognised ' is adventitious to the being of an object. The Kantian 
takes the self before self-consciousness to have been immanently 
operative in consciousness; yet when the self comes back to 
it:;;elfin empirical self-consciousness, in recognising itselht still 
feels that it does not know its essential nature, for the sp,me thing 
cannot be at once subject and object. The self, as it comes back, • 
just gives a flash of recognition, but anon it shoots forward, 
by its inertia, as it were, in a spiral rather .than in a circular 
orbit. The self constantly ·aspires to catch itself and as con· 
st(lntly slips from itself. As long as self-consciousness is • a 
process_._and no determinate knowledge that is not a process is 
conceivable,-it is thus a :;;piral motion, apparently beginningless 
and endless. The rapidly intermittent flashes o~ recognition 
appear to give a continuous line of light or a knowledge oft he self, 
which is, however, only a ' paralogism of the pure reason.' The 
Hegelian t[!,k,es the motion to be an• eternal circular or. perfect 
motion, consciousness before .. · selfconsciousness being only an 
arc of the circle setting up for itself, each minute arc itself. a 
straight line; but Wh!')n the circle is completed (i.e., whenself
consciousness arises), the self recognises that these straight 
lines are only for the circle, that the circle is the truth that .con
tains in itself the ideality of the straight lines. Here the Vedan
tist will, however, hold that the self at each point only illusorily 
fancies itself to be moving in a straight line ; and as long as it 
moves, it can ne:Ver · take in the entire circle at once· and so 
even when it recognises itself, the illusion does not completely 
disappear. The blind impulse forward is real by reason of its 
very . i1llp.eriousness ; the flashes of self-recognition appearing 
now occa~ionally, now frequently, and at last continuously, 
the self feels·at once in triumph and in humility that it is moving 
in a spiral inwards towards the centre of light (the true self), 
though the centre is still infinitely remote, content only to have 
more and rt1ore light ; and ever as it presses forward with ac
celerated speed, it takes the past dimness as due only to his 
limitation ofignorance, till behold, it has reached the centre of 
light itself where it quiescently spins a circular motion. Who 
could have imagined that the spiral had the centre. within a 
finite ·distance ? This quiescent .circular motion was all along 
the ideal of the process of knowledge ; this was the con tentless 
aspiration towards the thing-in-itself, this the formless i!ldefin
able sense of the Beyond in all deter1llinate knowledge. Nor was 



the circle • of lig~t., constituted by the· flashes of self-recognition, 
ever beooming m.ore. ;and more. rE)fulgent, altogether a ' para
logism ' ; for though tht! sp~ead-out ehar;tcter of the process w;ts 
false, the light was the tetlection 'of this central self-manifesting 
light, TnusVedanta r(lconciles Kant •and Hegel by admitting 
the impossibility ()I th~ self being caught}n a process ofsE)lf
consciousness,.f'nd yet holding the process. ~o be a self-manifesta-
tion.of the self; ... . 

19. Does not, however, .Hegeltoo admit that the selffs mov()
ment in a circle is illusorily self-alienated in consciousness and · 
that it is self-contained'in self-c<msciousness ? Does not V ()danta 

. admit that even at the centre, the spl£, though quiescent, is 
spinning a circular process ? The difference, as will he more 
fully expla;ined afterwards, is that whereas Vedanta takes even 
this central motion to be t.lle reflection of -tb.e self on the negatiQn 
which falls beyond it, i.e., to be absolutely free self-creation, 
Hegel takes this reflection on the. negation to be th.e ultimate 
reality. Not tha,t even Hegel takes it to bo necessity or .God's 
yiven nature. No one is a more strenuous advocate.of freedom; 
but then freedom has two sides, the quiescence of self beyond 
will and its quiescerwe i1f pure will. · The former is Vedantic 
Bmhrnan, the latter is Vedantic lsvara, a point to be cleared 
up later 011. The latter is also Hegel's Absolute Idea, to which 
will and intellect are the smne. ' , 

20. This difTerenee between Hegel and Vedanta is eonn.eeted 
with a fundamental difference regaiding . the.· coil;cEiJption of 
self between Kant'13 synthetic unity of apperception a11d the 
Vedantic atman or chaitanya. They tl;to generally- regarded 
as the same, t<nd i11 fad there is .a good deal of.simila,rity betweel\ 
them. ](ant's self, though transcending empirical conscious
ness, is individualised in a sense, forit is this which becoines 
practict<l rts will, emerging as a postulate· directly implied· by 
morality. :B~venif we do not allow ·the conclusions ~f the prac
tical reason to prejudice those .of pure reason, even if we take 
the. self to be the formless prefix of all cognition, transcending 
even the categories and forms through which it wm;ks in know
ledge, we have yet to admit that in Kant, this self is for knowledge 
of the thing-in-itself, is relative to a constant something, has 
the thing-in-itself constantly before it ; its very nature is aspiring 
to Jmow the thing:in-itself, ·the ' object-in-general ' being the 
obvers~ of this aspir;;ttion, the blank canvas on which it wants 
to have the thing-in-itself pictured (what, however, is never ac
complished) ..•.. So whether individueJised or :hot, it is still agent, 
the . form of knowing rather than of lcnowledge. In Vedanta, 
however, the self is the breath of this knowledge, the light of 
consciousness,. something .•...• eterna,lly accomplished rather than 
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being accomplished. The accomplishing self ca):mot be said to 
have :finally triumphed over.empiricism ()r absolute scepticism. 
This seems to be the trend of Spencer1l views vJso. He· would 
not. admit the current ariument against absolute s9epticism, that 
it is proving the fals,ity of reason by ~eason; that, he would 
say, at best shows· that within the sphere of.d~terminate cogni
tion, the self (or rat}ler the domi11,ating cohesion of theld~as of 

_·subject ~nd object). is the • highest truth ; but then this cognition 
··· itself tells us that .i,t is a co}le·sion ge.neratedby experience, v,nd 

that therefore wecannot pronou!fce it to be absolutely necessary. 
'\Vho ·knows thaf evel,l this cohesion may not break down with • 
further' ex:perience ? . That it .. cannot be conceived is no argument 
for the moment 'something is said to be inconceivable, it is 
pronounced to be. cuncei\:able by implication. The subject of 
the proposition, ' thi&- canno.t be conceived '.is in .fact a con
ceived-inconceivability. This is only a negative conceivability, 
however. It is only an 'indefinable se!fse of the Beyond,' mere 
matte1: of lmowledge·withoutpositive form. In the very huli1i
lity of accepting absolute scepticism as a, possible view, there 
is the transcendence of .it; in which, however, there is no differ-
enced self to enjoy the triumph. . • 

21. Hegel doms not admit the possibility of an absolute 
scepticism impugning the reality of the self or reasqn, and there
fore .does not recognise an undifferenced consciousness. Kant's 
pronouncements ate rather uncertain on the point ; but then his 
-' R(Jfntai:j.orrofideaJism 'may be.taken as founded essentially on 
thereco.§piitiopof a form of cognition other than the determinate. 
Much has been l'tla,de, ever since Schopenhauer's unfortunate 
proriblirtci'l¢ent on the point, of the so-called inconsequence 
in Kant of taking causality to be a category of the self and yet 
riding out on this cix,tegory beyond the self to the thing-in-itself 
as the cause of our sensations. Kant, it sl.wuld be remembered, 
expressly .roints out a fundamental difference in a,pplicability 
between. the dynamical and the mathematical categories .. The 
difference comes" out again in the different solutions he h2s given 
of the first two cosmological antinomies on the one .. hand and 
the last two on the other. The mathematical categories have 
no reference except to phenomena in space and time, but the 
dynal1lical categories while referring to phenomena refer es· 
sentially beyond them to thefree and the self-existent, althqugh 
this reference cannot be concreted by intuition. The thing
il.l-itself in Kantis not, however, to be confounded with his nou. 
mena or. Ideas. of the Reason, which. are • only the reason!pictures 
of the essentially unknowable. The self, as causality imbedded 
in all detArminate cognition, •asks for the cause. of itself. J£~· 
perience demands its own cause ; the causal aspiration is like a 
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flame. informing the fuel of experience and yet •.• freely. e:x;isting 
by itself. This demand of the self is not satisfied by the ·Idea• of 
the Reason, for that is otly the wayin which the c~use of the>self, 
i.e., of causality, i.e., of experience w~ld be known, if it could 
be known at all. This dH'ficulty with regard to causality applies 
mote or less to the whole of the understanding, i.e., the self as 
knowing objects ; for ~ven when the self recognises itself, it is 
puzzled to find itself unconsciously infor.rning objects. . It 
asks ' Why did I know object at all,' just as it might ask in 
another connexion, ' Why did I sin at all.' lt feels .the ground 
insecure beneath its feet. So Spencer finds that the cohesion 
within our knowledge of subject and object dernands itself 
an • object beyond knowledge, the Unknowable, . from both. the 
points, object-consciousness and subject-consciousness. · Now 
this demand, alike in Kant and in Spencer, is indeterminate 
but none the less real. 

22. Neither Kant nor Spencer has brought out in full the 
implications of this indeterminate consciousness.. They have 
not made it clear whether it is a subjective process only or 
the absolute teality. As indeterminate, can. it be sa:id t.o be 
different from tlie thing-in-itsel£ or the Unknowable ? It 
seems to have equal relatibns with the self and the Unknowable. 
The ·self itself becomes real in it. It is the undifferenced con
sciousness that plays on all determinate c,ognition. Beyond 
the will, there is the self-affirmation of the intellect; but beyond 
this self-affirming pulsation, there is the pure undifferenced self 
or Ohaitanya. The thing-in-itself cannot be said to be difierent 
from this undifierenced Ohaitanya, cannot be said to be .its 
reference. Yet it is a significant fact that neither Kant nor 
Spencer calls this undifierenced self-doubting consciousness 
the self or the subject. This vacillation on their part is explained 
by the fact that when this consciousness and the determinate 
consciousness (which is always accompanied by t»e former) 
coexist, the former, though felt to give all the reality that the 
latter has, still appears to be a formless shadow in comparison 
'Yith the latter, which is informed by it. It is in fact the old 
difficulty about the percept and idea reappearing on a higher 
plane. Schelling and Hegel disregarded the contrast and 
imagined they found, in the msthetic and religious consciousness 
especially, the consciousness negating individuality to be much 
more real than det~,rminate experience. Kant, however, would 
haye argued against them.thatthesecolonredconsciousnesses, the 
msthetic • and .the religious, can never warrant us in taking the 
de-individualised consciousness· as more than a mere .aspiration, 
i.e., as knowledge, as the absolute self, as an eternally 
plished cognition. If Hegel. argues that his Absolute Idea 
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accomplished only-for .then there would be no difference between 
him and Schelling-but that it is eternally accomplishing • itself 
also, that. it • eternally·. I}).ediates itself. through that absolute 
consciousness whichdenies individuality, itis replied that this, 
too, is only. thought, onlt>the shadowy fringe of det19rmint:tte con
sciousness. 

23. It Jl1ay, accordingly,beasked, does not this argument of a 
Kantian against Schelling an~. Hegel press against Vedanta, too • ~ 
Knowledge,. according to Vedanta, is not only different from the 
.kno-wing activity, it cannot even be described as the(contingent) 

··result of·. the .activity. Its essential character is its. eternity, 
its self-manifestation· (svayam-'praka9atva). · The mental mode, 
however, in which knowledge manifests itself is contingent, being 
the result of mental activity. ·So, too, in the case of such knowledge 
as leads to mokska or 'liberation,' there is first a hearing of 
the Scriptural texts, a reflecting on them, ·a re£utati9n of doubts, 
andafinalfixing of the mind on the texts-allthisrepeated times 
without number' till the trans.parency of the. mind is secured, 
and then knowledge shines through and is. recognised to have 
been .eternally complete, So, too, the Mokska that is reached is 
taken to,. be Brahman itself, ' unchangingly 13ternal ' (Kutastka
nitya,) ; it. is not only quiescence itself : as just passing into it, 
one feels ·an the past strife after it to have been utterly illusory, 
and, whail would .. sound paradoxical, the feeling of illusion 
itself lapses, there being nothing left but the self shining by 
itself. Of ~nowledge, not of Brahman only, but of any object, 
the object is not the cause in any sense. The knowledge, as it 
shines forth, is felt to shine as it were in free grace. So neither 
the activity of the self nor the activity of the object can be said 
to be a means to it; as Sankara characteristically declares there 
is no claim to knowledge. All this is expressed in another way 
by saying that perception as an (apparently) processless accom
plished cognition is Brahman or the• self itself-of course in the 
murky atmosphere of sensation which, howeV!'r, is only our 
limitation Yet so long as we seek to know this sel,f, this 
breath of knowledge, as. a determinate object, it necessarily 
eludes our grasp. It is only to be cha.racterised as n'et1: n'e#, 
'not that,' •' not that.' 

24. Yet is not this suicidal, one might ask, to call this breath 
of knowledge the absolute self and yet .to deny its positive con
ceivability ~ One feels as if the triumph gained over absolute 
scepticism was more imaginary than real, only a fond hope, not 
an accomplished reality. But here Vedanta points out that· as 
the objective possibility of ' perception without sensation ' and 
of knowledge of noumenon was.· demonstrated by dream and 
dreamless sleep, so the objective possibility (which is here 
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· indistinguishable • from actuality) of this undifferehced· conscious• · 
ness of the .. .absolute lies in a concrete psychologic~l'state called. 
~.he turiya 01' samadhi .slltte wher~. this cont;~ciousness)s isolated 
and is not ~msrefringe.of determinate consGiousness. .. .. . ' 

~5, The discussion . of . sushupti ()r i c!reamless sleep has thus 
· brought us over.· to the • consideration of. t.his sarnad.ki or. ecstatic 
cpnsciousnes~ .•. Waking, dream, and dreamless sleep are intelli
gible facts easily performing the role - of verar.causw, but this 
samadhi seems to explain ob8c1M'um per .obscuri1ts. It accord
ingly requires an elucidation. · In the su8kupti st.ate, the !llind 
is . dissociated wholly from the S(:)lf which is then in the imme
diately conscious attitude. It is conscious, but conscious of a 
blank only. It has then the direct cognition of the ~tbsence of 
specific cognition, the consciousness of a positive vothing, and 
hence it flashes back pn itself. It is the light flashing in cir
cumambient gloom, reveaJing nothing but the gloom. The 
8U8hupti state, however, gives the possibility only but not the 
actuality of the knowledge of noumenn, ; . the st~lf does qot here 
swooninto the knowledge of noumena. . Like the dream-state, it 
is a state in which the self has no o~mtrol oyeritself, not a state to 
which the self rises bv a oont'lnuous effort. So if we could control 
ourselves in this state, we could promise ourselves the attain
ment o£ a far more potent and comprehensive species of know
ledge than we could attain even in the actmdisecl dream~sta,te. 
The progress of knowledge in the waking .state might be eon
eeived to be in a line st-retching away from us to infinity, and 
the end is the knowledge of all finite .. phenomena in their rela.
tions to .one another. ~rl1e progress of lmqwledge in the act·ual
ised dream-state as distinct from the rassive uncontrolled 
state, is in infinity, tJwugh the knowledgeis still phenomenal; 
the end here is the knowledge of the infinite of phenomenon 
getting determined into finites. The progress of knowledge 
in the act~uxlised s1~shupt£-state is from infinite to int1nite and 
not phenomenal. The phenomenal infinite is turne<! by Jiou
menal screws which are fixed lilre the axle of a revolving wheel. 
We may distinguish three stages here (1) the objective possibi
lity of the s~lf being isolated in suskupti, (2) the aetualised but 
determinate self-isolation in what has been .called 8avikalpa
samad1ti or determinate ecstasy, (3) the actualised. indeterminate 
self-isolation in nirvikalpa-8amadki or indeterminate ecstasy. 
These stages are often not distinguished, especially in earli'er 
Vedantic literature. They are all absolute 'stages where· the 
sense of duality is non-existent. · 

26. Now what is the difference between su8hup{i and savi
,kalpa sarnadki ? . The difference, as ordinarily given, is that 
in the former the (empirical). mind with. all , its modes lapses 

• 
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altogether, whereas in the latter it does not lapse but only .gets 
concentrated into one absolute irrelative mode which thus be
comes actualised in the highest degree. • The one represents the 
greatest dispersion of att(mtiqn, the other its utmost concen. 
tration: In both, the coflsciousness of duality lapses ; in 1;>oth, 
the self enjoys undifferenced bliss; in both, the timeless seeds 
of knowledge a.p_d actiqrr (vidyaAcarma) persist, accounting for 
the recognition of the pasto11 awaking from them .. But where• 
as on awaking from sushupti; the self remembers that it was in 
the. attitude of .knowing objec,t though the object was there a 
blank, on rising from samadhf it ought to remember it was .the 
object in that state and not in the object-knowing attitude at 
alL In the former, the self as always limited was simply iso
lated; in the latter, it burst its bonds, destroyed the barri.er 
between subject and object, ap.d became the absolu~e. 

27. The ecstasy, far. from being .. unconsciousness or bare 
consciousni:)SS, is supra-consciousness. Ji Hegel's 'specula
tive consciousness ' or 'notion ' be the truth of· discursive 
und~rstanding; . this intellectual or ecstatic intuition of Vedanta 
is the truth of the speculative consciousness. If Hegel's thought 
is ·GOncre~e and creative, it is not SO •as t.hought but as reality 
.or }:wing, i.e., as. ecstatic identity of tliought and being. 

28. The. method of attaining this ecstasy is not the method 
of scientific investigation. A phenomenon has not only a I'ela
tional aspect but also an intrinsic cesthetic aspect merging into 
a mystic aspect. The former aspect is caught by our discursive 
reason, the latter by ·imagination which is in fact intuitive 
reason. Here, too, as in the case of the moral intuition, it has 
been objected that the notions reached through this imagina
tion are., " heuristic rather than determinative " (Kant). But 
the consideration of the dream state has already demonstrated 
the. possibility of these notions being isola,ted and • so turned 
into eternal percepts. This imag[native isolation i,s effected by 
prolonged •attention. Discursive thought aba'Ut the relations 
of an object may no doubt help in this imaginative isolation., 
£or it mev,ns a detaining .of the aspects of the object-in the mind, 
an oscillation of the mip.d round it, though it may not always 
be followed by a definite settling of the mind on it. Generally 
the mind buzzes round an object, and then moves on to another 
and then returns to. it ; and thus if making progress at all, it 
moves in wider .and. more complicated figures, but still never 
effectually settles on any object. While science or philosopliy 
is thus ever and anon moving in its figures, with or without a 
consciousness of the whole, one quite-loses sight of the other 
discipline, viz., that of contemplating an individual object, of 
getting glued down to it,· of sinking into the hea,rt of it, by 
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• suppressing within us . the urgency of distr~cting desires and 
tlw subtle caprices of thought, and by tr~nquilising the surf~ce 
of the mind while holdiftg before it a symbol of the object we 
are seek.ing to know, instead of strug~ling ·to catch • the object 
with a self-stultifying eagerness. 

29. There are different grades of noumena (devata) whicl1 
the self may realise in ecstasy. ll'rom the ecstatic intuition of 
all other determinate objects, there is waking ; • but. there is no 
waking from the ecstaticintuition of God, for the simple reason 
that so long as there is limitation or the slightest trac~of indi
viduality, there can be no intuition of .this Infinite Deter!llination, 

· no becoming infinite. This is the • htghest stage . of savikalpa
snmiidhi. The mind-c~,~>psule of the self, persisting in all sucl1 
8ttrnJidki, and ever expanding, reaches here its utmost tension and 
utmost tenuity. This. perfectly transp~rent envelope still con
stitutes the determinateness of· God as .l8vara. He is the actual
ised 'Ideal of Pure Reason ' of Kant, the 'Absolute<Idea' of 
Hegel, self-realised not in thought but in ecstasy. Although, 
said. Kant, this is the most adequate reason-picture of the thing
in-itself, the thing-in-itself is the real, negating even • this picture ; 
of the thing-in-itself, as !Spencer would have put it,. there is 
only an indetol,'minate consciousness, an ' indefinable sense.' 
Vedanta's addition to this is the suggestion1 that both the 
reason-picture and the indeterminate consciousness are cap
able of being isolated and actualised ·in the concrete states, 
savikalpa 8nmadh1: (intuition of determinate noumena), and 
nirvilcalpa samadhi (intuition of the reality transcending all 
determinateness). The latter is undifferenced not only in the 
sense that the consciousness of duality is absent, as it is even 
in sushupti, not only in the sense that the unconscious ring of 
the Unknown constituting the limitation of all noumena lower 
than God is removed, as it may be in savikalpa samadhi, but 
also in the sense that even the consciousness of t~s removal 
is absent. This is the highest stage, t.his is the truth, this is 
Btahman. 

30. Waking, dream, dreamless sleep, and ecstasy with the 
intermediate stages constitute, then, a new dimension of the mind. 
This is not only n dimension of the niind but the one dimension 
of existence in which even the deepest of all distinctions, viz., 
that between the subject and object, has place. The ordinarily 
conceived duality between them gives place in Vedanta to the 
conception of a gradation of existences, one pole of which is the 
lowest waking stage in which the self completely forgets itself, 
the stage of the mere object, and the other pole, the ecstatic 
stage in which the self not only denies the existence of every
thing else but denies the denial itself, the stage of the pure 
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, , s11bject. Th:e gradation is not eternally spread out ; . the :<Ja,madh'i 
· , st!lteis not enly a st~ge. amo1,1g stages,i~jsthe truth of the.othyr 

s.tages .. So, too, in the series, each.sta~e is tl).e truth of.the pre. 
ceding stage .. The •. gradatio11 betwee11 sul>i.eet ~nd object is aliilo 
the gradation between •tru~h and untr~th, hetwee~ good an<l 
evil. . The self, as identified with any stage, feels the stage helmv 
it 'to be illusory ; thus there is a reconciliation between. the 
absolute distinction t:Jf truth and untruth on ,the one hand, !1nd 
the. eontinuous gradations' of truth on the other. The final 
duality of Brahman and Avidya (illusion) which at the same 
time· i,; no duality of positives, is the exemplar of the relation • 
between truth and untruth. · 

31. It remains to recognise the fact ... that each .stage is not 
only present in its isolation but also unconsciously informs. the 
lower stage. In fact on the waking plane we can trace • the 
projections .of a1l the other planes. Psychology recognises the 
stages, perception, imagination (reproductive and productiVe), 
thought (understanding) with the e:xplicit conseiousness of 
subject and object, and the indefinable consciousness of the 
beyond (Spencer). ~ow the last three, as we have pointed out, 
might be reg£trded as the projection!! of dream, dreamless sleep , 
and ecstasy on the waking plane. Of M1ese, t,be earlier stages 
adumbrate the later, and the later react on the earlier. This is 
the empirical counterpart of Kant's a priori psychology. In 
the perception of object, there is the .. given ma~ter of the sensa• 
tions, fitted, partly as reproduced ideas, into the forms of space 
and tim:e (generated, it may he, out of ideas), this time again 
shooting forth the rays of product,ive imagination, lihe schemata, 
to touc;h the categories, the eyes of the self or the synthetic 
unity of apperception ; . this self all the while feels the pressure 
of the thing-in-itself and so thinks the object under the form of 
infinity, i.e., in relation to the infinite world, to the subject, and 
the .ens realis8imnm, still failing, however, to catch the thing-in
itself anti having only a contentless aspiration towards it. 
V edantism finds the concretes of these a prim·i elements, which 
a,]l operate in waking perception, in the distinguishable internal 
characters of the several stages, waking, dreaming, etc. The 

. general correspondence between the Vedantic stages and· the 
Kantian elements has been sufficii:mtly made out ; a more de
tailed correspondence can he exhibited only after a modified pre
sentation of KanWmism. This, however, space will not permit. 
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lt~Vedaritjc Metap~ysiCs. 

32: The position of the pure subject and the material objec.t 
in the ·· Vedantic · system has . been indiqated. The primary 
dqality of self and negation,which is no duality of positives, has 
been found to transfigure every stage of' existence. As ·a ·co,llse-

. quence of this unconscious transfjguration, each stage in ·the 
• series, waking, .dream, etc., in its unconscious. form, becomes 

co-ort},fnate with the lower stage. This is particularly apparent 
in the waking stage where the distinctions among the . several 
aspects of existence, adhyatma, adMMuta, adhideva, adhiloka, 
etc., come out explicitly as co-ordinate with ·each other. These 
.distinctions are ,,intelligible only in the light of a metaphysical 
view which is dimly traceable in the Upanishads and which can 
hardly be said to have been completely brought out even by the 
commentators. The exposition of . it, to be attempted presently, 
would therefore require to .be ' j.usti.fied by an elaborate discus
sion of all passages in 'the Upanishads which lend colour to it. 
For the present it is set forth only as a hypothesis, 

33. In the waking shtige, the sentient body is the adhyatrna 
or subjective aspept, and the objects of sense-eip!:)rience consti
tute the adhibkuta or objective aspect. They are so distinct. 
here that language is strained in calling them aspects of the 
same thing. 'But they · are related to one another. The self 
as identified witb the body takes the object to be .' useful,,_ to be 
subservient to Hs pleasme and pain. The experience .. of tl1e 
object rouses desire, desire again begets experitmce--a restless 
whirl of relation . .. In the msthetic consciousness, however, ·such 
as is roused in rapt· contemplat.ion or upasana , one rises to a 
universal standpoint from which is witnessed, the ideniitty of the 
different sentient. elements of the body with the· different aspects 
of the object. The restless relations, the attractions. and repul
sions between the body and the object, are then felt to be illu
sory differentiatio!ls of quiescent unities. The eye and the 
visible aspect of things, for example, constitute a unity. The 
Upanishads bristle with msthetic intuitions of such unities, 
ranging from the most profound: to the Inost superficial, viewed 
as de.vatiis or objects for upasa1:~ii. This upasanii consists in a 
continuous direction of the attention to ari . mfithetic symbol 
revealed by the sastras, i.e., by some seer: The attitude in it 
is quite the reverse of the attitude of that . cheap rationalism 
which makes a parade of its independence of authority ; the 
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- -e~istenc~ of . t!li~'' dev,a~ or __ the ,asp~ct of the opject worshipped 
may' notha,v;~ }:){)e:rf :rroved 15y rel13on ~r may not have-at once 
appealed to; -one's-lea(len resthetic sensibility, but through • the 

-- will to bflieve·' or Ht;t"dillii, 'through prolonged contemplation, 
the devafa may be. seen ·to be gradually shining out, 

34. The ,adkideva a,spect is to be U,llderstood in relation to 
the adMloka aspect , which requires .• an elucidation. _ Every 
devatii demands a loka. Psychologically put, an absolute unity, 
to be real, must be not only thought but realised in some sort 

_ of intuition. In _ resthetic (visual) intuition, for example, we 
realise a devatii, like the sun, the unity of seeing and the visible 
world. Now as here the realised -object ceases to be an object 
and gets manifested as the absolute identity that it eternally 
was, thougJ1unrecognised because of the individual ' s _-linlitations, 
so theintuition, too; is divested ofits merely subjective aspect and 
appears as an eterna-l -shining world (div) with which the limited 
~u})ject is raised to identity. ___ The distinction between the sub-
ject and object in qrdinary knowledge appears in the absolute 
splJ_ere as a distinction between loka and devatii. On.lyin ordinary 
knowledge, the subject takes the, lea<i, whereas here the devata, 
whi_ch corresponds tq the qbject, is the higherreality, What 
is from the lower standpoint my intuition of an: object is from · 
the higher standpoint, a devata shining, ' revealing himself in a, 
loka. 

35. It may be urged , however, that the distinction between 
subject and object is altogether annulled in the absolute · sphere 
and therefqre a devata must be conceived to shine by itself. The 
demand for a .1oom3 .· for . suqh intelligible entities springs . fro:rn • a 
ft~~b~eness of _the mind which -will have sensuous symbols where 
i~. ought to entertai:p pure concepts of the reason; it springs in 
fact ··. from that liypqstasising . tendency with which Plato ha13 
been charged with regard to his I~eas. . .· 

36. To .this it is ~·eplied that an existence that is nowhere is 
unintelligible and tliat the demand for a locus even in the sen
suous s:Phere spr~n~s fro.m a .necessity of the _reason. The.l,?oi.Is 
of an extended obJect mvolves the conceptwn of the attnb'!hte 

- of extension (wfuch is notfung but the whole of -space) beingin 
space. The sensuous- conception of an object in space would 
thus beutterly~unintelligible unless a . relation be c&nceived to be 
dudl--a being ·and a process-the · being . transcending the prO" 
cess and yet resting oil the process. . ..• • ·. · . · 

37. This necessity ofthereason applies not only tos11ch a 
sensuous relation, it applies to the highest relation, the relation 
of subject and object . . ··.· To. Absolute Idealism, the Self is the 
absqlute identity of sunject and object. It is self-relation, . the 
bein~ and the relation being . here identical-; and so for it as 

- -.-~ 
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eelf-existent, it might be .de~med absUI;d to demand any locu8 
or external relation. 'T~ this , Vedanta ~ill reply that suoh an 
absolute ot: irrelative reality is, or is realisable only)n, an !1Csta
tic consciousness (which Hegel does not admitFand that to us 
who l1ave rwt_ readwd it, who only think of it, this has to be 
thought of as resting . on the relation to a11 indi,viduaJ, To 
eestatic consciousness, sncl1 relation is not ; . hut. m()re th()ught 

,has to postulate a dual rtbsolutec-··the absolute foi· the absolute 
consciousness ns resting on the absolute i:or the individual , the 
unknowable absolute on the knowable absolute. The self that 
excludes the ohjeet as absolute nega.tion is at orice the same as 
and h.igher than. t.he seH that has the negation within it as a 
moment. If t.he self be but relation, as Hegel · t~1kes it , ·it must 
be ta.ken to depend on the nat'twe or: the limitation of the terms 
of the rela.tion ; even in t.he self-relation of the self, the selfs 
that are related to ea.ch . other are bounded by negation and 
hence their relation cannot he wholly free. If it be s.aid that 
the relation is prior in reality, that it is the univer.·sl),l which 
freely particularises itself, it is replied that such a part.icularising 
if:l· inexplicable in the laf4t r'esort .and therefore the unive£saJ 
that is in and. thr:ough particulars is a fact to he accepted, not a 
free function of the reason. The last . principle- of philosojJhy 
for 't~s must be a nece88ity of the reason founded on a given fact, ~ 
though· the aspiration of philosophy must ever be to reach a 
principle thftt is wholly rational. Brahman, the self-existent., 
must t.herefo:r:e be coneeived by us to rest on His own glo1'y 
(wve· mr;,himn·i tisthat'i). So lower clown, every. df-vata is to he 
coi:J.Ccived to be in a lolm. -

38: The .necessity of the several ~tspects, adhyiitrrw, ete., has 
been vindicated ~·t what might appearto be ~ o~sproportionate 

length, were it. not for • the fact that tlu~~? are j}ist tho 
·conceptions which req~ire to . be raised · above ·.·· the n1ytholqgig 
region in.which they a,re supposed to be. Given a lob or intui
tion-ground, we have against it a (ievata or an absolute unity of 
subj~ct . and object. A concrete intuitil)ll-medium, ·a Platonic 
heaven is necessary to ensure to these devatas or Ideas reahty. 
It 'will not do to say that they exist.in thought or 'reason.: that 
appears frOm·the waking standpoint to be too thin to. support 
reili~. ..· . · .. · · 

39. The doctrine of aclhyatma, etc., is ~hus capa_ble of being 
affiliated on Absolute Idealism, a.s modified by Vedantic trans
cen<lentalism .. ··• •• The' d~vatas have the character of a}>solute · iden~ 
:t~tie~ but • do they rese1Jlhle the Platonic Ideas in being univer
saliq, ante rem ? Is the Vedantic view ()1le of (concept~1al) real
ism'-~ . The fact that Schopenhauer's view fin4e room for the 
etern~l ideas, the grades, Ci~ the objectification of the ;viii; 
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encourages us to look forward to something like them in 
Vedanta. 

· 40. A devata is differentiated traetsversely into adhyatma 
and adhiMuta, but is it also longitudinally differentiated into 
particular individuals ?• It would-appear to be so, for a devata 
like the stm is said to be t.hy unity of the senses of sight supposed 
to. be severally possessed by different persons and of the. visible 
aspects of things. There is Hn instructive difference in this 
respect between VedantF, and Sankhya; according to the latter, 
each sense, as-sense, i.e .. , as adhyatma, is one, and different i'JOUls 
parta~e (by reflection) of this one sense; but according to the 
former,, a sense as sense is many, being different in different • 
individuals, but then these many are only the illusory differenc 
tiations of one dwata which corresponds to the ·parJ;icular.sense. 
(The difference is explained by the Sankhya view that the indi
vidual soul is real twd that there is no such thing .as one cosl'nic 
1llusion but only individual illusions of separate eyes, separate 
minds, etc., there being one real prakriti which eternally and 
really evolves into mahat, etc., including the archetypal senses. 
The Vedantic view .is that this pra!criti is but JJ1iiya or cosmic 
illusion, and that therefore not only.the individual illusions but 
also the aTch~typal senses and the correlated ptimal Ihatters are 
but its differentiations). In any case, the. many particular 
senses of sight and the many visible aspects of things are said 
to. find their unity in the Sun-deity. 

41. But still this would be aspect-realism rather than true 
class-realism. The aspects, visibility, audibility, etc., have 
their Ideas, concrete basal devatas as they might be el}lled, but 
are not these only superficial aspects of things ? Wha~ of the 
natural kinds like man, gold, etc . ? Have not they, too, their 
Ideas? Vedanta, while admitting that not only the class but 
every individual has got its eternal' ' name and form ' (niima
rupa), will demur at first to an implication of the objection , 
These seftse-aspects in Ved;:onta a.re the primal matters, the abso
lutes of the senses, hearing, touch, sight, taste, and smell. 
They constitute no superficial aspect but the central substance, 
and ' names and .forms ' are but the illusory differentiations of 
this substance. When, by means like upiisana, we have. risen 
to the absolute consciousness in the waking st:ctte, these external 
sensuous aspects are viewed as the basal devatas (they themselves 
are the illusory differentiations of still higher, more substantial 
realities, as we shaJl see presently) ; they are viewed as the 
substance (relatively speaking) of the object of which the form 
(taken in its widest. sense) is only the manifestation or illusory 
differentiation .. Within the form, there are again relations of 
matter and form, for each stage of the form is 1i1atter in relation 
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to a further differentiation of it. - ' No~. each of these stages is 
capable of being actualised into devatiis by t;)cstati9 contemplation. 
Now when a rationalist tikes the sensation to be lapsed thought 
or thought become unconscious, and when an. empiricist holds 
that our thoughts are only the compl~ manufactures· out of 
Hense-!llateriaJ, by themselves only illusory refinements and 
useful only" in reference .tq sense-reality, their antagonism is 
transcended. by the Vedantist who reipstates both by pointing 
out that without an absolute intuition-continuum, the thou!!ht 
cannot he real and that the devatii is therefore the sense. reality, 
divested of its limitation of unconsciousness. , 

• 42. These devatiis again have an order arnong then1-11n 
ordet really of emanation but capable also of being viewed as of 
evolution from the human standpoint-the absolutely formless 
indeterminate matter being one pole, and the full-blown waking 
l'eality the other pole. We may notice two orders of differences, 
the one cornpri.sing the several grades of matter, the other 
comprising the forms as manifested in each grade. Yet the 
gra,des themselveH are formed or determinate matter. 'l'he same 
(formless) matter J!en£8ts through all the gtades in all the forms ; 
so, too, each formed matter persists in its. differentiations in the 
grades below it, the grades corresponding to dreamless sleep, 
dream, etc., the successive materialisations of the same reality. 
This then is the difference between ordinary realism and Vedan
tic realism ; the Ideas are not only concrete universals but aub
stant£al mcdter8 of different grades from the pure subject to the 
grossest material object. The pure subject is the formless 
matter, the sole reality, the truth of the grades of materialisa
tion, and of all the determinnte objects therein. The full-blown 
reality rm:n'U8 this formless matter is absolute negation, the 
very principle of illusion. Yet what are the multitudinous 
' names and forms ' of this full~blown reality ? These empty 
husks of ren1ity are not reality : but they get filled in with the 
formless matter. Why does the reality enter these unrea,forms '! 
It shows that these forms are neither real nor unreal. Such 
a contradictory thing can only be the principle of illusion; it is 
darkness only that can be at once revealed and destroyed by 
light. This is the famous prindple of Maya, which is one yet 
manifold, the matrix of all ' names and forms.' 'l'hese, too, must 
be eternal, coeternal with the pure subject. Yet this does not 
necessarily argue a despair of explanation. Of the forms which 
constitute individualit:v, no explanation .is possible except that 
illusion is at its root. No universaLcan exhaust the infinite 
varietv of the individuaL If even we could. trace a consecutive 
differentiation from the highest universal downwards,. each step 
of the differentiation would be unintelligible. n is the very 
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essen~e of c{ifferentiati9n t~ escape '.the univeraaL To, recognise 
the n..:.e~;ssity of this unlulowabiiity is jjo recognise the .principle 
of. rrtaya. . .. .···.·· . .. 

43, Not <that unive.rreals anwng these·' shadowyi~~pies and 
· forms, concatenating thetn, are 'Unknown in YElQ.anta, The 
.re.aJ.istic jati or universalis~tdmitted both inNyiiya a)tdYedanta,· 
.though . the lat.ter . emphatically disclaims the abstract denota
_tio':lal . jiiti of the former~ According to Nyiiya, this jiiti is 1~n 
.et~rnal reality, .· the 11yakti or individual things inhering in it and 
bemg eternally connected • with it. yedanta denies bbth i.tfi 
eternal reality and Jts being co"ordinate 'Vith individual' thitigs. 
As J1as been already indicated·, to Vedanta no"thing is an eternal 
reality except thepure self. As to the other point, if an iri.di• 
vidual and its jiiti be taken to be distinct (and co-or~inate in 
re11lity), they cannot be unified in any way. The inherence, 
according to Vedanta, is . a fiction. (This recalls the · .. famous 
cciticisnl of . the Platonic . doctrine of Ideas by Aristotle . in ·his 
Nicomachaean Ethics.}. .In. 'A is B,' if B the concept ·is dis• 
tinct from A, their eopular relation is a fiction; for it is ~sked, 
what oonnects A .or B with the rela1;ion ~ If another relation, 

. what connects that with its members? And so there .is a regress 
to infinity. Once you set up two utterly distinct things, you 
cannot bridge over the gulf ; . only you may pronounce· tl;te effort 
to · combine to be itself illusory. Without an admission of 
identity-in-difference, not only this inherence, but also · any 
ldnd of connexion, even space-cm:mexion, would be inconceiv
able. What view, then,,does Vedanta itself hold ~ .. It understands 

· the iiit-i, .not as the denotational real but as the connotati.o11al 
rea1 ·(tatranuga,to dharmah), not as co-ordinate with and distinct 
frOJll the vyakti or individual, but identical withit on the one 
halld and of a different grade of reality on the other. The 
identity between attribute and substance (Dharma-Dharmin) 
is charaet:.ristic of the hylozoistic speculations of Vedanta and 
Sankhya {regarding maya '.which is Oile<yet many, or regarding 
1;rakriti whieh really evolves), following logically on the denial 
of inherence as a relation. This Dharrna or, attribute is again 
the essence, the persisting matter in relation to the Dharmin or 
thing, . infinite in every ip.dividual, having the whole of the 
phenomenality behind :lt. . . 

44. Vedanta might very well admit the co-ordinateness of 
jiiti 3Jfld 1J!Jakti in the sphere of the pure ' names and forms: 
th.at realm of shadows; The relation between jiiti and vyakti, 
whioh has already been discussed, is in the region of formed 
matter where the more differentiated is less in reality~ 
The realm of shadows ot maya may be compared · to ·'space, 
the pri1iciple of separation or ' spread-out-ness,' the nearest 
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. determinate symbol of the principle of difference, in wliich a · 
rnode may be iJaid to be different frch11 · another in which it is 
included. : " • . . ·•·· .·. ·.· • . •. · • · . · . < ... 4F· .. ·· We have . thu.15 to r-ecognise ••. th,ree .• systems 6£ eternal 
ei1t1ties in Yedanta .:.-. (1) iJl: · regard to matter, formles~ :matter 
an,d,_its. several emanatory grades corresponding _J.o _ th.e r.tages, 
8a,madhi, , sushupti, .·etc.; including the intermedfarief;l; (2). in 
regard to formed matter, the basal devntifs, corr~sponding t.o 
the primal matters, ·and also the essences like ' cow~11ess,' · ' hoj-§e'. 
-ness' (gotva, dsvatva) incarnated- in , the -above gra:des;; (Sl · .. in __ . 

• i'egard to the ~ names arid forms,' the abstract differences ; wh]ch 
are neither realtior unreal. _We have still to \:eeognise two 
other orders, (4) the Karn~a,unities or will-unities in the several 

· grades ; and (6) the universal unities of these with their ·cosmic 
reactions, t.he universal emanation,s of Brahm.an, ineluding the 
lesser gods, the inquiry into. which is for the present post:poned. 

46, Lest the identity-in-differt:mee implied in Vedantie realism 
be taken to be >m unwarranted importatiJ_m of I:Iegelianisrn, it, is 
neoessm·,v to refer to discussions bearing on the lttw of contmdic-

. tion in Vedantic philosop~.y. It ~ay be noted at t h e outset 
t.hat ~n this Vedantio conception of identity-in-difie.renee, as 
distinct . from a similar c(mception in Hegel, the identity is 
t .he truth and the difference is illu~;ory and even the uega.tion 
of the difference through which the identity is ailinned is illu
sory. ln connexion with the discussion of il.lnsory perception , 
:ts of the naere tr~ken for silver, the p<)int is raised : wlwn t.h e 
appearance of the. silver is corrected and .t.he nacre in its real 
nature known, can it uot be held th.at the thing is sornr;tirne8 
silver and smrwtim.e8 mtei:e '? The reply given is"tlmt it i~ the 
very nature of t.he later or eorrect,ing perception t.o deny the 
hruth of the former perception once for all. When the illusion 
of silver ceases, one is r10t eonscious of the real s il irer being 
absent but only of the illusory silver having di sappe~:ed; But 
~~ further difficulty may be raised : when the silve:r is ]mown t o 
he illusory, is not the knowledge itself self-contradictory , as 

· _r•xp'i·esf;ible in the form ' the (existent) silver is non-existent' ? 
The reply is, the knowledge is .rather expressible in the form, 
' the illusory silver is. absent.' The very perception of the il~ 

1Iusory character of a thing is the perception of the illusory thing 
being absent : to light up the darlmess is to destroy it. The 
question really is , if illusion ' is known through COlltradiction, 
is not contradiction itself conceivable ? The Vedantic , reply 
appears to be that the contradicting perception complet.~ly de
stroyl3 the phenomenalrealityof the contradicted percept, . The 
contra.diction is therefore not. real ; we have reaUy two .cognitions 
h_ere ,_ (a) th.£8 phenomenally real silver, (b) that illusory silver is 
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absent. 'I'he cognition of this phenomenally xeal· silver, pl~~s 
the contradicting percept of the nacre amoun~ to the cogni- · 
tion of the illusory silver being absent! In identity of contra
dictories, 'the identity· i~ lmowp through recognition : the rela
tion· of identity .is • nothing but the identical thing. • ·The union 
of contradictorie13• is uncritically accepted at first, only to •be 
rej~cted w:he11 it is kno;wn. to be a union of contradictories. This 
view of illusory perception is only .the •reappearance in a lower 
plane of the dualism of Brahman anchnaya which ye~ no 
dualism of positives. 

47. In this connexion,.we may refe.r toadiscussion•of .8ankara • 
irr his· commentary on Brihad-ara~.zyaka Upanishad V-i, where 
he combats Bhartri-prapaficha:.s views of Brt:thman being at once 
one and dual (dvaita-advaita, the causal Brahman different from 
the effect Brahman, though identical at the retractation of the 
world). Sankaraargues that although rules of action may admit 
of exceptions or alternatives, a truth does not; truth does not 

·depend on any one's choice, 'l'wo contradictory attributes, 
dvaita and advaita, dual and single, cannot both be· t,ruc of the 
same thing. Yet the sea and its waves are said to be identi0al
in-difference. In fact the union of contradictories is not denied 
of phenomenal objects, it 1s denied only of the nonmenon, the 
' simple ' eternal object (n£tya-niravayava-vastu-vishayc~rn · hi 
viruddhatvam avochan1a dvaA:tadvaitasya na karya-vi8haye 8amy
ave). Does not this remind one of Herbart's criticism of Hegel, 
that the union of contradictories is only f!,n empiricism ?, ·. The 
Vedantic doctrine of adhikari-bheda (accommodation), th&,t the 
truth to be taugh.t must be relative to the stud,ents' capacities 
or qnalifica,tions, is not only a practical principle of pedagogy, 
secular and religious-it; is founded on an epistemological truth. 
The duality of Erahmanand the world is true toone steeped in 
desires, and encased in individuality; their unity. is true to 
one who JJ,as come to know, to transcend individuality. Truth 
is relative to theknower. This, however; is no Protagorean sub
jectivism. So long as the individual is an individual, there is 
duality betv.reen. teacher and t9,ught, the teaehing appearing 
to be something foreign, imposed from without; but ~hen there 
is a flashing from .[)elow, there 'is one homogeneous flame of 
advaita-iiiana or monistic knowledge, when, however, the indi
vidual does not remain an individual to recognise the coutra
diction between it. and the prev-ious d?!aita-jfiana or dualistic 
knowledge. To:us, from the outside, dvaita and . .advaita are 
h?th true, as pos:sible s~ages of knowledge, but dvaita is inferior 
in reality to a¢va#a .: they are not co-ordinate. In every act 
of knowledge, the duality between subject and object presents 
itselfo11ly to give way to their .identification. 
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4-8. It maybe urged against the foregoing account of Veda.nc 
tic realism that it does not provide for a principle of change, as 
di~tinct from one of mer~ difference, whether ch~nge is regarded 
as .emanation (vitJarta) or as evolution.(part"~ama). The three 
orders •of eterna,l entities "\"\'hich we have recognised. areal, I st~tic 
where is the dynamic ;prh:J.?iple ~ .· ·• . . • • . .. · .. ·· ... ·· .... ···.·.· ... ··•·· 

49. One would .imagine such a prin(}iple is likely to he met 
within a discussion of causality. Referring, lmwever;. to an ela,
borate and acute discussion 0 £, the sub.ieot . in $ankara's com
mentary on Brihadii:ra~yaka . Upanishad T, ii, w~ .find only a 

• clearer enunciation of ·the static view of. the world which 'we 
have aJreadypresented, but the djn:amic princip1e appears to 
be nowhere. n would not be , however, quiteout ofplace here 
to .present., in a slightly modern garb, the salient 'features of 
8whkani's argument ; both as a specimen of his reasoning and 
as a furt.her explication o£ the foregoing views. 

(iO, Before. the world began, no difference was manifest; 
everyt.lring was shrourled by death. Not that there was a mere 
void, for then causes and effects were in their seminal unmani
fested condition. (To justi!y this, he proves first that the cause, 
meaning by it only material cause, and next that the effect, 
meaning by it the effect-form, are eternally existent.} (I) Eter
nity of, cause. That effects are possible only when the causes 
are present is a matter of experience. It might be objected 
t.hat when a pot is fashioned out of a lump of clay, . the lump is 
firs t destroyed and then the pot co1lles into being and so the 

.cat1se isnot immediately antecedent to the effect. . But it is 
replied that not the lump-form but the clay is the cause. All 
causes in their causation destroy their previous mtmifest.ation 
in introducing their present Inanifestation, for U1e same cause 
cannot exist in two different forms at the same time. But the ces
sa,tion of the previous manifestation does not nwan the .·· cessa
tion of the cause itself. Yet why not take the luinp-'orin also 
to be a cause, seeing that the clay cannot exist except in some 
form ? . Because the form ·is variable but the matter is persiS: 
tent. But still must it not have some form ? No; ih: 'the pro
duction of .the pot, the clay for a ·moment has ]eft tlH-3 lump-fo:r:m 
and. is passing over to the pot-form. (That is the mystery of 
production. Change means · the conflict Of manifestation and 
the consequent momentary nakedness of the substance.) But 
is this naked substance perceiv'ed ? May it not be that. the 

·I ump of clay only resemble8 the pot that is made out of it without 
the clay persisting identically in the clutnge ? No ; the identity 
is perceivedr but the similarity is only · inferred. . I:Uference is 
ba13ed on perception, and if perception were. to be questioned 
by inference here, there would he an iilicit regress to infbiity. 
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The.denial of identity would m()an the rapid succession of momen
tary acts, which means the .denial of knowledge of any object. 
For where is the evidence for the object ~ If in another act of 
knowledge, where is the evidence for this again ? And so on. 
Similarly if you do not•trust in your im1nediate perception of 
identity and ask 'what is the evidence for it ' and reply because 
there is the felt similarity, you must ask for the evidence .for that 
again, and so on, which means that you cannot affirm anything. 
Besides, the consciousness ' this is like that ' is po:<sible if •• the 
same. self or knower is present, to both the mom~ntary cognitions, 
' this ' and 'that,' which, however, cannot be admitted by one 
who denies identity. Is it replied that whether there be a self or 
not, the likeness is a feeling (itself an event .of the mind) ~ . But 
it is no blind feeling ; ' this ' and ' that.' refer to each other ;. 
it is an objective assertion. If it were only a subjective feeling, 
' this ' and' that ' also, being individually known by assimila
tion with their likes, would be merely subjective, false : a.nd 
then the knowledge of this subjectivity or. falsity would itself 
be merely subjective or false. (Such a sceptical suicide then is 
the only alternative to the view. that the cause is perceived to 
be persisting.self·identica.Jly in the eff~t.) (2) Eternity of effect. 
The • effect-form, too, does not. accidtmtally e1nerge into existence 
but is eternally existent. (i) As an object. hidden under.darkness 
or behind an opaque wall manifests itself when a lamp is lighted 
or when the wall is removed, so is the form of the pot hidden 
under the. previous form of the clay, the lump-form, and is 
manifested when the previous form is removed • by appropriate 
means. Objections :-(a) In order to prove that all that is 
manifested was previously existent, it is necessary to know that 
what >vas previously non-existent is not manifested, but the 
absence of manifestation cannot be perceived. Hence it can 
only be said that a thing is existent when manifested Reply :
It cannot be held. either that it is existent only when manifested, 
for that alhounts to s:;tying that all existents are manifested, 
which, however, is not true. (b) The previous form, lump-form, 
as agent producing manifestation, is different in nature from the 
darkness or the opaque . wall ; for the wall occupies a space
position distinct from that of the object hidden by it, but the 
lump-form does not do so. Reply :-This difference is not 
important ; in milk, ·the milk-forin prevents the manifestation 
of the water-form and yet occupies the same position as the 
latter. ' (c) But there is another difference : to see the pot hidden 
under darkness, op.e has to make an exertion (light a lamp, etc.), 
but to see the pot emerging from the lump of clay, no such exer
tion is required (though it is required in the production of it). 
Reply :-In both cases, to see does not require any. exertion : 
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the exertion put f.orth is for production only------"in the forrner 
case for investing the pot with the attribute of lightedness, in 
the latter case, for desti~)ying the lump-form, etc. 

(ii) The past being or the future being of an object n1ay be 
peculiarly distinct from the present b~ing, but it is still being. 
Knowledge of. the futnre is knowledge of- some ex1;.stent object, 
for otherwise how is the future w£lled? Willing (as distinct 
from merely desiring)· means directly an objectification of the 
future. The Youin in his clairvoy[1nce is said, tos.ee the past 
and the future as we see the present. BesidesGocl',;foreknow:
ledge would be meaningless, if the future obj(lct were not eter
mtlly existent (cf. Anselm'::; rec0l1ciliatio11 between diviile fol'e
knowledge and man's free will). (Existence or renlity imme
dintely means ' transcending time.') Again., what does non
existence of the future object, ' pot.,' mean ? Only that smne 
other object is now present. Non-existence of pot itself is not 
existent positively : it is not defined by being distinguished 
irom othei· non-existences, as UHtt of the cloth. And wha,t is 
non-existence of pot ? Is non.-existenee an attribute of pot'! 
Then it means non-existence of Iton-existen.t pot, not of the 
positive pot. B'inally, if ""esay, ' A is produced or comes i11to 
being,' A, the stlbject, must be already existent in order to 
have· the predjea.t.e, ' eomes into being ' '! 

5L This elaborate discussion of causality leads to the recog
nition of Bmlnnan ns the material cause of the universe and of 
the primal hiding principle, eo-eternal with Brahman, 'IJ'i;;., mayi~ 
which. by itself is nothing, like the blue tint whieh seems to 
pervade objects viewed through blue glasses. Still therefore 
the dynamic rwinciple remains undiscovered. 

52. What is ,i·akti or power ? It is sometimes identified 
with the principle of iUusion or maya, In PanchadaAi, for 
example (Chapter II, slokas 42 seq.), we have pronouriceil1erits 
to the following cJiee.t :--rnaya, or the power of the Lord, is no 
reality (in tb.e prcsenc!=J of Brnhman), is inferrible fron1•its effects, 
and only front ·these. The' power of the Existent is not tho 
]J::xistent, even as the power of the fire is .not the fire. What, 
then, is it; apart from the l!::xistent ? It eannot be called the 
void, as tha.t is..tiiken to be the effect of maya; it is something 
then wl1ich is neither the void nor the existent. Yet it exists 
only as tHrough the Existent, f()r substance and attribute are not 
separate entities. It may, no doubt, bemanifested in effects, 
but before creation, such manifested power did not exi~t, and 
so power cannot be a principle separate from.,Bra.hman. (Yet 
to show that Brahman transcends it, it is added) this· power 
does not pervade all Brahman but only a portion or aspect of 
Him (it). This Universe is only a quarter of Him; full three-
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quarters are self-lurninons. So in Blzagavad-gita, Krishna says, 
' By a portion of myself, do I pervade the Universe.' So too 

'Sruti, ' Having pervaded the univers~, He extends 11. space 
beyond ' (atyatishthad a.t!:ang·ulam) ; a.nd there the V edantGL
Sutra,. • Also there is a• form· of the Lord. not abiding in effected 

·things' ('rhibaut's translation). · (It is admitted, however, that 
this attribution of parts to the Im1iseerpti.bleis m'lly provisional). 
'That · power, as re;;iding • in · the Existent, produces . effects.' 
The power that creates akaAa (space or ether, its first effect) 
creates also its identity with the Existent and thus (in the inverse 
order) makes the existent an attribute of iiJca§a as substance. • 
It is really the Existent that becomes aka!;a ; to take the exist
ence as of akaAa is vyhat might be expected of rnaya or the prin
ciple of illusion. 

53. We have to note four points in the above passage:
(1) that this pou~er, by itself, is only maya; (2) that it exists 
and functions only as residing in Brahman, i.e.; only as Brq,hman 
informing miiya ; (3) tha,t though thus informed, it is trans~ 

· cended. by Brahman ; and ( 4) tl!at Brahman existing in the 
power becomes the effect : the effec.t is thus .not non-existent. 
The 'passage presents both sides of the Vedantic doctrine. of 
maya-the world being unreal apart from Brahman and real in 
the reality of Brahman. The latter side is frequently overlooked. 

54. Power then as existent is the Existent assuming forms, 
i.e., making the pnreal real. The One Existent Blissful IntE>Jli

.gence, entering maya, becomes self-dirempted into Isvam and 
apara-prakriti, i.e., the Determinate God and. the ' object-in· 
general,' the primordial matter in which . God is .to energise. 
Brahman against the 'dark ground' of maya is Isvara, maya 
against the light of the self is apara-prakriti .. Yet Isvam is said 
to be free, to be related to the dark ground,. yet floating on it, to 
have conquered it once for all, en'lploying it ' only as a servant.' 
This attribute of freely relating Himself to the dark ground, 
being itself absolute (for in Him a~tributes and aspects are con
crete. realities), is to be viewed as -an entity by itself, viz., 
as parii-prakriti, and the nisus of this again towards apara
prakriti is to be taken as a third entity ,~akti, or power of the 
Lord. · 

55. This par·a-prakriti is the intelligence of I~vara, appearing 
in its determinate form only as reflected from the apara. As 
Brahp1an, the undifferenced intelligence, shines on this maya, 
it turns it into an object and forthwith ~ecomesthe Determinate 
Subject of this· object, functioning towards the object. This 
triply stratified Maya with the reflection of the Lord, viz., ar1 
comprising para-prakriti, &akti of the Lord, and apara-prakrit1:, 
may be considered to be the concrete archetype of the abstrac-
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tions, sattva, rajas, and tamas (light, intelligence, or goodne:ss ; 
activity; darkness, insentiency, . heaviness, evil), those up.i
versal aspects of existen~e, to understand which .is to understand 
the differential genius of Hinquism its~lL Conformably to the 
general trend of Ved.antism, one would expect a projection of 
para-prakriti and §akti on apara-prakriti : thus apara-pralc1·iti 
is of the three gn1J-as (attributes, elements), sattva, rajas, and 
lamas, all compact. The. Sankhya principle Pradhana, is this 
apara·prakriti, .a stage more determinate than mere maya, 
differing from it much as Aristotle's matter as potentiality 

• differs from Plato's rne on, the negation-soil in which .he plants 
his Ideas. Sankhya, however, takes it to be an ultimate reality 
incapable of being derived from higher pril).ciples. 

56. The para-prakriti has been taken to be the determinate 
intelligence (bnddhi) of the ·Lord, but it should be noticed that 
this l;uddhi is also taken to be an evolute of the apara-prakriti, 
in fact. its first and most perfect evolute. So we have to under
stand the para as the buddhi in its subject-aspect, i.e., as in
formed with Brahman; the other buddhi is its passive aspect, 
its object aspect, for active buddhi knows passive buddhi, as the 
eye sees light. But what •is this b~tddhi, active and passive, as 
distinct from Brahman ? Here an understanding of the psy
chology of the faculties recognised in Vedanta, viz., bnddhi, 
manas, ahankara, and chitta is necessary. 

57. All knowledge is self-affirmation. 'rhe Vedantic self is 
as we have seen already, beyond this self-affirmation, something 
transcending determination, the indeterminate, the unknown 
and unknowable, that which being presupposed in all know
ledge is incapable of being caught in any determinate mode. of 
knowledge. This determinate self-affirmation, too, as (eter
nally) completed or accompli8lwd, is beyond the f:lelf-affirming 
activity. 'This activity implies the consciousness of a limited, 
unrealised agent proceeding or functioning' towards li!1. object. 
The consciousness of such a limited agent or subject as (illu
sorily) identified with the self (which is really absol·ute, not only 
in the sense of being above duality but above all determination 
also) is what Kant calls empirical self-consciousness. This ac
tivity itself is to be conceived as manifested in two grades, the 
intellectual and sensory, the • synthesis of concepts and the 
synthesis of apprehension. The self is manifested in self-affirm
ation or knowledge ; • knowledge is manifested by the self-aJfirm· 
ing activity of the..self-conscious individualised self; the activity 
is .that of the interpretation of the sense-manifold, given as one 
apprehension. The relation .of the senses to the objects wiU be 
discussed later on. The senses are only blind receivers and in
capable of being themselves perceived (atindriya). The essen-
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tial character of the four faculties. of anu~h-karana here discussed-
manas, chitta, etc .• (manas in its widest sense comprising all the 
four) is that they have both spontaneityt>llnd I:eceptivity and are 

1 capable of. being self-perceived. Manas in the narrower sense 
is the faculty of§imple ~prehension (not a mere sense). It has 
for its specific function, samsaya \doubt), samkalpa and vikalp(t 
(assertion and negation, intellectualor conative). These func
tions, S() widely. different, art c:1pable of being connected wit-h 
one another. As an organ of simple apprehension, 1nanasjust 
raises the • question, ' "What. is • it '. (sensation), but· answers it not., 
just gives a start to attention ; so its function on the intellec
tual. side is to doubt. · Samlcalpn is mental impulse (miinnsa 
karma), con11tion as it appears in desire · or motar impulse, in 
attention, ~ven in objectification. This blind spontaneity is 
essentially that element in an assertion which goes out beyond 
the mere judgment, the element of free will in )ntellec
tion to which Descartes attributed error. Vikalpa is just the 
negation· of this samkalpa, 11 mental impasse, attention as home: 
less, not as fixing itself on an object but as moving away .from 
it or in its transition from one object to another, will in t~e air, 
appearing as aversion, hesitation, doubt or as consciousness of 
difference, the stress of the will in and beyond the negative judg
ment. Chitta is the faculty of intellectual synthesis as distinc.t 
from mere apprehension, intellectual, in a wide sense including 
smara1fa (remembering), anusandhiina (inquiring, seeking to 
know what), etc. Chitta thus is intellectual pravritti or self
affirming activity directed outwards, i.e., towards the object; 
the consciousness which is directed inwards, i.e., the conscious
ness of self as agent or subject being nhamkarn. Buddhi is. the. 
faculty of knowledge (as distinct from knowing)' intellectual 
synthesis (nischaya or adhyavasaya) not as activity but as an 
eternally accomplished (parinishthita) affair, the unquestioning, 
quiescent self-affirmation in the copula of a judgment, in belief, 
in the feeliAgs of pleasure and pain. The relation of knowing 
to knowledge is peculiar; the latter is manifested, eternally 
accomplished, not effected as a contingent product or result. 
In knOwledge, however, two elements may be distinguished, the 
vritti or mental mode (section 88), and the light of chit or self 
playing on it and investing it with its timeless or eternal charac
ter. The former canl?.e described as the result of the knowing ac
tivity, of the ripening of the seeds ofvidyii-karma or the samskaras; 
and so iJuddhi or mahat in this aspect-th.e completed organism 
of . knowledge-has been sometimes described as the ndhibhuta 
aspect of chitta, the knowing activity, which is thus the corres
ponding adhyatma , or limited subjective aspect. Buddhi then 
as the faculty. ofdetenninate knowledge is th!:l immediate home 
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of· the self, which is the light of knowledge tmnscending all 
determination and yet transfiguring all determinate mental 
modes. • 

58. This buddhi is either the inunediate .reflector of the s.elf 
or the immediate envelope or body of •the self. As reflector or 
object, it is.the finest evoli~te of aparii"praJcriti. As the body 
with ·which • the self is identified,. it is pqr{i-pmlcriti . . The two 
]Jraktit£8, . therefore, interpenetrate O!leanother.; they have been 
described as the prirnal male and female principles, a division 
which nppears at difTeren.t. stages in Hindu cosmogony but does 
not, therefore, necessarily involve confusion of thought .. The 
light of the self not only gets reflected from the surface of rniiyci, 
turning it into (J,J?arii-pralm:ti, it transfigures rniiya in all its 
stntttt, everywhere differen.tis;i5ing it .into 8att.va and tamcw, itself 
getting next identitled with tho 8atl'lx:r a,nd then functioning 
(raja.s) towards the ta,rna8. Thus it is tlHtt the 8attva aspect of 
apar-ii-11rakriti is at ,tho sanTe time the adhyat1na or subjective 
aspect , . tama8 btiing the adhibh~/,la or objective aspect. One is 
tempted to identify this distinction between 8altvika and tarna-
8ilca Ul. VedanhL with tho distinction between actual and poten
tial in the Aristotelian syS'tom; there is ngood dmd of agreement, 
too, between tho systetns in respect of the connected. doctrines, 
vi.z., that matter is unrcdet'med potentiality, that the soul is 
the entolec)hy of tho body, and that God is noe8i8 noe8tu8, th e 
purest aetw1lity (ef. 18vara having the t.ransparent garment, 
.~·uddlw-satt·va-'l.q>adhi of {yuddhi). But it must be remembered 
that whereas all the dif.ferentitttion is taken to be ultimately. real 
by AriBtoLle, Vedanta, trikes it to be ret~l only within the spl1ere 
of 'lnaya or illusion. In fact, itS has already been pointed cntt, 
Aristotle's nutttm· is apata-Jlrakn:t£ but not maya; and although 
b.e recognises that there are difl'erei1t grades (Jf reality, tlud, 
actualit,y is the ttutl.1 of pot~entittlit.y, and that God thoughpuro 
actuaJity still conta,ins in Himself ideally all potentiality, yet 
he. does uot, riBe to the conception of Brahman to. wt!om ' being 
the trrftlt or actuality of anything ' is itself an UJJiidki or envelope, 
who is absolute in being devoid not only of all external. relation 
but also of all internal relation, who is said to be ekarnevadv"it·iyarn, 
one without a second, transeending 8~vaqata-bheda (lnwing p arts), 
8ajatiya,-bheda, .(having something similar), and vijat'iya-bheda 
(having something diHerent from it). He rises as far as the 
Vedantic )svara, the first emanation of Brahman. Brahman in 
the attitude of prm>tion. This I8vara, .though th~ clBte~minate 
God as di;;;tinot .from the indeterminate Brahman, is still un
differentiated • within Himself. This·. follows frorn the. very 
nature of b1tddhi, · wh}eh is pure self-affirmation,. :which is distinct 
alike from pure · chaita.nya on the one hand, and. from chitta and 
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ahamkiJra. on the other. This buddhi has been identified. with 
the state of the self as in sushupti, or better still, as in. savikalpa. 
samadhi. w-hich is its actu~lised state~ Yet buddhi is !lot an 
abstract state but rather the concrete faculty or body in which 
the .. self· is . inclosed. 'The undifferimced character of buddhi 
appears still more • explicitly when we consider that it is the 
faculty of feeling pleasure and Jlain, which is most.· int~mately 
related to the self though different ·from it. 

59. Isvara then is the self as shining on and in maya which 
has ~he three {JU'Ifas (attributes or . elements) of sattva, rajas, and 
tarnas, and is accordingly both trigu1fatita (transcending these • 
gu1fas), and &uddha-sattva"upadhi (invested with a transparent 
body of sattva). Of Him as trigu1fatita, para-prakriti or the 
determinate . actualised i11telligence is the immediate prakriti or···· 
nf),tur~; or rather as intelligenceitself is an evolute of apara, 
taking on two aspects (male and female) in the light of .Brahman, 
He as trigu'f!atita -is the unity o£ para (intf:)lligence as facing the 
self) and apara (the sameintelligence in its objective. or passive 
aspect, the sattva-aspect of apa,ra facing its tamas-aspect) and 
yet prior to it. • This unity next gets identified with a!ld <thus 
contracted into. the para or the transparent g~rment of satt.va' 
which ~hus has before it the apara, with tamas as t}J_e predomi· 
nant, though not. the sole element. . Hence comes the peculiarity 
that the para-prakriti is both different from Brah01an and an 
aspect of Brahman .. Hence, too, the possibility of sattva being 
here absolutely pure, though everywhere else. the ~hree gu1fas 
imply one anotheL. It is the lighted surface ofmaya, as reflected 
from which Brahman is Isvara; to this li~hted surface, alUhe 
interior is darkness, negation. . On the outer .confines of maya," 
the 'sacred influence of light.' appears, ~nd as 'chaos retires:'· 
' dill} night ' . too • retires, rendered dimmer by. contrast. The 
alchemy of light turns that which it shines on into light, What 

.was dark, negative, utterly false-, becomes light, existent, para-
prakriti ~ich again shoots inward, stratifying apara-prakriti 
which is the equipoise of "the gu1fas into its sattva and. tamas 
aspects; 'and getting at every stage identified with the sattva
aspeqt, while the tamas-aspect is for ever retiring. 

'' Bu.t now at last the sacred influ.ence 
Of light appears, and from the walls of Heaven 
Shoots far into the bosom of dim Night 
A glimmering dawn:· Here Nature first begins 

• Her farthest verge and Chaos to retire. : ' 

60. From the standpoint of Brahman, all this . transfigured 
maya is false. From the standpoint of lsvara, as invested 
with the transparent body ofsattva, sattva aloneis real, tamas 
is unreal--they are not co-ordinate. The ' glimmering dawn ' 

3 
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shot inwards is only. the promise of the conquest of the entire 
realm· of chaos, promise of .the· ultimate perishableness of tamas. 

61. Brahman . and Iasvara have sometimes been called the 
higher god and . the lower god. . The distinction is,. • to .. say 
the least, misleading,. and probably tl!e over-definite language 
of some of the systematising scholiasts. is .responsible for it. 
No doubt there is a distinction . between . the conceptions. 
Yet Isvara is not in reality different from Brahman. As has 
been already indicated, Isvara is the absolute of savilcalpa 
samiidhi, whereas Brahman is of nirvilcalpa-samiidhi, these 

, states being continuous yet different. As a conception, however, 
Isvara as trigu1)iitita is different £rom Brahman. 

62. An image will make it clear-a light-sphere in circumam
bient darkness. From the centre of it, the fulness of light radiates · 
all around, without a thought, of the darkness: it is the indetermi
nate infinite Brahman. At the circumference, however, it reaches 
its limit (not a resistance) and retires into itself, the limiting 
darkness falling outside of it ; the sphere, as viewed from the cir
cumference inwards, is the determinate Infinite or the closed-in 
Absolute, Isvara. The limit, however, determines its quality, 

·not as darknesg but as daorkness lighted up, which againdefines 
the darkness (thus the darkness gets stratified). Let us view 
all, this from the standpoint of the individual. In the dim light 
of • reason, in that ' glimmering dawn ' in the bosom of night, 
the individual is lulled by the bright dreams of the mm·n, not 
unaccompanied by frightful. nightmares ; this is the soul-clf:l~1r
ing work of morality (sattva-&uddhi), with its lapses and its 
despairs, with its toilsome march and its intervals of serenity. 
At lf:lngth he wakes 11P to thf:l glory of a sunrise, .is lifted up to 
absolute consciousness when ail the dreams which constituted 
life and the world he .fef:lls to be illusory, for he has now reached 
his true self which hf:l alwavs was but knew not. Still the drean1s 
are there remembf:lred, though now known to bf:l drf:lall1s .. He 
exClaims, ' Lo! the Sun (lsvq,ra) is. there; He h~ rf:lvf:laled 
Himself unto m(} .. in grace and .I am absolutf:l in the Absolute. 
All that. past individuality of mine was but a dream.' Forth
with thf:l duality vanishes in the rapt feeling, 'I am the Sun,' 
which>still means ' I al1l nothing and the Sun is all. I am no 
longer the limit outside thf:l objf:lct; thf:l limit is but the deter
mination ofthe object, the object which is conscious of the limit! 
Both.~hese.stages are the aspects o£1svara, the. former being the 
suddhet-sattva-upadhi aspect,· thf:l· lattf:lr the · trir;u"!iitita ~spect. 
'·In thf:l•• .former, :H:e. reveals Himself in me,. in· my absolute con
sciqusness, •• puts • on n1y •·· absolute consciousness as a garment; 
in .the latter, .• I b(lcomf:l .His . Vf:lry self-.Jie no~ or1ly shines in • me 
but. passes out unil1lpeded and I am.diss.olvedinHim.' In. the 
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former, the light of that sphere passing outwards impinges on 
darkness, lighting itup; in the latter, tpelight retires backwards 
to .the centre. But. in either case, the . light is determinate ; 
in qoth, there .is an awaeene.ss of the .darkness ; the light ati first 
makes it an object and then rmites fW:'ltatie~:tllY with it .. ls.vara 
ag ttigu.1piitita still·· ren1em bers His • feat. of transcending .mii,1Jfi ; 
the self is eonscio)Js of its difference from. Lsvara .beinrr illusory. 
It is just the pas.s1:ng into the. indifference· of Brahma'n, not. the 
J.ndifference itself. It is the indifference rendered conceiv
able; yet such is. the nature . of the conception that its • 
content spurns the form, proclaims its own inconceivability. 
This conceived. inconceivabilitv is the ultimate formula; 
as conceived, it is the tri{JU1Jiitit"a ls.vara, the inconceivability 
that is conceived being trigu1-piitita Brahman. . They consti~ 
tute one .unit, one scintillating star; that noble verse ip. 
the. Ohhiindogya Upanishad, &yiimiit iavalam prapadye &ayalat 
~yiimam . prapadye: ' May I pass. from the dark blank to the 
~gured determinate and from thence to the blank ~];gain ' 
:points to . this •• mystic scintillation of. the. One • reality. . . No 
;vonder, therefore, that the highest ~pithets should be applied 
to . ls.vara, . as for example, in the 8iindilya-vidyii .. in •. the 
Olthiindogya, such as one would expect to be applied to. Brahman 
from the characterisations, lower Brahman and higher Brahman, 
th,e misleadingness of which must be now apparent. 

63. Yet after all it ·• may be ·asked, why this limitation of a 
darkness at all ~ Why the illusion of an individuality at all .? 
As we have seen already, the question itself is illegitimate, for 
while the individuality is there, it necessarily sees no beginning 
or end of itself, for all that it knows, itlmows under the form of 
individuality.; .and when the individuality is. transcep.ded, not 
only is it felt to be an illusion, even its having been .illusorily 
present in the past is felt to. be so; so nowhere qoes.itappear 
as a cnntifigent reality of which only we can demand an ex
planation. 

64 .. But. then how should the inconceivable be thought of, 
referred to at all? It must bebecause it reveals itself in-a form 
which it at the same time condemns. But are not those to 
whom it reveals illusory also ~ Why then this illusory revela
tion ip. an illusory fmm to illusory subjects ~ Once again, this 
' why ' is an illegitimate dem,and, an atipm&na, as it has some
times/>een called. As the individual is just passing into Brahman, 
it feels all this to be illusory and then the. illusiop. vanishes. 
The highest consciousness then for the individual as individual 
is this consciousness of theillusorinessofhis own individuality. 
This has to be simply accepted ; there is no ' why ' for this or 
for Brahman. 



65. Before the . !lloment · of passing •• into Bralunan, f)?e ihdi• 
vidual is ra,ised. to absolute consciousness (parii-prakriti; . as 
hiVes ted with which Jsvttra. is suddha-satt'/)WUtpiidhi), when ls~ara 
is known to be knowing the world. as His reflex, i.e., a,s crea,t~d 
by His will. Not that the world ts heated .out ofnotljing.; 
for Isvara assuming suddha-saUva·upiidhi, i.e., knowing attitude, 
means at once having aparii-prakriti before Him as object and 
material for His will to mor1ld. But certain old. difficulties ~tt 
once start up. How does this will meet the matter? How 
does it act;ualise particular groupings of 'names and forms,' 
potentially contained in this matter, anp this in time, according 
to law 'I Why doe'l He will at al1, seeing that He, as perfectly 
actua1ised, ·cannot have anything to attain or avoid~ The 
will meets the matter as identical with it, just as the energising 
body can act on the object, the body being, as we saw but sen
tient space continuing itself in its movement. through space .. As 
to the other questions, fl. preliminary discus~ion is required t,o 
introduce the Vedantic solutions. · 

6G. The absolute consciousness in which Isvara is revealed 
is reached only when there is a perfect .chastening of the spirit, 
when it is made the stil1 mirror of truth, not E'limply by a 
discipline of the intellect but by an ethical discipline of the will, 
when all the desires of the individual self have been completely 
eliminated and the spirit is broadened out "o gs to comprehend 
the truest interests of all beings. Ignorance is but the intellec 
tual reflex of evil willing, the shadow of which again deepens 
the evil,. and thus ;t goes on ad infinitum. We have already 
introduced the notion of every man being born with. the seed of 
all his spiritual life, intellective and conative. Each such seed 
of vidya-karrna (knowledge and action) has a measure of ignorance 
or evil in it, and the ·self as embodied in this .seed sees no begin
ning of itself, for it can e:xphLin its evil or sin only as due .to an 
ignorance which is n,ot a temporary cloud but is ingrained in the 
character which constitutes. its body, and further it ~an explain 
thi.signorance only as due to self-imposition, i.e., free sinning, for 
the· self cannot have anything imposed upon it from without. 
The abi"olut(l consciousness is reached only when this substantial 
ignorance .has been dispelled by good willing. So when Fichte 
said that every man could, if he would, i.e., if lie had not a sin
ning will, rise. to intellectual perception and when Schelling 
thought the very rev;erse, .that '·the capacity for it, .like the 
poetic talent, is possessed by a select few,' that the true p"hiloE)o
pher, like the true poet, is born, not made, they heM views-which 
are reconcilf;ld in the Vedantic doctrine which has already been 
presented. The ignorance that is ingrained in. the seed of vidyii
karmawithwhich a man is born shuts out certain forms or planes 

. . 
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of thought ab in~"tiofrom his mental horizon, which no effort of 
mere thinking can make accessible, just as an instinctive ten
dency or an ingrained habit cannot be •annulled. by a ·single fiat 
of.. the. will. At the salf).e • time there are rational elements or 
good tendenciesi11.that seed or 'noume11al character' which the 
will primarily, and theintellectsecondariJy (with lifue help of the 
will), • can help to -develop, gradually working out the ignorance 
a11d t.he eviL Accor~ingly when Hegel holds, as against both 
Fichte. and Schelling, that the ' wonderful power of the understand"c 
ing ' alone canbe trusted to lead us to every le'"el of thought by 
a necessary dialectic development, that therefore a bad. man can • 
rise step by step up the thought-ladder alone to the highest ,con
ceptions of philosophy, Vedanta will pres~ against him the old 
objeption that thought is not knowledge, that even the large 
range of thought to which the bad man has access • is due to the 
fact that he is not ,all bad, and that though the thought is con
tinuous with abs&lute "knowledge or intellectual perception, yet 
at every step this thought, necessary as it is, has the alternative 
of.absolute. scepticism beyond it. The smoky flickeringftaD1e 
of mere thought clears up only when. the moisture of evil and 
ignor~ncj3in the ' noumenal character ' • (Schop(3nhauer) is com
pletely burnt .off • in the fire .of morality. 

67. . This Vedantic view may now be made the individualistic 
platform from which we may view the question already sug
gested, '.Why doeslsvara will at all.' Isvarais the crown of 
the 1Uoral consciou.sness, the unity of all the 'noumenal charac-

·ters. ' or the unities of vidya-karma (including not only human 
&pirits hut spirits above and below, as is apparent from the 
Vedantic doctrines of the continuity of spiritual gradations and 
of metempsychosis). He is again the organism, not only of the 
spirits-for ignorance, the mother of Karma, cannot have place 
in H:im-but of nature, too, furnishing the experiences appro
priate to J;heir Karma. (the· malum poena to their malum culpa). 
He is the joint organism of moral law and natural law, the 
latterbei:ng only the' obverse of the former, the two being .the 
differentiations, mai'nly sattvika and tamasika, of apara-prakriti 
as interpenetrated by para-prakrili. [Were it • not for the ignor
ance begetting Karma and begotten. of Karma, every .one wou.ld 
see the unity of moral law and natural law, see that he is t,he 
architect of his own fortune, though now virtue and happiness 
seen1•to be synthetically connected ' £Kant) with each other.] 
Isvara,. however, is .not· the immanent unity • but the transcen
dent, the latter being his • true nature. There are grades of 
transcendence, too. As. primarily transcendent or trigu1{atita. 
He is in dreamless sleep, with the hqmogeneous unity of para 
and arparii-prak:riti as the objective blank before Him, the 
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primal glory . in · \Vl!ieh . He rests .( sve .. rnal?irnni tishthati) . _ :. 'T,~1is ._ 
lll}ity is . the . avyakrita . alcasa, the · unmanifcsted ~~e.h?tYP? pf 
space and matter, the alrsolute bu,ddhi (though somethnes taken 
as only .ob]ective, as the firs~ o.bjectivit;\; of l;uddhiLJheVed~n
tic substitute for the. pradhana ofSankliya. It is the ,llc\me ··of 
all 'names alild forms,' 'unevolved but about to be ,eyolved' 
(avyakrita-vyachilcirshita), ·because of its hl'ling in -. imtiw~iate 
unity with the ,individual wills or noumenal characters, which .. 
last in the reflection of I svam- are -the J"ivas or.indi vidual. souls, 
called rwajiias in_ this conn,exton, whorest, unconscious ·of th~ir 
individualities. in- this dr:ea111le~s sleep of the , Universal · Spirit 
(pammdvara~t·aya ·· mayarnwyi maha8~tShuptili ··· yasyarn : 8va.'(iipa- 
pratibodha-mhitiih !Jerate-sctmsiirit!o jivah.____:_Banlcara' s eciin.men-. 
tary to Bmhrna-8·utras.) · Next Jswra becomes invested 'Y!th 
para.zYra.lcriti, ~tnd as such transcends the processes of _this 
~nity of . parii and apc~ra;. The individual wiH-selfs have here 
as muqh a dual nature as Isvara himself. In~ dreamless sleep , 
theirmind. dissolves into maya and they attain their eternally 
free (mukta) state, their identity w~th the trigw:at'ita; the same 
souls, in relation to thei.r life-processes . and re-incar-nations, 
ai:·e viewed as invested \v'ith the first individualising sheath' 
the ' noumenal character' (the Kiirana-!:ar'ira or the ·will- sel~). 
But~ a difference emerges here ; f(lr wl1ereas the envelope of 
lsvara in this aspect is t:-u.ddh.a-sattva or transparent, tha;t of the 
ji·va is malina-satt1:aor impure, partly opaque , dimmi11g the 
light that shh1es _ through it. The impurity is the limitation 
t hat constitutes ' the individuality. But just as the apara
pmlcrdi has buddli•i as its evolute, ·so too these malina-sattva 
individmtl sovlsgradually move towards the f:uddha- sattva. type, 
•the jiva1Fm~tlcta souls (1: .e., tl.lose who have burs.t their bonds 
of individm11ity and ignorance in this life) being just a stage 
removed from the §uddha-sattva I svara. . 

. (:)8 . . Afurth_er unde_rst~nding, some>vh?'t. after S~l~o~~nhauer, 
of _the progressive reahsatwn of these mdividual spmts JS nec.e~
sary for a clearer explication of tl1e naturt> of I svara. The 

·in<;lividual wills, asserts himself against th~ world, nature and 
s9ciety ; and as )1is will spends itself, the . world recoils on him. 
As his williiignec{'\ssarily means a limitation of vision, the recoil 
~eenw to be .foreign to him; hence all the!llisery and appar:~nt 
injustice of the world . . He sets it down to blind n::tt~r~ (()run
just selfish society). This rqtlgh tussle with J:)_ature and. so~iety, 
ho\VeVer, develops in soll;ln spirits ~·· generalised and mo):alised 
rea~on; whereas .. in •• others it ' ,deerNns unreason, l!'ladirig them 
~hrl)ugh impotent strife gradually , through a diminution oLlife, 

. t.o thf! level. of stock s and stones. Those in whorn reason is 
' deyeJ~~:ped .COllle ,to percei~e that the recoil is thei_r OWn_ ~ork~ 
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that. • a punishment as · well as a reward is something that is 
their due, something to which they have a claim. But the 
Universe is not quite so simple, and ~t puzzles the .. reason. to 
le11d it peradventure .to ~erener heights or to hurl it down again. 
For are not the rewards and punishments, notorio11sly the. latter, 
very often disproportionate to one's Kqrma .*in this , life ? 
What is stranger still, why should. evil Karma be. acquired at 
all ? Why should reason every now and then Iarse into irra
tion_ality which is .the essence of sin ? Why again should. there 
be the sudden conversions, the lightning flashes of good inclina· 
tions, now and again bursting forth from the1eadeneloud of • 
habits ? It is o11ly the ' noumenal charac.ter ' that can explain 
all this, the character which may not get completely mani
fested in. any one stage of the .. phenomenal life, .not even in 
one's whole life. The. self. as ,id.entified with it moves freely in 
th~ (knowing and), willing process ; at every stage, the self 
recognises . the • c!1aracter then manifested to have been pre
existent, unconsciously constituting his individuality. This 
noumenal ·seed• is·• not .explained by heredity and accidentttl 
varitttions which explain only . the .outward, . naturalistic side 
ofit. The individual self sees no beginning of itself and looks 
out beyond itR life-prooesses to an. uninterrupted existence 
before birth. . The existence of a .life before this is intelligible in 
the .light of the relation between the (naturalistic) evolutionary 
view and the a priori view on the one hand and the Vedantic:. 
view on the other. • The concrete self or the nomnenal charac
ter is known a priori, at any rate recognised in empirical.con• 
sciousness to have been beginninglesslyoperative. Theempirical 
account of the origin of this concrete self does not prejudice 
the validity of the notion of its eternal pre-existe~ce. If its 
pre-existence is admitted, is it (l) timelessly transcendent, or 
(2) timelessly immanent in experience or rather in the most 
concrete.experience-system, the whole species. regarded ~s one ? 
Vedanta. will· hold that. it is both. A doctrine somewhat like 
trad11cianism is traceable in a passage in Brihad-arq;f!yaka Upani
shad (I, .V, 17-S.i on the relation between father and son; 
()ther passages may also b.e referred to. At the same • tin1e, just 
as every obj~ct and every combination of objects were found to 
presuppose eternal' names and forms,' so every individual soul 
ha13 its individuating principle in a distinctive. Karaffa sarira. 
This.sarira is timeless byitsel£, though* concrete n!Oiture, vi~ .• 
its being the matrix. of specific instincts and unconscious cogni
tion-traces points to the experiences of .this distinctive body 
before the present life. . . Every such will~self, itself only a name 
apart from Brahman-the name. being what alone is said to 
persist after .death, after the body has relapsed into the eJp,.. 
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ments, gross and subtile-is a ·ce;i:J.tre of many names and forms 
the shadows of the objects -of its experience in all ti,m~, with 
whicl1, however,it is -at "t.hiH height in immediate unity. _ Such 
a will-self then, ranging as it does ~ver many lives of the 
Sfl.me individu~tl, furJ1ishes us with a solution that consi· 
derap~y light~ns the heavy unintelligibility of ,the Karma-
system. · . • 

-·· 69. From the stage, therefor~;in . which the individual feels 
himself freely claiming his rewards and punishmeJ1~S ; l1e p~~~es __ 
again to the stage in which the recoil is felt to he foreign toJ~rm 

• till that mist, . too, clears up in the recognition in a far wider se!lse 
than before of himself being the eternal architect of his own for
tune. Here, however, the difficulty comes back in an accentu
ated form. !Ie does not indeed ask himself, 'why was I cursed 
with such a noumenal character' -that would be the' voice of 
the ' devil that is an ass '-for to ask this, one should first be 
dissociated from the noumenal character which;however, in this 

, dissociation would be illus.ory. But in the light of the moraJised 
reasqn that has been developed in him, he will cry out in Augus
tinian despair, ' Am I then never to escape from this · selNil)posed 
self, this radical evil in me~ Is final liberation or Molcsha im
possible for me 1 ' In this stage of deep vaMigya (denial of the 
will, repentance), be learns, emotionally and intellectually, of a 
higher soul (a guru) from the revealed Scriptures, or sometimes 
by -spontaneous intuition (sources which are identical in the 
last resort), that 1svara is the Truth and that his individuality 
is a lie, that it is only through His light, in His grace (Karu'l'!ii), 
that be bas been hungering and thirsting for moksha (liberation) 
so long, that he, the unregenerate self, bas not learnt the bliss; 
fultruth by an effort establishing claim to it but that his know
ing is hut God. knowing in -him. 

70. We are now prepared to understand why 1 svara is said 
to will_,_- ~_ ·.e __ .,_ t_ q actualise, in grace, __ th_e_ K_ arm_ a ofindivid,.ual souls 
in ord!3r that they may reach moksha or identity with llimsel£. 
By Himself, }Ie is trigu'l'!iitita; but as the individual necessarily 
t.~kes himselfto have been beginningl'i\Ssly existent, Isvara is to 
him the geo<J. person, . willing this evolving world into existence 
o11t. of coiilp~sion for him, .in order ·that he; by ·)limsel£, may . 
work put the eviU:ri him. · In- thist"stage ef duality, he. ~t first· 
takes •. his •· experierw(3.S . of plf3asure and pain as the rew~rd and 
p~nishment meted out to him by a Just God ; but as he co~sto 
~ecognisethatthey a,re. th.enecessary reflections.of his own. nature,, 
he ~ea1ises that j\lstice is but fi1.ercy as vie-\ved t~rough t}ie ignor
an~e )Vhich separate.s }#Il) Jronr God, ~he good p:ri:nciple tha.t has 
led to this realisation being felt to be . the inshining qf ,God, I-liiii
.self. Tliis mercy, then, d()e~ n.ot conflict -with· justice ; rieithiD-
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vaiskamya. (injustice) nor nairghrirwa (heartlessness)• can he 
predicated of Isvara. In mercy, He becomes the good principle 
in individual. spirits, He actualises thenf, He neutralises the .evil 
in them by inflicting onJ;hem punishments (or as Christians put 
it, by inflicting ·on· Himselftheil' punishments).. Yet his. mercy 
is not indiscriminate ; it descends on. them according to the 
measure of their Karma. In reality, however,He.doesnotwork 
ataU, He does not suffer at atl, except in their persons: Ka,rma' 
and pain are to Him alike illusory. His willing to act11alise 
thepi is but the ·evolution •• of their sattva, through the dynamic 
of t.heir Karma. He is but the breath of the Karma system, the • 
organism of justice which is a.t the same .time the organi&m of 
grace. His sakti or power is but the Karma of individual spirits 
pressing outwards towards fruition. His ichchha or will to create 
is no bonda,ge to Him .. To Him, it is a glorious divine disport 
or.lilii-; to us, individual spirits, the influx: of grace or Karurpa. 

7L Isvara, as~Jwstice, has His dread aspect, too. • Through 
Hilll, those in whomsattva is dominantrise higher and higher, but · 
those. in who)lltamasis dominant.sinkdeeperanddeeper .. FaciliB • 
descens~ts Averni. Yet. if. He is· universal rea,lity, why is He 
specially identified with. goodness, with all that is 1glorious and 
beautif1ll and. potent ~ ' It is the old problt3m of evil-is evil 
positive in Vedanta ? As in Schelling, .it is ultimately but the 
1 

• dark ground' of goodness. As indicated already, sattva is but 
tamas actualised. To most men, however, in whom sattva is. but 
imperfec.tly developed, the evil is co-ordinate with the good, and 
therefore.positive. But as the evil deepens, spiritual vision also 
gets dimmed ; and the misery that follows drags the sinner lower 
and lower, instead of chastening his soul-there is an increasing 

· helplessness~till the struggle•between .• sattva and tarn,as ceases, 
sattva getting completely involved in one dull .cloud .of uncon
sciousness (sthavaratva) . . . ·But, apparently, this does not serve the 
ends of D~vine Justice, far less. of }Jivine mercy. · For to whom 
is the • u11con.sciousness a punishment at all ? It may be replied 
that to the individual left with the last spark of freedom, the 
passage to this sthavaratva will appear like a sinkinginto 'eternal 
perdition.' But how is Divine mercy. vindicated? The.last 
fury of the Divine wrath is followed by unconsciousness. The 
last embrace cif Divine love fneans, too, a lapse of differenced 
conscio1lsness. Extremes tend to meet. · 

72. • Let us now consider. the state of the jivanrn/ttkta which is 
.just the antipodes of tge state of sthavaratva. The. ''jivanmukta 
is one who after repeated births, repeated terms of probation 
passed successfully, at last .kills off all ignorance, all Karma, 
all evil, and reaches. absolute knowledge. How does !te still 
remain j'ivat, living, embodied, the body being only tt mat~ria1-
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isation of Karrna (' objectification of the will,' Schopenhatlft) ? 
Ka~·ma is divided by Indian philosophers into three sectiqns. 
sanohita, arabdha,• and .T~iyamatJa. Not all.the. Karm_a.acquired 
in previous lives receives• fruition in 'his life ..•.. 'I'lw noumenal 
character does not become fully phenomenalised i11one li£e. The 
part that is manifestea, that has started. on its course. offruition 
in this .life, is. called arabdha .. (that ~hich has. Q egun") ' the part that 
is unmanifested is called sanchita· (hoarded) and the new Karma 
which is· being generated in thir-J life is the Kn'.yqritarpa . .. · No:w the 
Jivanmukta, having killed off his ignor§tnce, no longer feels the 

• solieitations of desire, and hence acquires no new Kat·ma. The 
sanchita, Karma is burnt off in the fire of knowledge, destroyed 
in its embryonic stage. The iirabdha, being a unity, inust run 
out its eourse ·and cannot be stopped half-way. As in the case 
of an arrow shot through the air or of the revolving wheel of the 
potter, the moroentum must spend itself out. But then it may 
be ::tsked while the momentum is therf;l in life~·how can there be 
·absolute knowledge or moksha? If, too, sanchita be destroyed 
by this knowledge which shows forth all Karma to be illusory, 
how can the momentum of arabdha be there still1 It is replied 
that to the jivan-m'nkta himself, the momentum of his bodily life ' 
is nothing itl reality : it is positively existent only to others with 
dim vision. The world, including the bodies of individuals) is 
but the community of the ,<Jelf-energising Karma-unities (ener
gising in the grace of God, which is the deepest sense of self-en
ergising) .. Natural law is but the obverse face of the moral law. 
I(tbe body of the jiva.n-muk:ta were annihilated for others also, 
there would be violation of this law, which is absurd. To the 
ji:vm~r-rrnJ,k:ta himself, however, the emergence of this knowledge 
of the illusoriness of his body must appear to be abrupt. He 
seems t~o be raised to divine grace without any merit of his own. 
But to 1svara, justice does not admit of being baulked. Karrna 
can be killed out only by Karma, the will can be deni•d o:i1ly by 
the will (Schopenhauer). Yet the will, which has thus t~om
pletely denied itself would stand out in spiritual pride, were it 
not for the fact that it gets at this stage (and even earlier) trans
figured by reverence (the obverse of grace). In this reverence, 
in this assurance of free forgiveness, these individual souls elect 
to continue the divine system of jllstice and grace by remaining 
in the body, by freely continuing in the illusory form in relation 
to other souls. So the jivan-rnukta souls assist as the high priests 
at the cosmic yajn.IJ. or sacrifice, the incense fromwhich is for 
{lVer and for ever mounting to the Highest in heaven. They 
move about like the impersonations of the Divine grace that 
is dimly stirring in the bosom of the age, the beacon-lights 
of the universe, the realised hopes of the army of the good; 
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never sclf·assertive, sometimes even despondent, fighting out 
the great battle with the army of: · the evil. The good 
triumphs ; .•. evil is vanquished and teduced. to sthii-paratva 
(unconsciousness). . Peaoe reigns once again ; Iavara passes 
into • a . deep. sleep ...•... •This • is . pralaya, .. Universal. Dea,th 
to <th~ last •• of the army of the .evil j)lst swooning into 
ethiivaratva, . the ecstasy of life to . the resplendent heroes of the 
arll1y of .the good. Wh~n,. at 1\.ny stage. of the .world, all the 
jiv.aa come to be ranged under. two classes, .jivan,mulcta and 
.sthav(!,ra, there comeson this pralaya or dissolution ; i.e., the 
syst~m of Karrna,forces that started on the course of frl!ition, • 
the cosmic arabdha, as it. might be called, becomes completely 
dissipated ; . the mulcta or liberated need not work, .the athiivara 
cannot work. · The cycle closes ; there comes the turn for the 
cosmic aaiichita (it may be, only a part q,fit) to mature itself; 
this includes not only the .saiichita of those who have been .re, 
duced. to athiivara~ajn this .cycle, but also o£ those so reduced 
in ~ther cycles. Iavara, the soul of the Karma-organism, awakes; 
there is hegu.n Bfiahti or ereation over. again .. · . . 

73: 'And· how· • does. he . create ~ . He • matures this aaiichita. 
He proceeds according to. law, according to' the Vedas. The 
uniformity. of the course of Karma-fruition is but the reflection 
of.the Impersonal Reason, which is an emanation of Brahman 
co-eternal• with the creative lsvara. lsvara,. having. recog1lised 
it, has br~athed it out in. the form of Revelation (viik o.r 
veda). The m.ulcta {free) souls, who have had their saiichita all 
burnt off by knowledge (or, it may be conceived, only those of 
them whose saiichita was acquired in reciprocity with the cosmic 
saiichita, going to be actualised in this creation), now freely, 
j~yously get incarnated as deputy-creators of 1svara, as the 
strands of ]{is creative buddhi. or grace, as His .manasa-putras 
(~ons begotten oLbuddhi), as the Vedic seers (Rishis who see 
the rnantt'is constituting Impersonal Reason), to quicken the 
sthavaras once again.intolife, who now look out with young eyes 
0f • wonder on .the renovated world. 

74. Thus .ariahti (creation). succeeds . pralaya (dissolution), 
and pn~laya succeeds sriahti. Srishti, as through Buddhi (the 
will and the intellect being th~ same. to Him), is. the function of 
Isvara in .sattva-envelope, i.e., o~ Brahmii. Pralaya, its obverse, 
is 1;he function of lsvara .in tama.s-envelope (envelope of uncon
scious~ess), i.e., of Mahe/Jvara; while sthiti (or subsistence of the 
world). wit~ its upward and downward trends is of lsvara in the 
e11\Telope of rajas • as Providence or . .Vishnu. The alternation o£ 
the Trinity is eternal ; . it is only the nothingness of Karma artis, 
tically exhibited on the stage of time, the· empirical. picture of 
lsvmra being trimt1Jatitn, an. emanation from His being. It may 
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also be viewed as evolution from the point of View of individual 
souls who, in their moralised reason as. evolved with the pro
cession of the cycles, r~cognise an increasing moral .purpose in 
the procession, assured of their progreiS towards moksha along 
this '' eddying yet advancing stream '' ()f Ka~ma. 

75, The nature of Brahman and lsvara has been explicated 
.at some length. It will suffice now only to indicate the main 
stages in the onward course of creation, along • the three .lines 
( 1) lsvara (as invested with parfi.prakriti), .(2} i11diyidual S()uls 
as embedded in this para and constitut~ng the .forces or the 

• weapons of lsvara's activity, and (3) apara-prakriti as gradually 
differentiated in response to this activity. . 

76. (1) ~tnd (2). In nirvikalpa samadki, the individual is 
no longer an individual, he is undifferenced Brahman. In su
shupti, he is like Mvara, dual; lsvara in one aspect is tri(JU'Yfatita 
a.nd in another aspect invested with kuddha-sattva-upadhi or 
transparent envelope of sattva (Section 70), an~ so the individual 
is merged in Brahman on the one hand (of. svam apiti, attains 
his self) and is invested with an envelope of undifferenced.buddM 
on "the other. On waking from deep sleep, the individual recog
nises that he has slept bli~sfully. This constitutes evidence for 
the envelope of buddhi and explains why it is called ananda
maya-kosha or envelope of bliss. This anandamaya is called tl1e 
puchchha or tail of Brahman who is ananda or bliss itself with
out an envelope. As having limitation in the individual, it 
is said to be malina-sattva or partly opaque, as opposed to the 
,~uddha-sattva or transparent envelope of lsvara. This opacity 
or limitation is due to the samskaras or the timeless traces of the 
vidyfi.karma (knowledge and action) of a past life which con
stitute the dormant individuality in sushupti, making up what 
is called the Karana-sarira (will-self) which. is viewed .as merged 
in iinandamaya. These traces again in their kinetic aspect, i.e., 
viewed as operative functions, constitute the vijnanamiya kosha, 
the envelope constituted by the original springs of thought and 
volition, the tendencies which may be indifferently regarded as 
inherited habits or as ' reminiscences of a life before this.'.· Thus 
these samskaras. or vijnanas,· too, are double-faced like Janus, 
and lie as it were in the borderland betwe~n s71;shupti and drea111. 
Manomaya is the name applied to the b()dy con::;tituted by manas, 
the receiver or unity of presentations, images and desires. (as dis· 
tinct from the instinctive springs w.hich belong to vijiiiinafPaya). 
Pra'Yfamayq, is thQ. unity of the five sense-organs {not.the bodily 
sites but the supersensuous principles of seeing, hearing, {ltc.), the 
five organs of action (not the limbs supplied with muscles, but 
rath{lr ••··· the radical '• kin003thetic ' presentations--articulation, 
locomotion, prehension, etc.), and la8tly the five pran~ (rwt 

• 
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' airs ' .as they are often translated, b~t rather the five strands or 
currents oLvitaLfunctions in the body) ... (Without attempting 
a.· d<')tailed explan11tion pf pr(ina, apana~ etc., we may point out 
that . these are . e:x:_plicit~ • distinguished from air, e.g., in the 
Brahma-sutra •' na, vayu-kriye prith.ag-upadesat,' where Sanka,ra 
describes these as. the adhyatma counterparts of air. In fact it 
would appear from other contexts that air is taken to. be. life 
instead of life being taken to be air). Linga~&arira or the sub
tile body is the nanm given to the complex of the three env{llopes, 
vij1liinamaya, manomaya, and pranamaya, which thus. comprises 
seventeen elements Wuddhi, manas, five sense-organs, five organs • 
of action, and fivE) vital functions). Another name is sukshma
warira, called also 9Uu and madhyam(t-pra1Ja in the·Upanishads, 
where it is not often distinguished from th(l Kiira1Ja-!.arira. The 
next body or envelope is the ann(tmaya or. sthula-!Jarira, the 
material body which the soul enters in waking life but abandons 
in dream, etc., aOO. after death. 

77.. The i!ldividual soul, as identified with the mat.erial 
body is the jiva or dehin; the unity of all these jivas, the collec
tive or cosmic. self in the waking state is V iraj or Vais vanqra. 
As identified with. the subtile body, the individual is the lingin 
or taijasq, a,n(l.the unity of all taijasas is Hirarpya•garbha or 
Sutriitman. • Lastly, as identified with ~he Kiira1Ja-8arka, the 
individual is prajiia, and the. unity of all prajiias is Isvara. 
From Isvara to Viriij, from priifna to dehin, is the order of srishti 
or progressive materialisation, the reverse being that of pralaya 
or progressive idealisation or de-individualisation. As the pro
gress· is continuous, each stage is double-faced, and so what is .. 
predicated of Isvara is sometimes predicated of Hiranyagarbha, 
and so on. 

78. (3) We have already traced the stages of (a) maya as 
co~ordinate with Brahman, (b) the unity of para and aparii-prak
riti as co-ordinate with the triqu'f!-atita Isvara, and (c) aparii with 
lE;mas p~dominant as eo-ordinate with 9udd};,a~sattva Isvara. 
Akasa in the strictly adhibhuta aspect is the last, for the second, 
though called avyiikrita akii§a (Section 67), is the indifference of 
adhyatma and adhibhuta. ·This akafta, then, is the obverse face 
of buddhi, the first evolute of apara, the· blank of objectivity; 
the prius of space and matter. Next comes viiyu, more deter
minate in character than alcaka, the primordial force or motion 
filling this akafta and poising the heavenly bodies each· in its 
prope~ sphere, force conceived not in its mechanical aspect but 
as· the cosmic life-force, that which constitutes the &akti or 
power of the prajfias, binding the samskaras, individual and 
cosmic, to the. buddhi-units and which, lower down in the 
course of materlalisation, is the nerve~force and the objective 
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face of undifferentiated sensitivity (touch) .. The attribute of 
iikafa is said to be :not only em})tiness ()r blank objectivity, but 
also sound. This. senstl.ous . sound, though generated by air
wave, is not air-wave; the sense of heiljing (not the bodily appa
ratus) apprehends the sensuous sound (as distinct from the air
wave) ; the locus of this sound is ak(i!a. Sound a~ai:nis the 
necessary sensuous. basis • for even • the lfiOst abstr[tet. thongl1~s ; 
so lsvara has been. said to apprehend the Imperso:nal Reason 
co-eternal with Him and to breathe it out in tlt!:l shape ofthat 
potent sound-system, the Vedas. V(iyu or air has not only these 
attributes of akafa-blankness and sound-hl1t also touch. • It is 
thus more determinate than alca&a, although both are said to be 
amurta, (without form), amrita (imperishabie),yat (going in every 
direction, i.e., infinite), and tya (invisible or parolcsha), in con
tradistinction from. the three other primal matters, tejas, ap, 
and prithivi (fire, water, earth), which.are said to be finite and 
perishable (Brihadaranyaka. Upanishad, n:iii). Here, then, 
is a nodal point in the gradual procession or emanation of the 
five primal matters, the Vedantic analogues of the San~\:hya 
tanrnatms (though with a difference), the. probable explanation 
why very often the Upariishads speak of three "(the last three) 
primal matters instead of five. Of the three, tejas has 1'11pa or 
colour in addition to the attributes of vaytL; ap has 1'a8a or taste 
(which goes with liquidity in all its variations) in addition to 
those of tejas; qnd p~·i~hivi has smell in addition to those of 
ap. 

79. It may be pointed out that the theory of these five pritnttl 
matters does not, in any way, .conflict with the theory of· the 
elements in Chemistry. The principle of classification is alto· 
gether diffen;nt. 'rhe five matters are the concretes or objectives 
corresponding to the five kinds of sensation, the sensations being 
taken as the attributes of objects (and attributes in Vedanta 
are identical with substance). Whether such a cl~ssification 
is fruitful of results or not is a different enquiry ; at any rate 
it fits in with the peculiar idealism of Vedanta. One is tempted 
to connect it with Mill's dictum that the number of primary 
laws of nature eannot be less numerous than the dh>tinguishable 
feelings of the human mind; only what is. regarded as a mere 
abstract concept or law by the empiricist is taken in Vedanta 
to be substantial matter (Section 42). 

80. Besides, it is. to be noticed that if aka$a is conceiied to 
stand on the level of su.skupti' and vayu on the borderland between 
sushupti .. and dream, the three other elements stand on the .level 
of dream, while the elements of Chemistry are all on the level 
of waking or the level of gross matter. On this :waking level, 
Vedanta would intrqduce these primal matter's, . not in their 
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eimplicity but as illusorily compounded or paiichikrita (quin
tupled). Pai1cltikara1Ja is .the name given to the process of the 
combi11ation of jjhe matters according te a formula like !a, ib, 
ic., fd, ~e where a, b, c, d, e, stand for the. matters. /Sometimes 
when the last three m\.tters are alone taken, the prooess is 
called tribrit-karar;cc or tripling .(!a, fb, icJ. The akaAa,, vayt(, 
etc.,which are perceivedby our senses, are only the modes of 
this • compounded matter, the primal matters being supersenc 
suo us. 

81. The sf-ado-wy ' names and forms ' imbedded in the primal 
1naya get actualised as material objeots .in this paiichikrita • 
matter. T}le noumenal will-self here gets materialised into a 
dehin ; here then is the. sphere of Karma-fruition and also of 
moral probation. 

82. We may conclude the present study with a paraphrase 
(with interpret.ations) of two cosmogonic accounts . from • the 
Upanishads, in ijlustration of the .• Vedantic. views already 
discussed. . . The first is from Ohhandogya Upanishad VI, ii.
This (empirical world, differentiated into names and forms) 
-was barely existent in the beginning (was the bare 'that' as 
distinot frmn the 'what'), one witlwttt a second (homogeneous 
\Vith .• it or heterogeneous). It saw (aikshata, thought 
and willed, which. mean the same thh:tg to it),.' I .shall be 
many: I shall generate,' and accordingly created tejas (fire). 
Then. tejas thought, 'I.shall be niany, I shall generate,' and 
accordingly • created water .. Water next thought, 'I shall be 
1nany, I shall generate,' and created earth (annam). 

(This One Existent (sat) is. then intelligence and not the 
unintelligent pradhana of Sankhya . . This creation according to 
Sankara, is emanation. (vivaria), for nothing can be distinct 
from.Sat. Fire, water, etc., also thought, 1:.e., as embodied 
in these, Sat thought and instituted the successive steps of crea
tion. • Each link in the chain of causation .is not only a medium 
but a truehuse inthe reflection of the First Cause. ·This amounts 
to saying that God creates. r.easonably, accordingto Law). 

VI,. iii.~All living beings, whether oviparous!viviparous, 
vegetable,.generate their respective.seeds.. (These are the jivas 
or the beginningless. units of individuality) . 

. The One God {Sat) willed, '' I shall introc!uce myself into these 
three gods (fire, water, earth, thebasal devatas) through this 
jiva (the$e beginningless principia individuationis, i.e., as Sankara 
takes th.em, the samskaras, in the buddhi of the Sat, of .the forms 
of .a past creation) and make • names and forms ' manifest. I 
shall rencier • each • . of these (basal) devatas three-fold (tribrita, 
which does not· deny panchikrita or quintupled, explainecl 
already)." So it did. 
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8a. The nex:t ·passage ·is from Brihad-ararwaka.··&panishad, 
I, ii. It ex:hibits the characteristic . mystic imagination of the 

· Upanishads. Here a1. :ktrge latitude of conjectural interpreta. 
tion must be allowed. Sankara' s interpretations have been 
accepted, wherever available. • 

There was nothing here in the beginning. Everything was 
shrouded . by Death or Hunger. This Hunger is Death. He 
created manas, in order that He might feel Himself (invested) 
with a mind. 

(This Death is here identified by.Sankarawith Hiran,yagarbhq. 
He is in fact Hirarpyagarbha as pas.singjnto .l§vara .He is the 
Universal Hunger which has retracted into itself the entire 
evolved world. Again, as Hunger is at once the destructive and 
creative stress of the prarJ-amaya, so the self of dissolu~ion_ or 
death is the self of creation or life. Thus Death wanting to be 
Life, i.e., wanting to create, oreated to Himself a mind to anti
cipate the creation. The. will-self is imbedded. in intelligence. 
We have already ex:plained the alternation of pralaya and 
srishti). 

He worshipped and was satisfied. As He worshipped (fire 
and) water came into Ming, as the 'embodied parts. of his 
devotion' (Pujanga-bhutah). 

(Death has now passed into the living mind, which now re~ 
duplicates itself, becomes self-conscious. Creation her.e is self
consciousness, self-worship. Worshipping a god is becoming 
that god. Nature is sometimes spoken of as the 'processio of 
the Holy Spirit ' · or as ' a sacramental system.' Of the 'em
bodied parts of the worship,' fire (with special reference to the 
sacrificial fire of the a&vamedha sacrifice) is the direct embodi
ment, and water is the indirect embodiment; forfire is said to 
be situated both within and outside water. The series from 
aka sa to prithivi is one of growing detenninateness' and after 
va11u, of descending magnitude, .too). 

(Fire thus situated) thickened the froth of the ~aters and 
turned it into Earth. As He thus created Earth, He became 
fatigued and. ·forth ex:uded from within His -fiery perspira
tion. 

(The self-worship of Hiran,ya-garbha . means the encasement 
of. Himself in .the primal matters evolved out of tamas (i;e., out 
of the imperfections or Karma of .the individual selfs). and then 
the irradiation of • this • envelope with .the fire. of .the self within, 
which makes the whole a living, developing 'mundan~ egg.~ 
Self-worship means 'being at once the worshipped and the 
grosser worshipping self '). . . . • .• . . • •. . 

.·• Now this fire or life • (priin-«) within this. mundane egg divided 
itself into three parts, iiditya (the sun, being .the eye and soul 
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fire, without losing its identity. (Thus all 
are mentioned.) .This last (fire) tests on 

He {Death) wanting a.seeond body (other than manas) effected 
a junction between His mind and vak (the Word). The genera
tive seed (entering. the waters) developed into the year (sam
batsara). 

[This second body is the panchikrita body of Viraj. . Vak is 
objective or Impersonal Reason, that which is coined into words 
in the Vedas. He united thought with vak, i.e., reflected. on • 
the order of creation as laid down in the Vedas, on the eternal 
Logos or the Law: The generati 'Te. seed is the cosmic ·system of 
vidyii-karma acquired in a previous life of Hiraf!ya-garbha, the 
collective self of all individual units of vidya-karma. No crea
tion out of nothing; the matter (fire, etc.) is but apara-prakriti, 
the ignorance constituting individuality, as encasing the self; 
the forms are the primordial principia individuationis, ·• the 
Karma-units; the law js eternal and is only recognised by this 
mind-endowed (samanaska) Hiraf!ya-garbha. He Il1akes Karma 
fructify, in grace (its obverse being J'lelf-worship) , according to 
law,_ by reflecting on it (for His knowingis willing). The Logos, 
_quickened ]?y . reflection becomes . th~ generative . seed (para 
.prakriti) planted in the waters (in the primal matters generally, 
in apara-prakriti) and develops into the year. The year is the 
eternal Idea of the concrete year ; the yearly procession of . 
events as a whole, ever repeating itself in the kaleidoscope of 
sensuous apprehension, represents a single pulsation (differen
tiation) of His life. It is the prototype of the infinite of waking 
time, not yet born]. · 

It tooka year for the egg to be hatched. Thus came the year 
into being: there was no year before this. When the babe 
Viraf was born,. Death opened His jaws to devour it, and Viraj 
screamed out in terror .. Thus. spt:;ech came into being. 

(The b~e is the waking world just beginning to see light. . It 
is the • first W~tking actuality, the potentiality of all the future. 
The phenomenal world, however, from the moment it comes 
into being, is in the jaws of dea~.h. (cf. Ohhandogya, mrityuna 
grastameva) ; it· is an illusory differentiation. Vi raj . .screamed 
as the babe just born would scream, as its blank consciousness 
emerges from. the dark 'unconsciousness which still hangs over 
it. S~und is, in more senses than ·one, the bridge between the 
visible .World ancl the invisible). 

Death paused and thought, ' Why devour the babe ? (Let it 
have its spell of sensuous developme!lt.') So it developed accord
ing to vak (Impersonal Reason) into the articulate Vedas, Vedic 
metres, sacrifices, men, animals, etc. 
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•. (Viik has three .forms: (1) Objective Reason, (2) this as actu~l
ised.in thought or reflection, (3) this as sensuously developed 
into the Vedas ......... ~he Vedas are again prior in reality to 
the phenomenal world. The position of sound (akiisa) between 
phenomenon and noumenon is to be nt>ticed). • . . . 

All this sensuous creation He seized to devour. Death • de
sired to celebrate .. a second A!Jvamedha· (horse-sacrifice, the .first 
being that performed in a previous life by virtue. of which He 
came to exist at the beginning of the cycle), He became weary 
and began to practise austerities (tapas), Forth departed from 
His body (the Viriij-body) sentiency. and power, l(laving it 
' turgid and defile,d.' But his mind never lost sight ofit. 

(The Viriij-body has to die, to be. sacrificed. in order. to live. 
He was weary, impressed with the nothingness. of the sensuous 
body as such, which is always in the jaws of death. But this 
sensuous life has to be lived through. Let it be· a life of self~ 
sacrifice ~hen. Let the body be purified. .,o His heart was 
all along set on this purification). 

He thought, 'J_,et this body be medhya first, i.e., worthy of 
being sacrificed, and then I shall get embodied in it.' Mean
while the body had become 'turgescent ' (a§~,at), and.so as He 
entered it once again, He beeame an asva or horse (a sensuous 
body whieh the higher self fills, but with· which ·it does not get 
confused. ···May we not trace here something like the stages of . 
modern Ethics ; (i) naive sensuousness, (ii) a division in spirit 
and aseeticism, the sensuous body to be thoroughly mortified, 
(iii) reinstatement of the sensuous self as conscious of its nothing
ness by itself yet justifying its existence as an organ of 
duty~) 

. Relet the horse loose for a year (as they do at the A.~vamedha 
ceremony) and then tied it up and offered it as a sacrifice, offered 
up each animal as a sacrifice to its proper god (offered up Him
self as a sacrifice to Himself) and thus attained the state of Prajii
pati. Thus He conquered the second death (became•the arche
typal Life, and is not born again to be devoured by death). 

(The year here stands for the cycle of samsiira, the wheel of 
Karma from which j'ivas fly at a tangent into moksha (liberation), 
into a Death . which has conquered itself, into Eternal Life; 
' Letting Loose ' represents the fact that God lets the individual 
eliminate his Karma by Karma, till in knowledge the indivi
duality laps~s altogether). .. 



• 
III. Ve4antic Logic. (Mainly based on Vedan:ta~ 

paribhasha.) 

84. · The central truth·. of the. Vedantic ~ystem, the pure self 
or Brahman as undifferenced . 'being, consciousness, a11d bliss,' 
toge~her with other ancillary truths a.bout supersensuous things, 
is taken by Vedanta to be essentially revealed, not ascertained 
by any .hmnan evidence like that of perception or inference. • 
The self.that is immediately perceived, for example, is not known 
to be . existent, far less . to be existent after death. (Sankara 
says this in his introductory note to Brihadiira1fyaka U panishacl, 
a1.1d it is pretty much .the same as what Kant says about .tl:J.e 
'paralogisms of the Pure Reason.') True, even in Vedanta:, 
arguments ar~ adW1110ed in proof Of the existence and immortality 
ofthe soul, but thest:J. are only suggestions of the Beyond by pheno
menal signs, not proofs. positive, as they· have been taken by 
Na;iyiiyikas. If the ecstatic intuition in which alone the super· 
S(lnsuous is knowable is not forthcoming at once, and if the pheno
menalworld only suggests the noumenon as a thought, though it 
may be necessary thought, how is the enquiry into it to. begin 
at · all ? Some provisional belief (sraddhii) is . requited to start 
the enquiry. A mere thought, even though necessary, can 
never induce belief, can never be mistake:n for · knowledge; 
for. in knowledge .there is an unmistakable intuitive or 'given ' 
character. This provisional belief can only be induced.. by 
authoritativ(l statement (kabda or agama;) which may, for. aught 
we know, be disproved afterwards. But. the statement gains 
in reliability if on acting on it or after contemplation of it we 
attain a. progressivt;J satisfaction or realisation. That is the only 
justification which we may expect to have of· the truth of. what 
is claime<f to .be revelation, from below, i.e.,~before we have 
finally • realised its .truth. Whether metaphysical enquiry neces
sarily •· presupposes a revelation is an issue which need not be 
confused with the .. other issue whether the Veda itself is revealed 
or.not. If it be granted .that spirit can only teach spirit and 
that truth can only be recognised . and not created by mental 
activity, it must also be granted that revelation is necessary, 
and that the Word is God, and that accordingly there should be 
an ete1-nal succession of omniscient teachers. 

85. At the same time Vedanta allows that forthe attainment 
of the knowledge of Brahman, there .is required not only .sravarJa 
(hearing of revealed texts and trying to understand them) but 
also manana and nididhyasana. The exact relation of these 

• 
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procesf>es has been disputed, but the processes themselv~s are 
recognised in all Vedai1tic schools .. · Manana is defined as ' the 
mental act which gene!ates knowledge by means o£ arguments 
defendiJ).g the truths embodied in the.texts against objections 
preferre(!. .by other evidences ' (pramarJa). Inference, and the 
other natura,l sources of knowlec{ge, cannct. yield the sacred 
truths but only point to them. So the proofs.of the••existence 
of God in European philosophy have sometimes been pronounc.ed 
to be no proofs, for .the conclusion .there necessarily .transcends 
the premises. . Inference, etc., however, show the direction 
along which one may proceed to the truths. They refute. hereti
cal objections; and by detaining the thoughts about the .ti'Uths, 
they enable the mind to get a tight grip of them and thllsprepare 
the way for realising thein in ecstatic intuition. 

86 .. Hence the position of logic in Vedanta. It considers all 
the prama'lfas·or sources of knowledge. They are six in number : 
pratyaksha, anumana, upamana, agama, arthC!patti, anupalabdhi. 
It is advfsable to keep up the Sanskrit names, instead of giving 
the ordinary translations, ·some of which are, to say .the least, 
misleading. Other schoo\s of Indian Phi~osophy give. shorter 
lists, but Vedanta vindicates the necessity of each of these pra
ma1Jas. It will be noticed that logic here is conceived to have a 
more extended scope than is ordinarily aJlowed to it, including 
as it does a consideration not only of mediate but also of im
mediate knowledge. It necessarily comprises a good deal of 
epistomological matter. . 

87. Knowledge is of two kinds: aintbhava, reached through 
evidence (pramarJa), which may be both true (when it is prama) 
and false, but which is always something new, previously un
attained ; · and smriti or memory-knowledge which, however, is 
not something new. In the persisting cognition of the same 
object, there is a single unchanging presentation illuminated 
by, i.e., subsumed under the form of the self. Such a persist
ing determinate cognition (as distinct from the pr\sentation) 
ceases, however, when it is contradicted by another cognition 
standing on stronger evidence. The theory of the persistence 
of the presentation fits in with the peculiar realism of Vedanta 
which demands an intuition-continuum for· every grade of ab
stract thought (Section 34). The. necessary thought of the iden
tity between a presentation and an idea must have its basis in 
the continuity of the presentation in some real medium. ~esides, 
as knowledge is viewed in Vedanta from the. standpoint of .the 
self as spontaneity and not from the empirical standpoint, the 
logical activity of the self (and not the presentation) is taken .to 
determine how long a mode of cognition can be said toend11re 
as one and the same ; it is said to cease only when contradicted. 
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Pratyal<sha (External and Internal Perception). 
· 88. Perception, as has already been explained (Section 23) 

is Brahman itself, the immediate identicy of knower and knoWn. 
In fact the attitude of ni,rvikalpa-samadhi is retained in the per
ception of phenomenal objects. . There is a difference no doubt 
between the. timeless knowledge of Brahman and, the · abrupt -
emergence of the perceptual knowledge ; but. even in the latter 
the knowledge by itself is timeless and ~J_uiescent, its manifesta·· 
tion only being in time. The image of dust-motes getting into 

<a. quiescent sunbeam will furnish an apt illustration. Pre.sen
tations are in time; they manifest the self and limit it at the 
same time. All determinate i·knowledge is a self-abnegation, 
involving as it d?es a s-tratification of the .pure consciousness or 
chaitanya into three forms : . pramatri-chaitanya or • determinate 
self-consciousness, vritti-chaitanya or modes of consciousness, 
and vishaya-chaitanya or empirical object. .. · 

89. In perc>ption the manas (streaming out of the sense
orifices of the body in visual a,nd auditory perception and keeping 
at its bodily seat in the other forms bf sense-perception) is sa~d 
to take the form of the ·object, i.e., g~t determined into a mode 
or vn:tti like the· objec't,. occupying the same position in space 
and time as the object, both being pervaded by an identical 
(determinate) consciousness or chaitanya, provided, of course, 
the object is capable (yogya) of being cognised by the senses; 
An explanation is necessary. · 

90. That an· influence from the object produces sensation 
in us nee& not be denied by Vedanta. Tlie point here is the 
explanation of that • extra-organic .localisation ,which specially 
marks visual and auditory perception. Now in perception; 
there is a. tendency to slur over the sensation-sign and pass at 
once to its significate, constituted by motor and oth~r ideas. 
What is this signifying ? Rapid, association, mental chemistry 
may be grinted, ht~t what is it from the poi~t of view <;>fthe self? 
From the standpomt then. of the self, as mvested With manas, 
as knowing the not-self in space viewed through the glasses of 
the manas, may it not be held that the Veda.ntic account of the 
mind going out to meet the object is truer ·than the confused 
physiological account that the • object or influence from the 
qbject comes to meet the mind as located in the body ? Even 
in the grossest form of consciousness, .when the body is taken to 
be th~point of reference, _not. being distinguished from_ the self, 
Vedant.a recognises in this going. out the priority of the knower 
to the objec.t and so still keeps the meaning of knowledge in
tagt. If~t be arg"(led.tl:tat growing reflection will shift the point 

-ofreferenbe .from the J;>Ody to something more spiritual, it is 
replied that unless one rises to levels of consciousness higher than 
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the waking, the selfcannot be thought of except as located in 
. the. body .. The objecti~.that the streaming •• on~.ot.mo/nx.t.~ .. ill.-
. vo!ves a materialistic conception is easily disposed of if-we l'e):tlem
ber that Vcd<tnta recognises no absolu~ distinction (Section42) 
between tl1e self and .material object but admits grades of 
emanatory existences between ·• them, each. being /material ill 
relation to the grade before it, what we mean by ma.tter coll1ing 
last in the series. .Ultimately no doubt Vedanta will hold .that 
the • body is phenomenal, this space ~lso. is phenomenal, and that 

• this ' going out ' of the mind is onTy illusory ... 
91. 'The mind takes the form of the object.' . Histpe idea 

of the conformity of the mental order with a given order; No 
idealisation. can completely do without this given element. Below 
ecstatic intuition where this 'given '-ness completely disappears, 
dualism is inevitable. 

92. The mind and the object occupy the S~fme space-position. 
This distinguishes perception from inference. In inference, 
the mind only thinks of the inferred object but does not go out 
to meet it. The distinction is practically that drawn in modern 
psychology, only viewed.from the point of view of the self's 
spontaneity, that in perception the given element and its inter
pretation are welded together in a unity, while in inference they 
are kept distinct. In pereept.ion, the self as invested with the 
mental mode (the interpretative concept,· which, relatively to the 
sensation, is the beginningless vasanii or samskiira, analogous to 
the eternal names .. and forms actualisecl in creation) becomes 
further materialised into the partieular function of the sense
organ excited by the particular stimulus (and this might· be 
regarded as a maturation of its Karma). In inferenee the self 
just expects to.bercalised: it descends from its plane to a lower 
plane, but not to the lowest. (Sometimes the tension is so great 
that it discharges itAelf in the waking plane ; in other words, 
inference lapses into a. percept, as in 'I see my brotl~r.' Does 
not this Ahow that all perception is illusory, as it is always seem
ing to see, the mind forgetting itself and becoming the body) ? 

93. The perceptive act and the object occupy the sam~ time
position. The object of memory precedes the act of memory. 
But it may be ekade/;a with it, i.e., occupy the same position 
asit, in the same sensein which, in internal perception, a plea
sure is said. to be ekade/;a with the perception of the pleasure. 
What then is this dda ? It should be remembered •hat in 
Veda!lta, .akii&a appears in all the stages, waking, dream, etc., 
and there is. the theory of the .intermediate existences· between 
self and matter. 

94 .. One chaitanya peryades both vishaya (empirical object) 
and vritti (apprehending mental mode). This is readily under-
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stood in the light of Kant's theory of the self working uncoh• 
sciously in the obfect-consciouslless: all consciousness is impli
citly self-consciousness. This. 'implicitness,' this.. indistinguish· 
able blending of the fi~~.Ibject and object, is precisely w-hat is 
br?u~ht out.in this. identity of chaitanya.(sel£) covering vishaya 
(object) and vritti (mental mode). • ·... .. .. . . ' 

95, •• Yogyatva or • the object being capable of being perceived ' 
distinguishes p~rception from &abd(t (knowledge. through .authori

. tative statement) which last can take cognisance of supersen• 
suous objects as .spiritual merit and demerit (dharmiidharma). 
· 96.. In·the c1;1se of a judgment in which the subjectis per- • 

ceived but the predicate is inferred, or in which the terms are 
perceived through different senses, if the judgn1ent be on.e s.ll,h· 
sta,ntive mental state, the foregoing account of the perceptual 
processis;nottenable;Jor how can manas1c1t.once go. out of the 
bod.y and be in it or go out oftwo different sense-orifices at the 
same time 1 BtTt then; according to Vedanta, the judgment is 
not one state but rather a process from the subject-thought to 
the predicate thought. It would ·appear, from its criticism of 
Nyiiya, that a judgment, according tp it, doesnot involve a .con
ceptualistic universal, co-substantial with the terms and eternally. 
connected with them (Election 43). Vedanta might hold thatthis 
transition from the subject to the predicate is a necessary thought 
of the union of the terms, but then this does not mean their con
crete identity-in-difference. If the thought be concretely realised 
(in the Vedantic sense, i.e., through the judging self being de
individualised), the relation will ceaseto be relation; one would 
see their undifferenced identity .... When the copula is .concretely 
realised,. the terms are lower in reality ; when the copula is only 
abstract, the terms are ofhigher reality. 

97. The perception of object so long discussed may not 
amount to· the knowledge of object as object, i.e.,. as distinct 
from thj' subject and yet related to it, Mere perception of 
,object requires only the c.oincidence of vritti-chaitanya, with 
vishaya-chaitanya (Section 88), but the perception of o~ject as 
object requires also their coincidence with pramiitri-chaitanya. 
It requires that the self should not be a mere logical pre-supposi
tion, . it should come out as determinate self-consciousness as 
distinct from object-consciousness. The vritti or mental mode 
in relation to which the object exists-for the object is only em
piric.i!J object~is a determination of pramatri or the determinate 
self. The vritti. .then points two ways, towards the self. and to
wards the object. At each moment, the whole of manas gets 
modified into vritti (this being vivarta or .emanation, • not pari
'i}ama or real modification), by the ripening of some samskiira 
or Karma-seed, under the stress of the cosmic Karma-organism 
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appearing as stimulus. So on the one hand the sarnskara gets 
materialised into a percept and the. percept into • a bodily {cere
bral) impre~sion; on the~ther the cos-mic stress takes the form 
of· .~he phenomenal object (and that gi"ies .the sense-stimulus). 
(This account has to be expanded a little to explain the extra
organic localisation in visual and auditory perception).. ~hus 
the pramiitri clfaitanya rests on the vishaya·chaitanya in . the 
perception of the· object as obj.ect. 

98. • . In the ·internal perception . of the self, • ·.the pramlitri
chaitanya does not rest on vishaya,chaitanya, but. rests simply 

•on vritti. Not that it is then the pure self seeing the vritti as 
object; it sees, ouly as invested with vritti, only as determined, 
i.e., as it sees in a dream. So Sankara, in his commentary on 
Brih. Upanishad IV, iii, points out that in the stage of dream 
the self-luminous (svayam-jyotir) self sees the dream-forms as 
object and therefore is itself revealed; but in the stage of sushupti, 
where vritti or mental mode lapses altogether,• the self-lumin
osity is not revealed, being present in its purity. To be visible, 
an • object must not be perfectly transparent. . 

99. So it is held on the one hand that ahamkiira (Section 57) 
requires a vritti or empirica1 mode and on the other that-ilven 
in illu~ory object-consciousness, there is a real materialisatior; 
of the self. The last point requires explanatior. When the 
nacre is mistaken for silver, the nacre, a mode of maya (as 
every phenomenal object is) modifies the mental mode coincident 
with it by the idea of silver .which it revives by similarity. _ The 
self looking through it sees the objective illusory mode, silver. 
This theory of an objective illusory· mode or anirvachaniya 
exif:ltence .is characteristic of Vedanta. 

100. Objections met;-····•• (l).··•.Ifthe•illusory object,silver,is 
created in the absence of silver, we could see anything of which 
we have an idea, i.e., there could be no difference between image 
and percept. So it is held by the anyathii-khyiiti-vadin• that in 
such a case, the self freely, perversely applies to the nacre a 

. predicate, RiJver, which does not belong to it but to SOmething 
el$e. No illusory object, silver, is here created. We only think, 
pnss intellectually to, the object silver, . which, however, e:ltists 
.somewhere. The reply is that to take the interpretative elell),ent 
in perception (true or false) to be merely intellectual or merely 
associational (representative) would be alike wrong-it. is really 
a concept based on an associated image. This concept i~ the 
neecssary objective element, the image is the subjective element. 
Yet though the subjective element is there, Vedanta would argue 
a~ainst the iitma-khyii_ti-viidin that the silver in this case is not 
consciously remembered. Such a subjectivity, unconscious of 
its subjectivity, is nothing buf the anirviichya or 'inexplicable, 
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priitibh.asika or illusory objectivity. The objectivity, however, 
whichis contrasted with a conscious subjectivity, would be the 
phenomenal .or vyqvahiirika reality. Ifl the presence of the 
thing-in-itself or param'ii,rthika reality, .. theE;e two realities are 
just the. same, both illusory ; but this thing-in-itself is know
able .. precisely •. because in the reflection. of. its light, maya . itself 
is differen.tiated into the (phenom~nally) .real and the illusory. 

101. (2) How to know that.this naereis silver ~. Through. the 
coincidence in position (ekadesatva) of the two objective modes 
of maya, the corresponding. subjective modes, and pramatri· 
chaitanya . . (3) Why is not the illusory silver apparent to all ~ 
An objeet,determination is a determination of the particular 
s.lJ.l:>jeg.t who ... :ha.s tpe illusion~ .. That most things, however, ap
pear much the same to all is explain~d • by a community of the 
Karma; of different selfs. (4) If in all judgments, there is a 
transition from-one cognition . to anGther (Section • 96), . how can 
there be ·a false ]:'ftlrceptual judgment at all ? It is replied that 
in the perceptual judgment 'this nacre is silver,' there.is a 
coincidence· of. the determinations •• of chaitanya corresponding 
to ' this ' and ' silver ' ; as a single cognition therefore it ad
mits of truth an.d falsehood. (5) Why not say, ' this is some· 
times silver, sometimes nacre ' .? because when the (appll,rent) 
percept of silver ceases, one is not conscious of the.real silver 
being absent but only . of the illusory silver having vanished 
(Section 46). When a percept is. contradicted by another per
cept, there is indeed no final· guarantee that. the contradicting 
percept is n.ot illusory instead of the. contradicted percept_:_ for 
there can 'be such a; thing as illn,sion of illusion ; still there is 
the psychological fact that while in the contradicting perception, 
one • has to believe that it is true •. and that .the contradicted 
perception is false .. It is the abrupt disappearance of the silver 
when looked at carefully with the naive beliet. (coupled in many 
cases witlj'a reflective inferential belief) • that • what is looked at 
carefully 1s real , that accounts for our disbelief in the persistence 
of silver. 

Anumana {Inference). 

102: The Vedantic theory of the nature of inference is best 
studied in relation.to the NyQ,ya theory of inference in its two 
aspects, inference as the process of discovering truth for oneself 
(sviirtha), and as the forni of proving or exhibiting the truth to 
others (parartha). The main contention between Vedanta and 
Nyaya is in regard to the former. 

103. Three stages in the inferential process are recognised 
in Nyaya. In the example, ' the mountain has fire, be,cause it 
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has smoke,' there must have been established, first, a con· 
stant concomita11ce (vyapti) between fire and smoke, from their 
occurring togetherin kit~hens, etc., then .this smoke must have 
been perceived in the. mountain (palcsia·dharmata), and finally 
this .last • relation is combined with the memory • of the •• vyapti 
(tritiya-linga-paramar§a) in order to get the conclusion, ' the 
mountain has fire.' In other words, the middle term is first 
(inducti,rely) related to the major, then to the minor, and. then 
tho two relations are related to one another. The three processes 
ma.y. be symbolised thus :_:.__(1) A, connected .with Ap, B,,.-B1,, 

• Om-Op ... ·• .. ·. m-p; (ii) Xm has m (is like A,, Bm . •· .... • which 
have p) ; (iii) X, has m, m-p; (reappearing in memory) ; the two 
together leading to ' . ·. X,;. has p.' 

104. To this account Vedanta has the following objections : 
(a) 'rhe first two stages precede the inference and are no part of 
it; (b) 'm-p' in the third st.age is more a function (samskata o.r 
vyapara) than a substantive mental state, tl~ough it is a con
scious function, being quickened with the consciousness of the 
middle term; (c) ' m-p,' the function, though retained in memory, 
is not operative ns a conscious remembmnce, (:A. conscious
remembrance of it may sometimes accompany the inference, 
though forming no part of it). (d) The whole proposition, 'Xm 
hasp' is r~ot inferred : p only is inferred, Xm. being perceived. 

105. The second objection, in a sense, compre]Jends all the 
othevs. It is connected with the Vedantic position on jati already 
explicated (Section 43). When M.ill holds that the conclusion .in 
a syllogism is drawn, not /rom the premises hut accord-ing to 
them only, that not rules but facts constitute the evidence, he 
agrees with Vedanta (and Hegel) in disbelieving in the abstract 
universal being co-substantial with tl:tings and eternally con
nected with them. How can an eternal thing be eternally 
connected with npn-eternal tl;tings ? The so-called axiom of 
the syllogism cannot possibly subsume particulars .under it, for 

, the simple reason that no premise is absolutely true. 'From the 
_purely conceptualistic point of view (that of Nyaya), the unity 
of the inferential act is never really attained ; the relation of 
relations, as in tritiya-linga-paramar&a' is unintelligible. so• long 
as the universal is regarded a8 a substantive state of the .mind 
and not a spontaneity (a 'transitive' state, as .Tames would 
call it), thejudgment must be regarded as pieced,out of terms 
arid reasoning as pieced out of the separate judgments, i~tead 
of reasoning being regarded as the unity prior to them all. Not 
that Vedanta accepts the Hegelian solution of the identity of 
contradictories .. · To it., the entire inferential process is summed 
up in the single word 'function,' which does not constitute a 
substantive unity with the given minor • term and the ·major 
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term. HBUce, too, the conclusion is taken to be, not the whole 
proposition ' Xm has p ' but only p. This accords with the 
Vedantic view of the judgment, alreatiy presented under per
ception(Section 96).. 1;bfs is also intelligible in the light of the 
ge'1eral Vedantie position that a grade of reality {to which, for 
example, the jati as the connotational universal belongs) (Section 
!2) is unconsciously immanent in the next grade (to which the 
co~responding vyaktis or individuals qelong) which. it trans
cends but where, if consciously emergent at.all, it is taken as an 
abstract thought lower in point of reality. Buddh,i, which is the 
self-affirmation ·in the copula, transcends· manas which is yet • 
informed by it. The axiom of the • syllogism, .like axioms . in 
general, stands on the level of buddhi and is a timeless samskara. 

106.. It must not be supposed, however, that Vedanta takes 
this process or function to be merely blind expectation, the 
working of an anudbuddha or unawakened samskara. The 
awak~ng of it he,_ps on the function (tadudbodhasyapi sahakarit 
vat). It is in fact a. conscious function,an intellectualsynthesis, 
and not an imaginative or associational synthesis. . The major 
premise, according to MilL is only a. concurrent or subsequent 
justification · of the conclusion. But is not the justificaHon 
essential to inference as distinct .from association ? So Spencer 
holds in his Psychology (Special Analysis, Reasoning), where he 
says that though the major premise comes after the conclusion,' 
it is recognised to have· been operative before the conclusion, 
the recognition being • the· completion 9£ the reasoning, without 
which in fact. the reasoning would riot be reasoning. In '.the 
mountain· has fire because it has smoke,' the perception of the 
smoke. rouses into conscious aetivity the samsk<ira of the relation 
between smoke and fire. This samskara, though conscious, is· 
not present as a conscious memory (smriti). The logical ground 
.of inference is objective ; it is not subjective memory. In illu• 
sory perception and in dreams, the anirvachaniya object (Section 
99) is a~nemory·image, ul).conscious of its memory-character. 

107. As •to the major premise itself or vyapti, it is not an 
inference by itself, being only the sam8kara generated by the 
obs~rvation of the. concomitance (anvaya) between the major 
term and . the middle term. (and non-observation of noncon· 
comitance), but not by the observation of the concomitance 
of the absences of the terms ( vyatireka). As. against Nyaya, 
it i~ argued that the positive evi(lence alone generates belief. 
The negative evidence only assures the reason, constitutes a 
collatera,l justification. It is clear that this criticism of Nyaya 
is. directly connected with the Vedantic. position that the major 
premise is only a function, . a consciously • operative universal, 
and. not an abstract reason only. All inference is then anvayi-
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rupa, i.e., founded. on positive concomitance. It is not, how
ever, to beealled Kevaliinvayi, as arguments like 'this pot is 
knowable because namoo.ble' are called, where according to 
Nyaya, vyatirelca-vyiipti, i.e., concomitqjlce between not-name
able and not-knowable is not ascertainable, because the terms 
do not stand for anything existent. According ·to Vedanta, 
there is no Kevalanvayi inference; as Brahman is the constant 
ground of all differenced reality, the negation of all .things is 
existent. According to nominalistic existential logic, the nega
tive conoept' not-A,' which has no positive existent equivalent, 

• is altoget!:J.er inadll).issible in logic; and therefore a positive con
cept like A, of which. the negation is non-existent, is a1so in
admissible. According to conceptualistic logic (including Nya
ya), there is a place for all that is conceivable, and therefore 
there is a place for a concept like A, though not-A be non
existent. · In realistic Vedanta (realistic lil<:e Kantianism), even 
the self-contradictory, not to speak of a me~ conceivable, is 
positive ; and what would sound paradoxical, the self-contra
dictpry .is the only positive both ·in the sense that the pheno
menon in which contradiction is immanent is the only thing 
determinately lmowable; Brahman being indeterminate, and 
in the sense that, apart from Brahman to which all contradic~ 
tory predicates aspire, the phenomenal system is a house of 
cards or mere negation. · 

108. Vedanta further holds that the number o£ the instances 
observed is inessential to the induction or vyiipti. How to 
recon,cile this with the view of empirical logic that it is the one 
essential point in induction ~ Spencer, in his discussion of the 
Universal Postulate, holds, as against Mill, that though the belief 
in an axiom is generated by the instances, they are not separate
ly registered in the mind but rather operate as a consolidated 
function, the inconceivability of the opposite being it$ negative 
justification. So the positively operative universal is not the 
separate instances but the knowledge of the objectiv~ relation 
between the middle term and the major term. How this know-

, ledge or belief is itself generated, how the number o£ instances 
affects its .strength, is a question for psychology rather tha~ for 
logic. The so-called syllogism of inclusion or exclusion is no 
inference at all or is inference only because the number leads us 
to expect some necessary . connotational connexion. Logic is 
concerned .Primarily with truth and only secondarily,if a~ all, 
with. the intensity of the belief and deg:l'ee of certai~ty. 

109. ·.So much •• for. the process of ,inference (.sviirtka). ..To 
exhibit its cogency to others (pariirtha), we reql}ire an ideal form 
like thesyllogism which, as M:ill said,isnoinference but only the 
form of inference. -·• Here, too, a difference emerges betweenNyaya 
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and • Vedanta. Where Nyaya states five members of the 
syllogism. (I. The mountain has fire. 2. Beqause of the smoke. 
3. Whatever has smoke has fire, as the-kitchen. 4. This moun
tain has it. 5. Thereforeit has fire), Ved!:tnta states only three,· 
either the first three (atJ.alytical) or the"last three (syp.thetical). 
The third member represents the major premise with the state
ment of an instance(' the kitchen'), other than the minor term, 
falling u11Q.er the .IUiddle term, .which. is necessary to obviate• the 
appearance of a ·petitio principii in the syllogisr,n. The· second 
or the fourth member represents the minor premise and the 
first or the fifth the conclusion. The two premises, appearing • 
only as functions in sviirtha inference, have to be exhibited as 
substantive propositions in parartha inference. The consider
ing of them together to secure the unitv of the inference, which 
is taken by Nyaya to be a distinct step in svartha infere.nce, is 
ex·hibited by it. in the paraTtha inference by presenting the minor 
premise twice, filiSt as the second member whi?h is the ,bare cog
nition of the middle term, and then as the fourth member which 
is this cognition spread out as a proposition, and sandwiching 
the vyapti-function, here spread out as the major premise between 
them; the conclusion, too, is put both at the beginning and at· 
the end. All this, apparently, according to Vedanta, is arti
ficial ; for in parartha, iuference, we should trust the hearer to 
function for himself. and content ourselves with sketching the 
outlines of the language-picture which might start the neces
sary functioning in his mind. 

llJ. Hegel has taught us to look beyond logical forms, to the 
absolute realities of which they are shadows. Now the absolute 
of pratyaksha or perception is Brahman (Section 88) ; it reveals 
Brahman even in a phenomenal object. To . admit empirical 
reality is .at the same time to admit. the concept of reality. So 
inference reveals to us the unreality of the phenomenal universe, 
the members of the absolute inference being, ' This universe is 
unreal,- i.Jecause di.flerent from Brahman ; all that is different 
from Brahman is unreal, like the silver in the nacre.' · It. has 
already been. explained that when • one is just passing into an 
intu~tion of Brahman, one feels. that everything different from 
Brahman is unreal. Had it not been for the well-known differ
ence between.illusion and phenomenon· (priitibhasika. an<l:• vya
vahat·ika) which gives us the concept of unreality, the unreality 
of phenomenon would have been inconceivable, as being abso
lutely without analogy ; moksha would have been an abrupt 
irrational affair. On the other hand, had it not been for the 
implicit consciousness of Brahman or Reality, there would have 
been no difference between truth and untruth within phenomena. 
Thus the absolute of inference is Brahman informing all know-
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ledge against· illusion within the phenomenal region and avail
i;ng Himself of this self·created antithesis to negate the• whole 
phenomenal existe;nce, 11o work out Karma by Karma, and thus 
to return to His undifferenced self. This process of Brahman 
is lsvara or Hegel's Absolute Idea. • 

Upamana . 

. Ill. Upamana. is the source of the knowledge of similarity. 
It is an independent ··pramii1Ja. Wluttever gives us new and 

• certain knowledge is pramii'Yja, Now the knowledge of similarity 
is certainly new knowledge, not mere niemory. It is direct 
lmowledge, not inferential, for it is felt to be so ; besides, what 
possible proof can there be of similarity ? Can it be called 
' perception ' of similarity ? No ; two like things may not ·be 
both presented at the same time. Yet, it may be urged the 
idea of the one and presentation of the othm•.are synchronous ; 
and is not perception itself a presentative-representative pro
cess '! The reply is, this will explain only the perception of the 
common elements, not the consciousness of the relatio~ of sim:i,
larity. If, however, the relation be taken only as a feeling, as it 
is takeri by all thorough-going empiricists, e.g., by the Buddhists 
(ef. Sankara's reply to this, Section 49), by Mill (in his Logic), 
and by Spencer (in his Psychology), it may no doubt be said to 
be perceived. But knowledge is always viewed in Vedanta, 
not from.. the empirical standpoint, but from the standpoint of 
the self as spontaneity. It may be objected that from this stand~ 
point, the consciousness of similarity is the same as the recog
nition of identity (knowledge which is m.ere memory, no new 
knowledge or anubhava at all). But they can hardly be taken 
to be the same. It will not do to say with some psychologists 
that similar things have an identical element and that suggestion 
of a similar is only assimilation followed by contiguous associa~ 
t.ion. The artificiality of such a view is manifest. I'-entity is 
no doubt the .truth of the similarity, but the psychological differ
ence between the two is absolute to us, so long as we are con
fined .to empirical consciousness. In the ecstatic intuitii>n of 
Brahman, one is not conscious of a similarity with (or difference 
from) other experiences. The consciousness of similarity lies 
midway between the blind feeling of familiarity and the ecsta
tic intuition of identity. In this consciousness, there is a .pro
cess, a swinging of the self backward and forward, besp~a.king 
a limitation of its freedom. Hence it is a new kind ofpramii'l!-a. 
Firsr, B is felt to be like A and then, as a result of it, A is felt .to 
be like B. B at .first suggests its similar A through th~ function 
of si]llilarity (cf. Bradley on Association in his Principles 
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Logic), .though here, too, as in the case of the function of vyij,pU 
in inference, .it is consciously operative (Section 104) ; and then 
the self swings backfrom A to B (i.e., •he functional activity .of 
similarity is transformed into the substantive consciousness of 
similarity). • 

Ag~ma. 
ll2. Vakya, a sentence or series of sentences in which there 

is a principal one to which the. others are subordinate, is said to 
be a pramii'Yfa or independent source of knowledge. . The right 
appreciation of this pramii'Yfa will depend on the understanding • 
of a .. certain theory of language with which it is bound up. When 
1ye say, a word means a thing, we do not mean that the word 
reminds us of.theidea of a thing. We may no doubt consciously 
pause to.remember or visualise the ideas, but this remembering 
is not· u:qderstanding the meaning of the 'Yord, any • more . than 
any irrelevant .idea, of which we are. Ieminded by a word, is a 
part of the mea~ing. The word directly refers to . the thing, 
expresses the tlJ.ing, tottches it (Brih. Upanishad I, V, 3J in a 
sense. Psychologists speak of the primitive tendency to reify 
names, but have Wl.'l got beyond this reification even now ? . With 
the same naivete with which we objectify our ideas in percep
tion, we objectify the word. The free concept not only requires 
the. name for its support but is identical with it, though trans
cending it. Just as the presentative and representative ele
ments of perception are not only associated but identified, being 
covered by the same determination of the self and objectified 
by it, so too in conception, the. same determination of the self 
giyes the name and the concept an identical object-reference. 
:£his unity of the name .. and the concept works unconsciously 
even in perception. 

113. The· sentence at once refers to an objective rehttion. 
The moment it is employed (provided of course it is a complete 
se11tence1satisfying certain conditions, to be explained presently) 
a belief is generated in something objective.. So Mill argued 
against the conceptualistic theory ofjudgment that ' the sun is 
hot '• does not mean that the idea of the sun is the idea of hot. 
The copula of a judgment is thee self pointing necessarily to an 
object and. the unity of. the sentence is but this self clothed in 
language. The primordial objective reference of a judgment 
is a provisional belief, a belief, it may be, with a certain general 
cautitmsness induced by experience ; if it is only thought, it is 
at any rate continuous with knowledge. The mere absence of 
conflict with. other .evidence is sufficient to turn it into know
ledge : we do not require a positive confirmation by other evi
dence .. 



114. The understanding or the self in judgments transcends 
judgments and points to .the Ideas of the Reason or noumena. 
Th~y .are to be realised finly in ecstatic intuition, but till that is 
forthcoming; the necessary tll()ught of them must have some 
intuition-basis, viz., a name. Yet just•as an Idea of the Reason 
intrinsically spurns all sense-intuition as being completely • in
adequate, so too ordinary names. constitute only the means by 
which such an Idea is pointed to, not its support or expression. 
Each noumenon demands its true expression, and as Schopen· 
hauer remarked, a potent. musical s.ound constitutes its direct 
objectification whereas other ':esthetic symbols are mere. imita
tions of its grosser objectifications. Such potent sound-symbol>) 
are supplied by the mantras, by such mystic syllables as the 
Om, the power of which is not to be judged by any a priori reason
ing but only through the persistent attempt to realise. them by 
devout intonation. A conventional word comes to. mean a 
thing, to be provisionally identified with a. thing, only through 
this. necessary demand o£ . the thing for its true sound-s.ymbol. 

115. The same result is reached in another way. Though 
every vakya' as having a direct objective intention' has the appear
ance of impersonality, yet as it may be ambiguous .or false and 
may have reference to phenomenal truth, a subj_ective personal 
element has also to be taken into account. It is only in true 
statements about the shpersensuous that this personal element 
is wholly eliminated. The supersensuous, as has been already 
explained (Section 84), to be thought at all, must have been 
revealed. The Ve(las claim to b~ the repository of all such .true 
statements aboub. t,he supersensuous ; and whether the claim is 
allowed or not, the true revelation, wherever it is found, must 
have also the true form, and therefore the perfection or the sacred
ness of it must transfigure every sound (or letter) composing it. 

116. To this theory of the identity between thought and 
language, Nyaya takes .an objectionwhicheasily connects itself 
with' the conceptualistic theory of the judgment. T~ subject 
and predicate of a judgment are, according to it, subsumed under 
the same. abstract universal. In modern language, the pro
position states the ' congruenc,e or eonflict~on of conoopts.' 
The sentence, then, has not an Immediate, objective referenoe; 
the . objective reference is mediate, i.e., gained through 
inference like the. following : Sentences (satisfying certain ()On· 
ditions) in the past gave rise to thoughts which were founcl. to 
accord with objective relations ; here is a sentence (sati'sfyillg 
these conditions), therefore ~tis expected to accord with objec
tive .rela,tions.' .. In the last resort, then, a word ·is taken to .be 
eternally . connect~d with its meaning .by mere conventioll 
(8anketa) or by the Will of God (Uva,rechohka). ·In .the ·case .of: 



the Vedas, they are. ta}ren to hi\ a system of sounda created by 
thep~rsonal.author, Isvara (paurusheya). 

117; . Vedanta, • however, holds that• the system. of sounds is 
n()t created but only Il'l,6tnifested. Whe~ a letter is articulated 
it i~.not created but only manifested in sensuousform (dhvani). 
Whene_ver a sound is produced, we recognise it as. ' that sound.' 
If we are to believe in this recognition, every distinctive sound
form must be take!)- to h;;i.ve a persistence, not as air-vibration, 
but as sound-form (in its immediacy, as sensuous objectivity). 
The manifestation alone is in . time but the sound-form is • 
eternal. Thus the eternity of 'names' (niima-rupa) and 
the impersonal reality of the Word are. intelligible. The 
question of the primum coqnitum naturally leads to the theory 
of the eternal pre-existence of all differences that come to be 
manife::;ted (Section 42). The Word which is "thus manifested 
to us is to be regarded as the Word existent. in all previous 
cycles, now free~ remembered and manifested by lsvara. So 
Viriij at birth remembered he was Brahman(' aham Brahmasmi ' 
-Brih. Upanishad). To lsvara,who is eternally free in intel
ligence and volition, alL these remembrances before each crea
tion (srishti) are one, and all these srislttis are but the 
timeless actuaJ.isation of the same Vedas or objective Reason. 
To the individual, however, the manifestation in a particular 
cycle is new. · 

118. The Word is co-eternal with Isvara, both being Infinite 
determinations of Brahman, and it is noticeable that the same 
word ~akti or power is used to indicate both· the relation of 
lsvara to created (manifested) things and the relation of the 
Word {and therefore any word) to its objective meaning. In 
ho.th cases, this &akti, though but maya investing .Brahman 
(Section 52), is turned into an impersonal reality by the irradi
ation of Brahman. 

119. The meaning of a .. word is two-fold, direct (takya)and 
implied (fakshya). The object which is directly meant is that 
towards which the word functions through its 9akti. A word 
refers to a thing through its jat1' or class. The reference to the 
indivfdual is not independent of the reference .tp the universal 
(substance and attribute being taken to he identicalin Vedanta), 
~xcept in cases where the name directly points to the thing. 
The 8ak# is there said to be svarupa-sati (non-connotative refer
ence) .but not jnata-ltetu, i.e., not functioning through reaeon, 
i.e., not· applying to the individual because of its possessing cer
tain attributes. No doubt the direcLreference of a word to 
(or its identity with) the universal also is unaccountable, but it is 
still jnata-hetu, i.e., self-conscious reference and not a mere 
pointing out with. the finger. Although essence and an existent 
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partaking of the essence (vi~esha'f!a and vi$eshya) are not differ
ent in reality, they are absol~tely distinct aspects to the judg
ing or discursive .reas~n. The self of the understanding is, 
.as Kant said, for the objective judgllJllnt, is unconsciously im
manent in the empirical object, and at the same time it is an 
Idea· of the Reason, a noumenon transcending the empirical 
.object. 

120. The reference to the individual through the universal 
is to be taken as only an implied teference or lalcsha'f!.a. This 
lalcshwrtii is not the function of a single word but of .the. whole 
sentence. The sentence reacts on each w01d that it contains. 
How is that possible '? How do kakya and lakshya blend ? 
,Just as in perception, the concept unconsciously synthesises 
the intuit,ion, so in a judgment the copular unity modifies each 
of the terms. ' A is B ' is really equivalent to ' AB is AB.' 
The sentence is an organic unity and each word in it partakes 
of the common life. The judgment has a tendency to lapse 
into a concept. This is noticeable in eulogistic or abusive sen
tences which are not meant to be literally taken but express 
,$imply praise or abuse. Ultimately the sentence unity is only 
for the knowledge of particular objects, and the members of 
this unity, the concepts, also refer to them. 

121. Not every combination of words, however, constitutes 
a true sentence, but only such as has the conditions of akamksha, 
yogyata, asatti, and tiitparya, These might be roughly trans
lat,ed as ' syntactical connexion ' (the mutual demand of the 
essential parts of a sentence for one another, as the demand of 
a verb for its subject, of a transitive verb for. its object-, 
etc.) ' compatibility of meaning' (of parts of the sentence), 
'proximity of the parts,' and the 'objective intention.' The ab
stract assertive form of a sentence is determined. by akamksha, 
as .the self thinks of object through the categories, though some
times the assertive form appears almost in its purity as in the 
appositional construction (abhedanvaya) ' this pot is a'blue pot,' 
where there is no akiimkshii ('syntactical connexion ' therefore 
is too wide a rendering). This assertive form, determinate or 
otherwise, may be perfect, though there may not be co~pati
bility of meaning, as in ' this square is round.' This compati
bility of meaning is whatis ordinarily called consistency, though 
it has a material aspect, too, for in one sense even a self-contra
dictory senten(le is conceivable through the propositional form . 
.Asatti or the proximity of the parts has reference to the arti• 
culatory or written form of a sentence rather than to the thought
uni:ty, though thisform is but the expression of the unity. Itis 
that· which makes us understand omitte(J. words in elliptical 
Qonstrtwtions and unites the direct meaning of the words of a 
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~~n!e~:~t~~~~ t;~ei~r~~~~=do~~~1~f· kn~:r:{::. is I~h~ cri~tct{!e 
subjective intention .of the person •uttering the sentence, 
though in cases of amb~uity the subjective intention has to be 
taken into account. It is the objective intention, which; in 
cases of ambiguity or the like, is not contradicted by the sub
jective intention. So a true sentence,even when uttered by 
one not understanding or misunderstanding it, has an intrinsfc 
tatparya. If yogyata be the formal compatibility of meaning, 
tatparya is compatibmty in a material reference, the unity of • 
the sentence and the corresponding objective relation. There 
might be higher unities, too, but these go beyond the senten.ce 
form, 

122. The first thought roused by a sentence may be one of 
doubt or misunderstanding; should it ..then be said that the 
objective knowledge produced by a sentence is dependent on a 
prior belief indu~ed by other evidences? No, says Vedanta; 
a sentence by itself has the objective reference. The knowledge 
of the objective relations through other pramaJ!as may no 
doubt remove doubts and misunderstanding, but is not necef;l
sarily demanded by the sentence. The sentence shines by its 
own light. The ascertainment of the meaning of a sentence, 
however, may be ai(led by the knowledge of the topic through 
other evidences, as in the caseof sentences having secular refer~ 
ence. In the case of revealed texts, however, the meaning is 
evolved through mimamsa of the te:xts themselves, i.e., through 
their mutual criticism and not through any extraneous pramaJ!a.; 
for no other pramfi'IJ.a can determin~ of the super-sensible. 

Arthapatti. 

123. Arthapatti is the supposition (or conception) . of the 
premises, reason, or cause from the conclusion, consequence, 
or effect:~• Here is one getting stout though he does not take 
food durrng the day ; the reason supposed is that he takes food 
at night .. It includes ali inference through vyatireki linga, i.e., 
negaiJve mark or middle term, which, according to Vedanta, is 
not inference a.t all. In reference to the stock example given 
in Nyaya of Kevala~vyatireki inference, ' earth differs from 
other primal matters, for it has. smell,' Vedanta .would point 
out that here earth, as a new primal matter, is conceived only, 
not ill'ferred. It is like the framing of a hypothesis from given 
facts. So, too, where Nyaya holds that the major premise is 
reached both through positive and negative evidences, Vedanta 
holds that .inference from it appeals to the positive instances Q:r 
facts only ; the negative instances simply define the positive 



-instances, enable us to conceive the major premise clearly. \l.'he 
so-called inductive methods ar/.therefore mixtures of· anurniina 
and artkiipatti, deductitm .. and hypohesits. In all inductive 
method there is an element oLhypoth~sis, i.e., an assuring of 
ourselves, before the deductive verification, whether by tact 
or by conscious method,· that .. in the • absence • of a certain. antece
dent, a consequent will also be absent. In the consci()UB 
fr~ming .of a hypothesi::~, our aim (though not always accom
phs!ledJ Js to find out something explaining facts that no alter· 

• native ~upposition will exphtin. In fact all hitting at the cause, 
al~ solvmg of riddles, all colligation by concepts involve a con
scwus or sub-conscious employment of negative instances, sug
gested by the positive data-and this is a1·thiipatti. This ap· 
pears clearly in understanding omitted words in a sentence. 
So, too, a negation presupposes an affirmation, the presuppos
ing being artkiipatti. 

• 
Anupalabdhi .. 

124. .Abhiiva is negation, including non-existence relative 
whether to all time, to particular times, or to particular natures. 
How is it known? It can no doubt be inferred but can it be 
perceived ? It may be a percept, but the percept is then not 
the effect. of a process of perception directed towards it. The 
self sometimes may not perceive a thing, even though it exerts 
the perceptive activity, yet the percept of the locus, minus that 
thing, is therefore the percept of the minus-ness or abhiiva. But 
we cannot say that the percept of this abhiim is the result of the 
process of perception directed towards !t; the perceptive process 
is directed only to the locus of the abhiiva, not to the abk~va m· 
to the thing that is non-existent. 'l'he non-existence of the thing, 
therefore, is an accidental percept implicated in the percept of 
its locus and not the intended objective of the actual process. 

125. What is meant by saying that a percept ii at once 
differentiated from everything else ? Does it invohe . an ex· 
plicit perc~ption Of the difference ? No. In the stage of 
thought, the relation itself is definitely attended to, but ip the 
stage of perception, it is only sub-cot~scionsly, implicitly present. 
The substantive presentation or percept is alone explicitly 
perceived. But then what is this implicitness of its relations 
from the point of view of the self's spontaneity ? Need we 
admit a new process, a new pramii1;a for this implicit percept 
of difference 1 Why not call it implicit perceptive process 
only •1 From the point of ·view of the self knowing or func- •. 
tioning, this.' implicitness' is meaningless, being only a meta
phor borrowed from the unintelligent object; So the langua,ge 
of implicit and explicit is not employed in Vedan~a at all. So 



' \.. -in inference,. where one inight .have said that the tritiya-lin{Ja-
paramarsa of Nyaya (Section 10\l gives at any rate the .implicit· 
articulations of the inferential act, Ve1'lanta prefers to say that 
there is a single mediaW.ng function, and no substantive mental 
state somewhere out of the ken ofconsciousness, as the word 'im
plicit' would imply .. It .marks an essentii!.l difference be.tweeu 
a priori-ism on the one hand, and i11tnitionism and empiricism on 
the other. Sh9uld we not admit a passive or presentative side 
to this functioning~ We may, but the self, while functioning 
in a particular way, cannot at the same time apprehend the 
functioning in its pMsive aspect as object, for the self is identi
fied with the envelope of that passivity (or ignorance). It may 
view it, while shaking it off, as an outworn slough. Wht>n we 
speak of pramii"!a or logical evidence, we view the mental pro
cess from the point of view offunction and not of passivity. 
Hence it will not do to. say that implicit perception· is the pro
cess of which thtresult is the perc.ept o£ abhava. For implicit 
perception, we· have to substitute a distinctive positive func
tion of the mind, anupalabdhi. When the abhiiva of a thing 
capable of being perceived is cognised where no other pramana 
can take cognisance of it, it is cognised through this . anupalab
dhi. It has for its object not the absent thing but the absence 
itself. It is the bare awarer1ess of the absence, though what 
is absent may not be known. Again the thing that is a.bsent 
must be, unlike spiritual merit or deme.rit (Section 95), cap
able of being perceived, i.e., it must be of the. same order of 
reality as its locus which is perceived ; otherwise the percept 
of its absence cannot be implicated in the percept of its locus. 
The negation must not l:Je absolute indeterminate negation : it 
must be the negation of something intuitable. 

126. An objection: If abhiiva be a percept, though not the 
result of a perceptive process directed towards it, is it a percept 
even in the illusion of abhiiva ? In~ the case of the nacre taken 
forsilvef, the objectivity of the silver is constituted by its im
plicit s~bjective existence (Section 99) or anirvacha-n;iyatva. 
Has the illusory abhiiva also this ' inexplicable • existence ? 
Noi ft may be replied: here we have anyathii-khyiiti (Section 100). 
Objectivity is through implicit subjectivity in those illusions 
only in which the mind and the senses are in contact with the 
object mistaken. But here the object mistaken being abhiiva, 
they "'re not in contact with it, i.e., although the objective appear
ance is there, it ha.s no subjective counterpart. If there is any
thing at all, it must be the implicit subjectivity of the absence 
of sensation, i.e., the implicit consciousness of the absence. 
This is ()nly partially similar to the implicit subjectivity of the 
silver in the case· of the nacre. The consciousness of absence is 
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~:~;.:he~~!\V:~a· ~f:~ti~:!6~!g~~~v~n&~~,b{tj~;\~~~0~i~ 
spea,king~· plwno:me11allJ' ~(3gaMve .. ~nd really· positive. Not that 
the illusory. objective • appearance of abhava is J3rahml:J,n, for 
though Brahm~n is }he .. substra:t(3 .. or adltisthana 6f maya. and so 
of all phenomeqal and.i1Iusory existence, it is·not their uptid1ina 
or modifiable' :material. . (]3rahmtl,n is s,tiU sometimes .• spoken 
of as the material d.ause of the universe: .•. A~ against the non
intelligent pradha1~a of Sankhya; .Vedanta .J?roposes .. a spiritual 
material, Brahman; but tht~n it js not 11aked Brahman hut 

• rather Brahman as. informing . . maya.) So the· implicit con
sciousness of the absence of .. sensation is not the. same as the 
implicit consciousness of. the pure self but rather that of manas 
(or its objective. 9bverse) which is the material eapable of 
being differentif!oted into the sensation-lll.odes though nowwith
out them. 

"' 

, 
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• Anll.ly.sis~ 
1; AN APPRQ~OH TH~OU(}HPSYCl!OL()G~ . . (S~cti~/ 1-31): 
Importance of the. psychology ()f waking, dre~m . artd ·<:lrea11l

less sleep (Section l). ·. :E;m:pJrieal account of. a, dream ~ no sensa
tion; eonseiousnesf\ of the body a,t :ar mipil1lunr (2---3) . . Does 
it demand · a new dimension of psychical existence ? Impres
sion and i.dea qualitatively distinct. Dreams ~s pure ideas • 
turned into percepts (4:--:-5). Which is more real, dream or 
waking ? Not sensation but idea gives truth, th0ugh idea in 
presence of sensation is felt to be less rea,l. Dreams, though 
illusory, have wi(ler possibilities than waking (6-9). 

Possibilities of s.elf-consci!)us dream a,ncf dreamless sleep 
(10-ll). Tim~ess synthetic. C()ncepts behipd concrete know
ledge on the same level as dreamless sleep, where the self is 
immediately self-conscious (1~14). Vedantic discussion of 
this state (15-16). Parallelism between different views about · 
this state and those about self-consciousness in European philo
sophy. Kant, Hegel, and Vedanta on self-consciousness (17--19). 
Difference betweenKant's self and Vedantic atman (20). Spen
cer and Kant on indeterminate consciousness of the Unknow
able {20-22). Vedantic view of knowledge (23). 

Samadhi (two forms), the concrete form of this indeterminate 
consciousness ; actualised states of waking, dream and dream
less sleep (924-25). Difference between dreamless sleep and 
samadhi (26-27). Samadhi and discursive reason compared 
(28). Relation between savikalpa and nirvilcalpa samadhi 
(29). 

Waking, dream, dreamless sleep, and ecstasy constitute the 
gradation of existence ; gradation between subject and object, 
truth alfl. untruth (30). Projections of dream, etc., on. waking. 
plane; "{larallelism with empirical and a priori psychology (31). 

• II. VED.ANTIC METAPHYSICS (Seetions 32-83). 
The theory of adhyatma, adhibhuta, etc., dimly traceable in 

the• Upanishads, brought out (~2-38). Devata, the absolute 
unity of subject and object (33). Loka, the absolute intuition
medi~m for this unity (34). Necessity of loka defended against 
possible objections. Relation of the theory to Absolute Ideal
ism (35-38) . 

. Are the devatas universalia ante rem? Is Vedanta realistic ! 
(39~4:5). Yes ; the sun 'the unity of the particular eyes anfi 
the visible things (40). But is not this aspect-realism rather 
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than ~lass-realism 1 Yes, but ·hese sense-aspects are substan· 
li•l ,.alili"" tit ptimal ""''t . lleconciliM,ion ol empiti?ism 
and rationalism (41). ~ad'es of matter, formless matter one 
pole and full-blown reality the other. • The full-blown reality 
minus the formless matter is maya, the matrix of eternal ' .names 
and forms ' or principia in<Jividt«ttionis (42). Realistic 'class 
is also admitted. Vedanta versus Nyaya on jati. Jati not. co
ordinate with vyakti (43-----44). Three (five) systems of eternal 
entities in Vedanta (45). 

• Vedanta versus Hegel .·on the identity of ·contradictories. 
Vedantic discussions bearing on the law of contradiction (46 
-47). Does Vedantic realism furnish a principle of change~ 
(48). Sankara's discussion of causality (49-51). Pamchadalii 
on sakti or power (52-53}. . 

Brahman and maya, by mutual reflection, become Isvara 
with para-prakriti, IJakti, apara-prak?·iti (54). These the arche
typal concretes of sattva, rajas, tamas (55). • Para-prakriti is 
the active buddhi of the Lord (56). Discussion of buddhi, aham
kara, manas, ch£tta (57). Buddhi both the object and the (deter
minate but undifferentiated) body of Isvara. Parallelism of 
sattva and tamas with Aristotle's actuality and potentiality. 
Difference between Vedanta and Aristotle (58). 

Two forms of I swra-t1'igu'l}atita and /;uddha-sattva-upadhi. 
Their relation to Brahman. Distinction between the higher 
god and the lower god misleading (60-62). Why Bra,hman 
becomes determinate, an illegWmate question (63-64). Diffi.~ 
culties in the conception of I.svara as creator (65). A prelimin
ary discussion of· the 1·elation between moral .discipline and 
absolute consciousness (66) necessary to understand Is.vam 
(in His two aspects) as the Absolute of both, the. unity of the 
individual spirits (67). A further discussion of the progressive 
realisation of individual spirits necessary (68-69) to under
stand Isvara as the Good, the Just, as exercising .~akti or power, 
as in grace maturing the Karma of individual spirits (7.). StMi
varatva, the extreme punishment (71). Fate of sthiivtlra bound 
up with jivan-mukta souls (72), through whom as deputies, 
Isvara creates; Creation and dissolution. Trinity of Bn1hma, 
Vishnu, Mahesvara (73-74). 

Onward course of creation (75). Discussion of the five K<'shas 
and the three bodies of the individual, to introduce the universal 
emanations Hira,qya-garbha, etc. (76-77). Vedanta ·QI:i• the 
five primal matters; their relation to the elements of chemis. 
try; ' quintupling' of these matters (78-81). 

Interpretation of two cosmogonic myths, to illustrate the 
above (82_...83). 
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III. VEDANTIO Lo Sections 84-126). 

Vedantic truths said to be r ed ~do they admit of proof ~ 
Necessity of revelation. (84). Position of manana in Vedanta 
(85). Six prama~tas (86). Two kinds of knowledge (87). 

Pratyaksha.-Perception is Brahman; knowledge timeless, 
its empirical mode in time (88). Conditions of perception ex
plained (89-95). Perceptual judgment (96). Perception of 
object as object (97). Perception of the self (98). Discussion 
of illusory perception (99~-101). 

Anumiina.-Nyaya account of svartha inference (102-103). "' 
Four Vedantic objections connected with European Logic 
(104-106). Major premise reached through positive instances 
(107). Number of the instances inessential (108). Nyaya versus 
Vedanta on parartha inference; deduction of Vedanta's posi
tion from its position on svartha inference (109). The absolute 
syllogism after tlegel (110). . 

lJ.parnana (Ill). 
Agarna.-How vakya, is a prama~ta explained by the identity 

of thought and language (words, sentences, mantras) (112--115). 
Objection of Nyaya to this identity (116). Vedanta on eternity 
of the Word (117). S'akti (meaning} of the Word like the sakti 
(power) of lsvara (118). Two kinds of meaning (119-120). 
Conditions of valid vakya (120). A sentence by itself induces 
belief (122). 

Arthiipatti connected with , hypothesis in Inductive Logic 
(123j. 

Anupalabdhi.-Abhava a percept but not the result of a per• 
ceptive process directed towards it (124). What is implicit 
perception from the point of view of the Self~ Anupalab(lhi 
a positivefunction of the mind (125). Discussion of theillusion 
of abhava (126). 
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